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Appendix 1

Database of available materials and methods

Contents:
A
B
C
D
E

Basic materials
Rough work of foundation, slab and walls
Wall and slab finishing
Windows
Roofing materials

Aspects:
-

Unity
Specifications
Applications
Processing possibilities
Image building
Social acceptance
Fit building services
Usability and energy
Cleaning
Environmental sustainability
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability
Labour circumstances
Technical acceptance
Adjustment of plans
Realizable in slums
Local employment and economy
Lifecycle costs
Construction time
Availability and where to find
Others
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A

Basic materials

Contents:
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13

Sand
Laterite
Clay
Stones – granite chippings
Quarry dust
Water
Portland cement
Pozzolana cement
Reinforcement bars – iron rods
Steel
Soft- and hardwood timber - formwork
Bamboo
Sand-cement mortar

All relevant aspects for basic materials are made bold:
-

Unity
Specifications
Applications
Processing possibilities
Image building
Social acceptance
Fit building services
Usability and energy
Cleaning
Environmental sustainability
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability
Labour circumstances
Technical acceptance
Adjustment of plans
Realizable in slums
Local employment and economy
Lifecycle costs
Construction time
Availability and where to find
Others
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Image A.1: Sand, used on construction sites for block making and concrete and mortar mixture

Image A.2: Sand winning of Eastern Quarries Ltd., image from www.desimoneltd.com/services.htm#
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A1

Sand

Unity: m3
Specifications: Size of sand ranges between 0.06mm to 2mm in diameter. Fine aggregate material, sold as sand,
which is used in mixtures on construction sites exists mostly of sand, soil and clay and is polluted with organic
material like roots, grass and branches. Unpolluted sand is said to be available, but is much more expensive.
Applications: Sand is used for concrete mixture, sand-cement and concrete block making and mortar mix for
plaster finish and screed bed.
Processing possibilities: Should be mixed manual or mechanical with cement, water and other earth materials like
quarry dust or stones.

Social acceptance: Sand is a necessary component in concrete and cement based plaster and therefore very
wanted by local people; good.

Environmental sustainability: Sand, which is a fine aggregate material, is extracted from rivers (river sand) or
from quarry plants (pit sand). Mining of this material affects the local landscape. It must be done carefully
controlled to avoid severe inland erosion after removal of the topsoil; no good.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Quality depends mainly on its processing; sufficient.
Labour circumstances: Material has no influence on labourers but to carry weights shouldn’t be too heavy;
sufficient.

Technical acceptance: Sand is easy to process and asks only little skills and responsibility for adding a certain
prescribed amount to the mixture; good.

Local employment and economy: All sand is extracted and processed in Ghana and stimulates both local economy
and employment; good.

Lifecycle costs: Smooth sand for plaster finish: 22.77 GH¢, rough sand for concrete mix and block making:
20.47 GH¢. Both are prices at Eastern Quarries Ltd.
Availability and where to find: Sand is locally available in large quantities throughout the year and delivered bulk
with trucks. It’s sold on the open market and (better) for example: Eastern Quarries Ltd., Tema Heavy Industrial
Area, Accra-Ghana. Eastern Quarries is part of De Simone Group and the quarry is located at the Shai Hills,
around 40 km from Accra. In general are products from companies more reliable than from the open market.

Others: -
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Image A.3: Laterite used as backfilling under a concrete ground floor slab on construction project EPP bookstore

Image A.4: Two examples of Ghanaian houses constructed with laterite, Boabeng-Fiema (left) and Alorkpem Island (right)
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A2

Laterite

Unity: m3
Specifications: Laterite is a hardened or soft (reddish to brownish) product of tropical and sub-tropical
weathering. The darker the laterite, the harder, heavier and more resistant to moisture it is. Three main groups
of laterite soils ranged in diameters: 0.06 – 2mm, 2 – 60mm and larger than 60mm in diameter.
Applications: Laterite is often used as hardcore (back) filling, for example under a ground floor slab. Moreover in
rural areas, especially in northern Ghana, laterite soils are still used for monolithic construction and sun-dried
laterite bricks. Construction materials made of laterite are also often called (sunburnt) earth bricks or blocks from
abode.
Processing possibilities: Stabilized air-dried laterite soil blocks mixed with water and around 10% cement content
for bounding. Hydraform Ltd. produces and sells laterite blocks with an interlocking system under its own brand;
see B5 Laterite blocks – Hydraform technology.

Social acceptance: Earth structures are nowadays only build in rural areas and are mostly houses of the low
standard population. Many examples of poorly constructed and maintained earth structures are present. Laterite
as construction material has a low acceptability among most social groups and is qualified as a ‘poor man’s
material’; inferior.

Environmental sustainability: It’s a natural material that is enough available all around Ghana and very ecological
responsible; excellent.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Buildings with a laterite construction must be rendered with a
water-proofing mortar and kept dry from weather influences to stay stable; no good.
Labour circumstances: Weight carried by workers should be unlimited, using of laterite material doesn’t affect
health of labourers really; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: Laterite is a locally used material and doesn’t require much knowledge to process in a
backfilling. When cement is added this should be done in correct proportions to achieve qualitative and affordable
blocks; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: All laterite is extracted and processed in Ghana and stimulates both local
economy and employment well; good.

Lifecycle costs: Unknown, a safe estimate is the same price as for rough sand: 20.47 GH¢. In practice it will be
probable cheaper.

Availability and where to find: The earth below the topsoil consists mainly of laterite and therefore it is widely
available in large quantities. Almost every local contractor, earth worker or quarry plant can supply laterite bulk
with trucks.
Others: -
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Image A.5: Brick making industry in India, photo from J. Adam Huggins for The New York Times, from
http://www.eartharchitecture.org/index.php?/archives/861-Mud-Brick-Industry-In-India.html
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A3

Clay

Unity: m3
Specifications: With clay is meant certain earthly rocks which have a strong cohesion in the presence of water.
Particular sizes are smaller than 0.002mm. The two main types of clays suitable for the building industry are
brown plastic clays and high grade Kaolins. In general, both are of excellent quality when burned and their colour
changes from red to buff.
Applications: The clay can be used for blocks, floors, plaster finish and decoration, but isn’t a very common
construction material in southern Ghana.

Processing possibilities: Brown plastic clay is burnt to produce bricks and slices for cladding in local production
plants, see also B6 bricks. The high grade Kaolins clay is processed to local produced ceramic products by for
example Saltpond Ceramics. Besides these applications are also terracotta tiles produced from this clay, see C5.

Social acceptance: Structures made of unprocessed clay blocks are mostly seen as one of a poor status and is not
really wanted by local people; no good.

Environmental sustainability: Nearly all clay is extracted from riverbanks around Ghana and Lake Volta. It should
be done well controlled to restrict influence on the environment; no good.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Untreated and unprotected clay products can be affected by
weather influences like rain and needs often maintenance. To increate the lifetime of clay products it must be
processed and burned well like bricks; no good.
Labour circumstances: Clay can be used safely and doesn’t affect health of labourers; sufficient.
Technical acceptance: Processing clay for blocks requires any knowledge about the particles and quality of the
founded and to use clay materials; sufficient.
Local employment and economy: All clay is extracted and processed in Ghana and stimulates both local economy
and employment; good.

Lifecycle costs: Unknown.
Availability and where to find: Clay is extracted on several places in Ghana and normally available. There are
many widespread deposits of clays which can be used in the building industry.

Others: -
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Image A.6 & A.7 (insertion): Distribution of stone diameters isn’t equal; there are too many large diameters

Image A.8 & A.9: Mining of stones at Eastern Quarries Ltd., image from www.desimoneltd.com/services.htm# and
www.desimone.com.gh/Businesses/Aggregates.aspx
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A4

Stones – granite chippings

Unity: m3
Specifications: Stones are broken and crushed granite rocks. Distribution over the several stone diameters or
granite chippings, from 20mm till smaller, isn’t equal. Stones consist of too many large diameters and too few
small diameters which decreases the quality of concrete mixtures. Stones and chippings with other diameters
than 20mm are also available at the different quarries like 20 - 38mm, 16mm, 10mm, 0 – 40mm, 0 – 75mm and
selected boulders. Diameters can also be given in the imperial system by the different suppliers.
Applications: Crushed granite chippings isn’t used as single construction material but used to produce concrete
aggregate. Besides this, stones are also used for terrazzo floor finishing and as road building materials.

Processing possibilities: Mechanical or manual mixed with sand, cement and water to a concrete mixture that can
be casted.

Social acceptance: Stones are a necessary component in concrete and therefore very wanted by local people;
good.

Environmental sustainability: Stones, which are a course aggregate material, are extracted from quarry plants.
Mining of the stones damage the local environment and increases the change on erosion after removal of the
topsoil; no good.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Material itself has an immense strength and durability, but quality
depends mainly on its processing; sufficient.

Labour circumstances: Stones haven’t any influence on labourers’ safety and health, at least if not too much
weight is carried at once; sufficient.
Technical acceptance: Stones are easy to process and high qualified knowledge isn’t required to do this. Only for
adding a prescribed amount of stones to the mixture is some responsibility feeling of the workers needed; good.

Local employment and economy: Rocks are crushed to stones, traded and processed in Ghana and stimulates
both local economy and employment; good.

Lifecycle costs: Broken and crushed granite, maximum 20mm aggregate: 42.32 GH¢, price at Eastern Quarries
Ltd.

Availability and where to find: Igneous stones are locally available in large quantities throughout the year and
delivered bulk with trucks. It’s sold on the open market and for example: Eastern Quarries Ltd., Tema Heavy
Industrial Area, Accra-Ghana. Eastern Quarries is part of De Simone Group and the quarry is located at the Shai
Hills, around 40 km from Accra.

Others: -
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Image A.10: Quarry dust stored on a construction site
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A5

Quarry dust

Unity: m3
Specifications: Quarry dust is broken and crushed granite and is the remaining product during the ‘production’ of
stones. Most used quarry dust consists of small granite stones (maximum diameter 7mm) till dust (0mm). Other
diameter ranges for quarry dust are also available at the different quarries like 0 – 3mm, 0 – 5mm, 0 – 9mm and
0 – 12mm.
Applications: The material quarry dust is mostly used to make concrete blocks.
Processing possibilities: Manual or mechanical mixed with sand, cement and water to a mortar mixture that shall
be used to fill the mould of a block making machine.

Social acceptance: Quarry dust is a common used addition to mortar mixtures and completely accepted by local
people; good.

Environmental sustainability: Quarry dust is a remaining material of crushing rocks to stones at quarry plants and
therefore ecologically responsible; good.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Adding quarry dust increases the strength and quality of the
mortar mixture. But the final quality is completely dependent of processing quarry dust to a useful construction
material; sufficient.

Labour circumstances: Using quarry dust causes a lot of dust on places where people are working; no good.
Technical acceptance: To add a prescribed quantity of quarry dust to a mixture is some carefulness and control
needed by workers and foreman; good.

Local employment and economy: Quarry dust is produced, traded and processed in Ghana and stimulates both
local economy and employment; good.

Lifecycle costs: Broken and crushed granite, dust 0 – 7mm: 28.52 GH¢, price at Eastern Quarries Ltd.
Availability and where to find: Quarry dust is a rest product from quarry plants and is large available throughout
the year. It will be delivered bulk with trucks and sold on the open market and for example: Eastern Quarries
Ltd., Tema Heavy Industrial Area, Accra-Ghana. Eastern Quarries is part of De Simone Group and the quarry is
located at the Shai Hills, around 40 km from Accra.

Others: -
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Image A.11: Storage of water on site in black plastic tanks

Image A.12: Storage and use of water for the production of a concrete mixture on site
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A6

Water

Unity: m3
Specifications: Water delivered by water tankers or from water grid can be used by local people and its quality is
sufficient to drink.
Applications: Water is used for concrete mixture, sand-cement and concrete block making and mortar mix for a
plaster finish.

Processing possibilities: Should be mixed with cement, sand and other earth materials like quarry dust and
stones.

Social acceptance: Water is a necessity of life; excellent.
Environmental sustainability: Use of water has no effect on the Ghanaian environment, enough clean, freshwater
is available in the large Lake Volta; excellent.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Amount of water in a mixture, the water-cement ratio, has a great
influence on the final quality of produced mixtures; sufficient.
Labour circumstances: Water will be used by construction workers to drink and wash themselves at the
construction site and make their health better; excellent.

Technical acceptance: Adding a certain amount of water to a mixture requests some small knowledge,
responsibility and control on site; good.

Local employment and economy: Ghana Water Company Ltd. is a governmental institute and water tankers are
run by small entrepreneurs. Both take care to stimulate the local economy and employment; good.

Lifecycle costs: Water from a grid costs around 0.51 GH¢ and water from a tanker service costs around 3.80 GH¢.
Prices are from the Ghana Water Company Ltd and local market.
Availability and where to find: It depends on the location in Accra if a water grid is available, or not. There isn´t
enough water to serve all grids, therefore only a few days every week is water pressure present on a water grid.
If not, tanker services are always available to deliver water on site, at least if they can reach the place of supply
within 30 meters. The Ghana Water Company Ltd. takes care for water grid and pipe water, small entrepreneurs
with water tankers are plenty available at the open market.

Others: Rainwater can be collected from roofs and reused, be careful that rainwater won’t be polluted during the
collection or storage.
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Image A.13 & A.14: Ghacem cement production factory and transport of cement, images from
www.heidelbergcement.com/africa/en/ghacem/home.htm

Image A.15: A used 50kg bag of Ghacem cement.
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A7

Portland cement

Unity: Bags of 50kg
Specifications: The sold cement meets prescribed quality standards. Product range is Ghacem SuperRapid Cement
Class 32.5R (brand name Ghacem Super Rapid) and Ghacem Portland Cement Class 42.5n (brand name Ghacem
Extra). For special applications Sulphate Resistant Cement will be imported by order. Cement materials are
processed from imported clinker and gypsum in a local production factory.
Applications: Sand-cement and concrete blocks, mortar for plaster finish and concrete slabs, foundations,
columns and beams, sometimes even reinforced.
Processing possibilities: Cement is manual or mechanized mixed with water, sand and if necessary stones or
quarry dust. The amount of cement in a mortar is extremely important and it’s very common that mortars contain
too much or too few cement, which causes brittleness or porous mortars. To get a qualitative mixture, cement
quantity must be in proportion with the needed amount of water, the water-cement ratio. Attention to realise
quality and prevent occurring of cracks during the cure of mixtures in hot and dry conditions due to rapid setting
of temperature.

Social acceptance: Cement is an essential ingredient for producing concrete and blocks and is therefore a very
prestigious building material; excellent.

Environmental sustainability: Impact on Ghanaian environment is limited due to the large importation of raw
materials clinker and gypsum from abroad; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: If used correct on the prescribed way cement binds all different
aggregates together to a strong and long lasting mixture that doesn’t require much maintenance and resist most
of the environmental and climatic influences; good.

Labour circumstances: Using cement causes a lot of dust on places where many people are working. The weight
of a bag of cement is too heavy for a labourer to carry it at once and shall affect his health; no good.

Technical acceptance: To add a prescribed amount of cement to a mixture is some little responsibility of the
workers needed. Curing of cement mixtures asks some more specific knowledge, preparations and control on
site; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: Production of cement is done in Ghanaian factories with imported materials as
clinker and gypsum and its effect on the local employment and economy is limited; sufficient.
Lifecycle costs: Ghacem Super Rapid: 11.40 GH¢ and Ghacem Extra: 12.47 GH¢, price at Ghacem’s outlets and
depots.

Availability and where to find: Enough cement is produced throughout the year by Ghacem, which is part of the
HeidelbergCement group. Ghacem operates two cement factories in the cities Tema and Takoradi. Besides these
factories there are ten depots around the country to enhance the distribution of cement throughout Ghana.
Besides this sales points are cement bags always sold on the open market.

Others: One-third of Portland cement amount can be changed with the cheaper Pozzolana cement, see A8.
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Image A.16 & A.17: Production and sell of pozzolana cement in Ghana, images from
http://ghanabusinessnews.com/2009/12/17/pozzolana-production-in-ghana-to-increase-to-5000-bags-daily/ and
http://www.architectmagazine.com/mixed-use-development/stretching-the-pour.aspx
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A8

Pozzolana cement

Unity: Bags of 50kg
Specifications: The pozzolana cement is an artificial pozzolana and produced from pulverized, burnt clay in a
therefore established plant with shaft kiln. It can replace 15 to 40%, around one third of Portland cement without
significantly reducing the long term strength of the concrete.
Applications: Mortar and concrete mixture, sand-cement blocks and concrete (pozzolana Portland cement) blocks.
Pozzolana can also be used as soil stabilizer.
Processing possibilities: Mix with ordinary Portland cement in ratio: 2 Portland cement to 1 pozzolana cement.
Pozzolana is then used instead of Portland cement and as fly ash to fill the smallest hollow spaces. Amount of
cement and its proportion to the amount of water is very important for the final quality of the mixture. In hot and
dry conditions special attention must be paid to the curing of cement based mortars.

Social acceptance: People can be sceptical about this local produced product and probably prefer the modern
looking Portland cement, but its applications are still very wanted by the local people; sufficient.

Environmental sustainability: Clay is extracted around Ghana and should be done well controlled to restrict
influence on the environment; sufficient.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: If used correct on the prescribed way cement binds all different
aggregates together to a strong and long lasting mixture that resist most of the influences and shall not need
much maintenance; good.
Labour circumstances: Using cement causes a lot of dust on places where people are working. Bags of 50kg
pozzolana cement are too heavy for a worker to carry alone; no good.
Technical acceptance: To add a prescribed amount of cement to a mixture is some little responsibility of the
workers needed. Curing of cement mixtures asks some more specific knowledge, preparations and control on
site; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: Pozzolana cement is completely local produced and stimulates economy and
employment well and reduce the dependence on imported materials; excellent.

Lifecycle costs: Pozzolana cement: 8.00 GH¢, price given by BRRI.
Availability and where to find: All pozzolana cement is produced in Ghana and therefore stock is ample. Bags of
Pozzolana cement are sold by Ghanaian’s Building and Road Research Institute, BRRI, www.brri.org, in Kumasi.
This is an institute of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, CSIR, and related to the KNUST University
in Kumasi. Current production is around 200 bags daily and this will increase to around 4,500 bags a day, when
in the middle of 2010 a commercial plant becomes operational in Ghana. Mission statement of BRRI is to
profitably provide research and development of products, processes and services to the building and road sectors
and for socio-economic development of Ghana.

Others: -
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Image A.18: Cutting reinforcement bars to needed lengths on construction site bookstore EPP

Image A.19: Two rolls of B.R.C. Mesh and unrolled on a laterite backfilling
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A9

Reinforcement bars – iron rods

Unity: Ton or roll
Specifications: The length of ribbed reinforcement bars are 9 meters, which is equal to 30 foot. Bars of mild steel
are used for reinforced concrete and the tensile strength is between 423 and 510N/mm2. Following diameters
with pieces per ton are given at United Steel Company Ltd.: 6mm– 700pcs, 8mm – 300pcs, 10mm – 175pcs,
12mm – 140pcs, 14mm – 92pcs and 18mm – 41pcs. Rods with diameter 18mm have a length of 12 meter. High
tensile steel is used for prestressed concrete work.
Applications: Reinforced concrete works like (strip) foundations, column bases, slabs, columns and beams. It’s
also common used as burglar proofing in window frames, see D1.
Processing possibilities: Steel binders fabricate reinforcement to fitting bars, stirrups or cages on site and place
them in formwork as reinforcement or window frames as burglar proofing. Reinforcement bars must sufficiently
be covered with prescribed concrete thickness to occur expansion cracks by corrosion of sea salt and moisture,
especially in humid areas and coastal regions. Bars should be clean and free from dust, laterite, loose rust and
other substances before processing.

Social acceptance: Iron rods are essential for reinforced concrete and therefore completely accepted and wanted.
Besides this is reinforcement also seen as a very expensive material and people want to save construction costs
by omit this material; good.

Environmental sustainability: Producing and using of reinforcement has a minimum impact on Ghanaian
environment due to the large importation; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Iron rods take tensile and shear stresses in reinforced concrete
and control thermal and shrinkage cracking which lead to a significant longer structural lifetime. At least if
reinforcement is processed well and carefully covered with concrete or paint to prevent corrosion. Reinforced
concrete structures are advisable to resist seismic activity in earthquake zones; good.

Labour circumstances: Use of reinforcement bars doesn’t affect health of workers negative on restriction that all
necessary conditions are present for them so that reinforcing can be done safely; good.
Technical acceptance: Reinforcement bars are a common used construction material and not difficult to process.
Realising the prescribed concrete covering asks some more attention and supervision of workers and foreman
before casting the concrete; good.

Local employment and economy: A small part of iron rods is produced in Ghana but most of it is imported from
abroad. Processing to bars, stirrups and cages is completely done by local labourers and mostly on site; sufficient.

Lifecycle costs: Mild steel rods, several diameters: 1092.50 GH¢ / ton, price at United Steel Co. Ltd. For diameter
14mm this means purchase costs are 1.32 GH¢ / m1. See also the added price list of United Steel Co. Ltd. at A10
Steel. High tensile rods, several diameters: unknown, price available on request. B.R.C. Mesh 6.0mm x 2.1m x
5.1m x (150 x 150mm): 86.25 GH¢ / roll, price at open market.
Rate for mild steel round bar reinforcement without spacers: 1.36 GH¢ / kg, rate is given on the next page.
Rate for steel fabric (B.R.C.) mesh reinforcement without spacers: 9.51 GH¢ / m2, rate is given on the next page.
Both rates are including wastage but without profit and overhead. Unit weight of a reinforcement bar in kilogram
per meter can be defined by: (3.14 * d * d/4) * 1 * (7850) kg/m. Where, d is in meters. This gives for ø10 –
0.63kg/m1, ø14 – 1.21kg/m1 and ø16 – 1.58kg/m1.
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Image A.20 & A.21: Unit rate analyses for mild steel round bar reinforcement and steel fabric (B.R.C.) mesh reinforcement
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Availability and where to find: Reinforcement is sufficiently available. One part is locally manufactured by Tema
Steelworks Co. Ltd. in Tema and the other part is imported from steel producing countries like Ukraine, South
Africa and Brazil. On the open market all common diameters of mild steel rods and reinforcement mesh, handled
on the brand name B.R.C. Mesh, are sold. All known diameters of mild steel rods and B.R.C. Mesh are also traded
by steel companies like: United Steel Company Ltd. located at the Spintex Road and Midwest (Steel) Company
Ltd. located at the Old Fadama Road, both in Accra-Ghana. High tensile rods are dealt in on request at the steel
companies.

Others: Vegatable fibres can (partially) replace steel fibres in concrete, but this isn’t usual for structures in Ghana.
To reduce or replace reinforcement and control cracks in concrete steel and synthetic fibres can be add to the
mixture. Amount of fibres that must be add to 1m3 concrete is small and makes distribution difficult. Costs are
22.00 GH¢ / m3 concrete and it’s offered under the brand name Propex concrete systems, www.firbremes.com,
by Kovauk Ltd. in Accra.

Image A.22: Processing of reinforcement must be done safely!
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Image A.23: Steel used for trusses, window frame with burglar proofing and a door at a project of the Foundation to Build on
Alorkpem Island

Image A.24: Construction of a new church with steel trusses in the roof construction, near Spintex Road, Accra
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A10

Steel

Unity: Number
Specifications: Steel is a ferrous metal of which traditional hot-rolled and hollow sections of universal dimensions
are used. Length of rectangular, UPN, U-channels, round and square pipes is 5.8 meters. For different sizes of all
available steel sections see the pricelist of United Steel Company Ltd. on next pages.
Applications: Complete framed (roof) structures or individual elements, such as lintels, trusses and window and
door frames with burglar proofing. Steel is used for construction components like nails, screws, bolts and nuts
and construction tools and equipment.

Processing possibilities: Cutting and sawing of individual steel elements is done with a hand saw or an electric
cutter. These elements are connected together to a structure with bolts and nuts or by welding. Steel sections
must be covered with paint to protect them against rust corrosion by moisture and sea salt, especially in humid
areas and coastal regions.

Social acceptance: In Ghana steel isn’t often used because local people think that it is a very expensive
construction material. Despite this believe steel is a very wanted construction material due its modern image but
shall probably need some conviction when applied; good.

Environmental sustainability: Processing steel has a minimum impact on the Ghanaian environment due to large
importation from other countries; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Steel structures and elements are extremely solid and can resist
almost all influences for lifetime. Only condition is that the structure is constantly well covered with paint to
prevent corrosion. Maintenance of steel sections is limited to this repainting of the structure. When both are well
coated, shall steel be able to last a longer time without becoming damaged than timber; excellent.

Labour circumstances: Normal processing of steel hasn’t a negative influence on the health or safety of labourers;
good.

Technical acceptance: Steel isn’t much used in Ghanaian construction works and shall need some accurate
preparation time or even prefabrication elsewhere or on site. Skilled welders are present around Accra and these
are mostly small entrepreneurs; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: A small part of iron rods is produced in Ghana but most of it is imported from
abroad. Processing to steel elements is very labour intensive and stimulates both employment and economy well;
sufficient.
Lifecycle costs: Depends on type of section and its dimensions, width, height, and length of structural steel
section. Current pricelist of United Steel Company Ltd. is presented on the next pages and gives an overview
about their assortment. All prices must be increased with 15% VAT/NHL allowance.
Availability and where to find: Structural steel is more than enough available in Ghana. A limited range of
structural steel sections, such as angles and flats from scrap iron are manufactured locally by Tema Steelworks
Company Ltd. in Tema. But the main part of structural steel is imported from steel producing countries like
Ukraine, South Africa and Brazil. Steel is sold in steel companies around Accra like Midwest (Steel) Company Ltd.
on the Old Fadama Road and United Steel Company Ltd. on the Spintex Road, both in Accra and Sethi Brothers
(Gh) Ltd. on the Steel Works Road in Tema.

Others: -
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Image A.25: Steel pricelist of the United Steel Company, located at the Spintex Road in Accra-Ghana
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Image A.26: Selling of soft- and hardwood on a local timber market in Accra

Image A.27: Hardwood roof construction, painted with a colourless preservative
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A11

Soft- and hardwood timber - formwork

Unity: Number
Specifications: Timber sold on the local market is illegally cut, very fresh and not dried, which means there are
still a lot of saps inside. This causes that timber is already distort when it is sold or distort after a while and
becomes bow or dish. Due to this lack of drying, the strength of timber is unknown and leads to more material
usage. All timber doesn’t have any veneer on its surfaces.
Applications: Hardwood timber is mostly used for durable parts of the construction like roof trusses, window
frames and doors. Even sometimes for columns, walls and slabs, but this isn’t very common anymore in southern
Ghana. Softwood timber is more used for construction equipment like formwork, props and scaffolds. Plywood is
used as panels for formwork, ceilings, roofs and doors.
Processing possibilities: Timber is easily worked and shaped by carpenters with mainly hand tools and nails. At
selling points on timber markets all dimensions of timber can be made custom and rafters can straighten out.
Softwood rots very quickly due to the weather and will be affected by fungi and insects as termites. Preservations
are difficult to make and the lifetime of softwood is very temporary. Formwork will also be affected by placing,
casting concrete and striking and can only be used for around 3 times. Either less, but hardwood must also be
painted and treated with preservatives against termites, which goes better. If preserved correctly and repeatedly,
lifetime of hardwood is longer lasting.

Social acceptance: Timber is a natural product and frequently used in structures, especially roof constructions. In
slums it’s even one of the mostly used construction materials and very wanted; excellent.

Environmental sustainability: Sold timber is obtained by cutting illegal trees in Ghana’s forests by which none
replanting of trees is done. This supports the rapidly deforestation and isn’t ecologically responsible. According to
information by The Forestry Commission of Ghana: “There are no rules for replanting trees when you cut one.
Normally you have to pay a tax for cutting a tree, and when the timber is exported a second tax must be paid.
For wood, which is cut completely illegal and sold on the timber market, none tax is paid for it.” Plenty barren
hills with only grass, bushes and a few trees are already visible in the Ghanaian landscape; inferior.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Timber, both soft- and hardwood will be affected by fungi and
insects as termites. Protection against it is difficult but possible and influence really the structural lifetime capacity
of a construction. Regular repainting is needed to protect the timber adequate against rotting. The durability of
timber is lower than steel due to these influences; sufficient.

Labour circumstances: Using and fixing timber doesn’t really affects the safety and health of construction
workers; good.

Technical acceptance: Many local carpenters can process timber easily with simple tools and nails wherefore no
above-average workmanship is required. That most of the used timber is curved makes construction works more
difficult; good.

Local employment and economy: Timber is one of Ghana’s most important trade products and very labour
intensive to extract and sell. Cutting and processing of wood to timber offers jobs to plenty people and stimulates
the local economy very well; excellent.
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Image A.28 & A.29: Unit rate analyses of formwork for horizontal beams and vertical columns, both including striking of
formwork
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Lifecycle costs:
2” x 2” x 14 foot
2” x 4” x 14 foot
2” x 6” x 14 foot
1” x 10” x 14 foot
1” x 10” x 14 foot
8 foot x 4 foot x 18mm
Panelled door

Softwood
Hardwood
2.88 GH¢
3.45 GH¢
5.52 GH¢
5.98 GH¢
7.48 GH¢
8.28 GH¢
9.78 GH¢ (only in softwood, local name is ‘wawa’)
8.63 GH¢ (only in softwood, local name is ‘chechen’, it’s a cheaper version of ‘wawa’)
29.90 GH¢ (plywood)
40.00 GH¢

All prices are only for purchasing by piece on the local timber market in Accra, thus without transport.
Rate for formwork to sides and soffit of horizontal beam, including striking: 14.06 GH¢ / m2, rates are given on
the left page.
Rate for formwork to vertical sides of column, including striking: 14.83 GH¢ / m2, rates are given on the left page.
Both rates are including wastage but without profit and overhead.
Processing hardwood timber takes around 0.60 hours / m1 for a team of one carpenter assisted by one labourer,
according to the Unit Rate Analysis for Building Industry in Ghana.

Availability and where to find: All wood is cut in Ghana’s inlands forests and therefore is enough timber is
available in Accra. Timber is sold at outlets on the local timber market in Accra, near the Abose-Okai road. More
dimensions of soft- and hardwood are also traded from here. Inside the slum Old Fadama, besides the Old
Fadama Road, is a second-hand timber market present which can be useful to buy timber for formwork.

Others: Legal and dried timber with replanting is said to be available and should be more expensive than illegal
timber, according to The Forestry Commission of Ghana. But the degree of legality and especially replanting of
trees is questionable.

Image A.30: Some deforestation near the coast around Busua, southwest of Ghana
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Image A.31: Local selling of sorted bamboo at a timber outlet near the Spintex Road, Accra

Image A.32: Struts made of bamboo
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A12

Bamboo

Unity: Number
Specifications: Sticks are roughly sorted on their diameters which vary between 50 – 100mm and all have lengths
of around 4 till 5 meters.
Applications: Used for props, scaffolds, furniture, roof construction, fencing walls and very small sticks even as
concrete reinforcement.

Processing possibilities: Workers can process bamboo easily with carpenters hand tools and sticks are connected
with, for example nails, jute and mortar or strips of spilt bamboo. It must be preserved to protect it against
wood-eating insects like termites and rot-fungi.

Social acceptance: Bamboo has a non-modern image, isn’t really wanted and not so much used anymore in
residential structures; no good.

Environmental sustainability: In Ghana, especially in the humid south-west grows plenty of bamboo clumps.
These grows very fast, after almost 5 years it’s full grown and cutting doesn’t have much influence on the
environment; good.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Untreated bamboo deteriorates within 2 or 3 years, and with
correct harvesting and preservatives its life expectancy can increase to around 10 - 12 years. A bamboo structure
is very light and shall resist seismic activity well; no good.

Labour circumstances: Working with bamboo doesn’t have any influence on labourers health; good.
Technical acceptance: Construction technology to use bamboo sticks in a structure with roofing sheets isn’t
present anymore but also not very difficult. Easy applications as props don’t require any special skills; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: In Ghana bamboo is cut, sold and processed mostly by hand and stimulates
both local work and the Ghanaian financial system; excellent.

Lifecycle costs: One bamboo stick costs around 1.20 GH¢, on the open market in Accra.
Availability and where to find: Enough bamboo grows and is all year long available in southern Ghana. Bamboo is
sold in sticks at local outlets around Accra and on the local timber market in Accra, near the Abose-Okai road.

Others: -
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Image A.34: It isn’t common on every Ghanaian construction site that sand-cement mortar is mixed mechanically

Image A.35: Unit rate analyses of machine mixed cement and sand mortar (1:3, 1:4 and 1:6)
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A13

Sand-cement mortar

Unity: m3
Specifications: Mortar made of a prescribed amounts sand and cement. Proportions of sand and cement for
mixture depend on where the mortar is used for. Joints of blockwork wall uses proportion 1:3 or 1:4, the plaster
finish outside mortar proportion 1:4, and for a screed bed and plaster finish inside is proportion 1:6 used.

Applications: The sand-cement mortar is used for a screed bed, mortar bed and joints in a blockwork and brick
wall, plaster finish and to repair damages and filling of gaps.

Processing possibilities: To produce mortar on site a concrete mixer, (wheel) barrows and some tools are needed.
The mortar quality is strongly depended on the quality and correct proportions of added materials. Water cement
ratio of mixture shouldn’t be too high, to increase the strength and durability of the mortar. Besides this, the
mortar must be transported and processed carefully. Also special attention should be paid to prevent occurring of
cracks in hot dry conditions due to rapid setting of temperature during the curing of mortar.

Social acceptance: Sand-cement mortar is normally used for all masonry works in all buildings also in slum areas.
Local people are used to this materials and have widely accepted it; excellent.

Environmental sustainability: Sand must extract and cement produced to create a sand-cement mortar; sufficient.
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: When sand-cement mortar is produced, used and cured correctly
it will resist many environmental influences and be reliable during life time. Mortar finishes can require some
repair during the years. Outside surfaces of sand-cement mortar should be protected against rainfall to keep their
quality; sufficient.
Labour circumstances: Influence on safety and health of workers is minimal, except adding of cement to a
mixture. Safety and health conditions must be correct like a maximum to carry weight by workers; sufficient.
Technical acceptance: Almost all labourers can produce and process sand-cement mortar for construction works.
To reach a certain quality level is some more responsibility and skills needed by both, contractor and workers for
adding the correct amount of sand, cement and water to the mixture, apply the mortar and curing of it;
sufficient.

Local employment and economy: Producing sand-cement mortar on site and to transport and add this mortar is a
very labour intensive activity and create many jobs; good.

Lifecycle costs: All rates are given on the left page and are including wastage but with 0% profit and overhead.
Rate for cement and sand (1:3) mortar: 158.54 GH¢
Rate for cement and sand (1:4) mortar: 131.38 GH¢
Rate for cement and sand (1:6) mortar: 103.79 GH¢

Availability and where to find: Sand-cement mortar is mixed on the construction site where all wished proportions
can be produced. Needed concrete mixer is sold in Accra-Ghana, for example at Kenequip Ltd, distributor of
Universal Construction Machinery.

Others: Portland cement can for one third be replaced for cheaper pozzolana cement.
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B

Rough work of foundation, slab and walls

Contents:
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

Concrete
Concrete walls - Moladi building system
Sand-cement blocks
Concrete blocks
Laterite blocks – Hydraform technology
Bricks

All relevant aspects for rough work of foundation, slab and walls are made bold:
-

Unity
Specifications
Applications
Processing possibilities
Image building
Social acceptance
Fit building services
Usability and energy
Cleaning
Environmental sustainability
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability
Labour circumstances
Technical acceptance
Adjustment of plans
Realizable in slums
Local employment and economy
Lifecycle costs
Construction time
Availability and where to find
Others
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Image B.1: Production of concrete on a Ghanaian construction site

Image B.2: The water cement ratio of concrete is very important for its strength and durability
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B1

Concrete

Unity: m3
Specifications: Nominal mix with proportions for cement and aggregates correspond to minimum required
strengths for concrete and classes. See also the overview of concrete classes and strengths on the next page.
Plain concrete (1:3:6) requires 7.00 and 10.00 N/mm2 strength after 7 and respectively 28 days. Reinforced
concrete (1:2:4) requires a strength of 14.00 and 20.00 N/mm2. Density of well compacted plain and reinforced
concrete varies between 2,150 and 2,500 kg/m3. With use of cube moulds compressive strength can be tested
afterwards. Normally a plaster finish is applied afterwards to fill gaps in concrete and to cover the poor quality
and workmanship.

Applications: Concrete is normally casted for blinding, (strip) foundation, slabs, staircases and column bases and
combined in a framework structure of concrete columns and beams in the post and beam method of construction.
Concrete walls casted with a timber formwork aren’t very common.
Processing possibilities: Normal practice is to mix concrete on site and to cast in a before placed formwork.
Therefore is needed a concrete mixer, (wheel) barrows, a pocket vibrator, metal head pans and some tools. Final
quality of concrete depends mainly on the quality of supplied aggregates, correctly added proportions in concrete
mixture and carefulness of workers during transporting, casting and curing of concrete. Special attention must be
paid to the curing of concrete, to prevent occurring of cracks in hot dry conditions due to rapid setting or
temperature. Formwork shouldn’t be removed to fast, advisable is 2 days for columns, walls and sides of beams
and props 4 days later. High density in concrete is associated with hardness, durability and high strength.
With added proportions is must be possible to:
- Achieve a low water cement ratio, to increase strength and durability of the mixture.
- Achieve a satisfactory workability in order to be easily compacted to give a dense and homogenous product with
a clean surface.
- Achieve a mix with prescribed proportions, having minimum shrinkage and creep.

Image building: Using qualitative, logical placed and good looking concrete in a building makes it more particular
and distinguishable to other constructions in slum areas. Most people are convinced about the need of concrete
beams and lintels in a structure; good.

Social acceptance: Concrete is seen as a modern, ‘Western’ material, and has a high prestige value. It’s not a
very common construction material in slum environments but very wanted by local people; excellent.

Fit building services: All pipes can be fixed in the formwork before casting, this requires some accurate
preparations and fixing of foreman and workers; good

Usability and energy: Thermal capacity of concrete is very good due to its high density and is favourable for
buildings in tropical climates. Concrete elements doesn’t have any influence on people’s health; excellent.

Cleaning: Concrete itself absorbs liquids and is therefore difficult to keep neat when used for a slab or wall in a
service block. If concrete works are finished with a plastering and water-based coating cleaning possibilities
increase; no good.

Environmental sustainability: For the production of a concrete mixture must sand and stones be locally extracted
and cement produced in Ghanaian factories; sufficient.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: If (reinforced) concrete is produced, casted and cured according
to the prescriptions it will be very strong, has an extremely long life time and doesn´t need any maintenance.
Concrete can resist almost all surrounding influences and is particularly resistant to seismic activities.
Reinforcement needs a prescribed concrete covering to protect it against corrosion by sea-salt and moisture;
excellent.
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Image B.3: Unit rate analysis of plain in-situ concrete (1:4:8 – 20mm aggregate) for blinding

Concrete 1:3:6

Concrete 1:2:4

Concrete 1:1.5:3

Concrete 1:2:2

Image B.4: Overview of concrete classes and strengths, as used by a local contractor in Ghana. Given proportions are cement –
sand – stones.
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Labour circumstances: Adding of cement to the mixture causes a lot of dust on places were many people are
working. Formwork panels can be very heavy and all workers shouldn´t carry too much weight at once to protect
their health. There is a danger of falling down during the realisation of columns and beams. Provisions must be
present to guarantee and control safety conditions on site; no good.

Technical acceptance: Producing structural qualitative (reinforced) concrete elements require above-average skills
and responsibility feeling of both, contractor and workers. The processing and curing of concrete needs some
special attention and is different from currently realised concrete elements by local workers which give a lot of
problems. Small concrete elements are possible but large concrete works like walls should be avoided; no good.

Adjustment of plans: Because concrete elements are casted at once with a prefabricated formwork, adjustment to
previously changed plans is difficult. It’s therefore common that firstly all concrete works are done; no good.

Realizable in slums: For realising a concrete structure is an area for formwork, reinforcement and a small
concrete plant required on site with a storage space for fine and coarse aggregates. Especially cement is wanted
by local people and sensitive for stealing; no good.
Local employment and economy: Mixing and casting of concrete together with formwork and reinforcement are
very labour intensive activities which offer many local jobs and stimulates the economy; excellent.

Lifecycle costs: The three rate unit analyses are given on the left and following pages and are only for the
production and casting of concrete. Placing of formwork and reinforcement is together with profit and overhead
not included.
Rate for plain in-situ concrete, 1:4:8 – 20mm aggregate, for blinding: 110.91 GH¢
Rate for plain in-situ concrete, 1:3:6 – 20mm aggregate: 129.36 GH¢
Rate for reinforced in-situ concrete, 1:2:4 – 20mm aggregate: 152.91 GH¢

Construction time: Output to produce and cast concrete varies between 0.62 to 1.20 hours / m3 for a team of
mason(s), labourers and a mixer operator. Production rate to realise one cubic meter of concrete on site is 11 to
18 working hours. See the rate analyses for a specification of the output.

Availability and where to find: Every wished proportion of a concrete mixture can be produced on a construction
site. Needed concrete mixer and pocket vibrator are sold in Accra-Ghana, for example at Kenequip Ltd, distributor
of Universal Construction Machinery.

Others: Portland cement can partially be replaced for cheaper pozzolana cement. An alternative for in-situ
(suspended) floor slabs is a fast floor system with precast concrete T-beams and floor blocks offered by Urban
Concrete Ltd. and Trasacco Ltd.
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Image B.5: Unit rate analysis of plain in-situ concrete (1:3:6 – 20mm aggregate)
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Image B.6: Unit rate analysis of reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4 – 20mm aggregate)
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Image B.7: Training of unskilled labourers on site by Moladi – Kenia, image from www.moladi.com

Image B.8: Inside of Moladi’s plastic formwork placed on a concrete slab, visible are window block outs, reinforcement bars and
spacers for cavity, image from www.moladi.net
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B2

Concrete walls – Moladi building system

Unity: m2
Specifications: The Moladi building system exists of a plastic formwork system that will be filled with in-situ
casted concrete to realise all internal and external walls at once. Procedure is to send your drawings to Moladi
and they design and offer one complete set of formwork for all walls of one building. During construction works a
foreman of Moladi Ghana is present to instruct all labourers. Local workers are also trained and instructed by
Moladi. The result is a concrete wall with a smooth finished surface that doesn’t need a plaster finish and can
directly painted.

Applications: All walls, load bearing and partition, will be made of reinforced concrete with the Moladi building
system.

Processing possibilities: The concrete walls are mostly made on a concrete slab which forms a flat surface to set
the plastic formwork. The plastic formwork exists of modular components that are lightweight and robust,
weighing 8kg/m2. This makes them easy to use and transport. All panels are fully interlocking and fast assembly
is possible. Panels are joined to form wall configurations of any desired length and height with a wall cavity of
either 100mm or 150mm. One day after casting will all formwork panels be removed, cleaned and reused for
another, fully identical building. It’s said that formwork can be used again till 50 times. It’s not possible to buy
only standardized plastic formwork components for own.
All internal and external walls are reinforced with bars or mesh. This reinforcing is together with water and
electricity pipes, window and door block outs placed in all walls prior to the formwork being cast in-situ or filled.
Wall cavity is filled with a concrete mixture without coarse aggregate that is produced on site. It consists of
1800kg river sand or local deposed granite, which is the same as quarry dust, 250kg ordinary Portland cement,
200litres water and 5litres of MoladiCHEM, a non toxic, water based chemical to provide curing. There is no need
to vibrate the mortar. A compressive strength of 10 to 20 N/mm2 can be achieved in a 28-day period, depending
on the cement-water ratio. Normally the mortar sets during the night and the formwork is removed the following
morning.

Image building: Surface of produced walls of a Moladi Ghana demo project looks very simple and smooth. Its
appearance is almost equal to an often used plaster finished wall. If all walls are well constructed and finished it’s
distinguishable from other slum constructions; good.

Social acceptance: Concrete is a modern seen, well accepted and wanted construction material by local people. In
slum areas no entire concrete walls are used for constructions. Local people can be sceptical about using plastic
formwork; good.

Fit building services: All pipes can easily be fixed in the plastic formwork before casting, this requires some little
preparations and skills of Moladi foreman and workers; excellent.

Usability and energy: Concrete walls are favourable for buildings in tropical climate because of its high density
have concrete a very good thermal capacity. Realised concrete walls doesn’t have any influence on people’s
health; excellent.

Cleaning: Unfinished concrete walls are different to keep clean and neat on places that are moisture or where
people touch the walls. To make them watertight and cleanable walls must be painted with a water-based coating
or covered with a cladding; no good.
Environmental sustainability: Formwork of the Moladi building system can be re-used till around 50 times. For
concrete are still local produced cement and extracted sand and stones needed; good.
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Image B.9 & B.10: Moladi building system before and after casting, image from www.moladi.com

Image B.11 & B.12: Filling of formwork with concrete mixture (left) and result after removing formwork panels (right), images
from www.moladi.com
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Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Concrete structure is very strong, doesn’t require maintenance
and is sufficient stable to carry all loads, to anchor the roof construction and to be earthquake resistant. It’s
advisable to protect all walls against heavy rainfall and sunshine with an overhang; excellent.

Labour circumstances: Formwork panels are lightweight and easy to transport. Adding cement to a mixture
causes a lot of dust on a place where people work and people shouldn’t carry too much weight at once. If all
conditions are correct influence on safety and health is limited; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: After some training on site also non skilled labourers can work with the Moladi building
system. This takes 1 to 2 weeks depending on the size of the unit and all procedures and phases of the
construction process. During construction works a Moladi foreman is present on site and responsible for the
realised works; good.

Adjustment of plans: All walls of a Moladi construction must be casted in one time which makes adaptations by
delays or changes very difficult. Changes to the design are absolutely not possible, inferior.
Realizable in slums: The Moladi formwork doesn’t need any braces to support the formwork. An area to process
reinforcement and a small concrete plant is needed; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: Number of workers needed for the Moladi plastic formwork is less than to place
timber formwork on site. For mixing and casting of concrete are still many labourers needed; good.
Lifecycle costs: Unknown, costs depend on the project specifications. Following information applies on the costs
for the Moladi building system. All formwork must be reused for next buildings with same design layout to make
investments cost effective. If the design of a building changes a new kit with Moladi formwork must purchased.
According to someone of Moladi Ghana is the Moladi building system only profitable when there are a great
number of repetitions: many constructions with the same form in one series at one location, like low cost housing
projects. It’s not cost effective for a single use or on continuous different locations.
Construction time: To realise all concrete walls of a construction is a team of workers, labourers and a Moladi
foreman two days needed. Needed working hours for one square meter is unknown.

Availability and where to find: Moladi is founded in South-Africa but the technology is also present in Ghana by
the Marginsgroup who are settled in the Trust Towers on Barnes Road, Accra, www.moladi.com,
www.moladi.net and a informative video at http://www.moladi.net/applicationsgallery.aspx.

Others: -

Image B.13: Demo project of Moladi Ghana in Accra, walls are made with plastic formwork of the Moladi building system
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Image B.14 & B.15: Unit rate analyses of purchase and lay of 100mm solid and hollow and 150mm hollow sand-cement blocks
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B3

Sand-cement blocks

Unity: m2
Specifications: Length and height of the blocks are standardised to a length of 450mm, equal to 18” and a height
of 225mm, equal to 9”. The width varies from 100, 125, 150 and 225mm, which is respectively 4”, 5”, 6” and 9”.
Sand-cement blocks must have a minimum compressive strength of 2.75N/mm2 of the gross horizontal area.
Proportion of the mortar mix to produce sandcrete blocks is mostly between 1:4 and 1:6. Often blocks are weak
and brittle because of low cement content. Normally around 20 blocks with a thickness of 150mm can be
produced with one bag of cement. But some factories, even professional ones, produce much more blocks (up to
30-35) with 50kg cement.
To be sure of the strength and durability of the blocks, it is better to produce them on site. Here mix proportions
and quality of fine aggregate (sand) can be determined and checked more simple and better. To guarantee
measurements and a good density of the blocks it’s advisable to use a block making machine with vibrator and
steel mould. Another option is going to the factory and to observe and check the production process yourself.
All sand-cement blocks needs a plaster finish to, besides its aesthetic value, mould all blocks together in a wall,
make the wall straight, to cover poor quality masonry workmanship and to protect sand-cement blocks from
influences of its users, weather, bacteria and chemicals.

Applications: Use of sand-cement blocks is only allowed for filling and partition walls, not for load bearing walls in
a construction. Another structure shall be needed for the stability of the construction.

Processing possibilities: For producing blocks on site, there are many possibilities like a simple steel mould, a
block-making press or a complete machine with vibrator. With self-made (steel) moulds every wished shape and
size of sand-cement blocks can be produced at a construction site. This can have a far-reaching affect on how
blocks are fixed to a wall and really improve the structural capacity of a blockwork wall. For example cavities that
can be filled with reinforcement and concrete to achieve a high earthquake resistance. A mortar thickness of
10mm must be sufficient, according to advice of block production factories. Blocks are laid in sand-cement mortar
by masons with ordinary hand tools.
Image building: A simple and well finished sand-cement blockwork wall is like many other constructions and not
very particular or distinguishable; sufficient.

Social acceptance: Sand-cement blocks are one of the mostly produced and used construction materials for walls
in southern Ghana. It fits very well in slum areas and is widely accepted by everyone at least if the structural
quality of the blocks is acceptable. Many examples are visible of worse protected and eroded sand-cement blocks;
good.

Fit building services: After laying all blocks trenches must cut into the blockwork wall to fix all pipes. Advantage is
that no preparation is needed but it cost many labour hours and material to cut and fill all these trenches with
mortar. Fixing sanitary to sand cement blockwork walls will be difficult; no good.

Usability and energy: Walls of sand-cement blocks have a good thermal capacity which is little less than concrete
because of its lower density. The heat is still kept outside and coolness inside, which makes it comfortable and
health for all users; sufficient.

Cleaning: An unfinished sand-cement blockwork wall can’t be cleaned very well during operational lifetime. Due
its weak quality it will directly be damaged by moisture and users. A well painted plaster finish or cladding is
needed to make blockwork walls cleanable with water and soap; inferior.

Environmental sustainability: Sand must locally extracted and cement produced in factories to produce and lay
these sand-cement blocks. The mould which is used to produce blocks can be reused many times; good.
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Image B.16: Unit rate analysis of purchase and lay of 150mm solid sand-cement blocks

Image B.17: Unit rate analysis of producing 150mm solid sand-cement blocks on site
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Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Sand-cement blocks itself are very weak, need another structure
to carry all loads and a plaster finish as protection. Unprotected blocks will really be affected by rain, moisture,
users of the service block and bacteria; inferior.

Labour circumstances: Weight of head pans mortar and sand-cement blocks, especially the solid ones with a
thickness of 150mm, shouldn’t be too heavy. Carrying these blocks and pans for a longer time can have a
negative influence on workers health; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: Many workers can lay blocks and it doesn’t require some above-average knowledge.
Realised works are also covered with a plaster finish so bad workmanship isn’t seen afterwards; excellent.

Adjustment of plans: Using these large blocks for walls is easy to adapt by changes or delays in previous
construction activities. But realising a sand cement blockwork wall must be combined with a load bearing
structure which limits its adjustment; sufficient.

Realizable in slums: On the construction site is some space needed for making a sand-cement mortar to fill all
joints. Storage of many sand-cement blocks on site can increase the change to stealing. Just laid blocks should be
protected to direct rainfall and sunshine; good.

Local employment and economy: All blocks are produced in Ghana and laid by local masons and labourers. Using
these sand-cement blocks stimulates both the Ghanaian economy and employment; excellent.

Lifecycle costs: All rates are given on the previous and left page and are with 0% profit and overhead.
Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate

for
for
for
for

100mm
100mm
150mm
150mm

Hollow sand-cement blockwork wall in cement-sand (1:4) mortar: 15.76 GH¢
Solid sand-cement blockwork wall in cement-sand (1:4) mortar: 17.27 GH¢
Hollow sand-cement blockwork wall in cement-sand (1:4) mortar: 19.38 GH¢
Solid sand-cement blockwork wall in cement-sand (1:4) mortar: 20.92 GH¢

Only the production of 150mm solid sand-cement blocks, proportion on site is normally 1:6, costs: 1.14 GH¢ per
piece. This price is less than identical purchased blocks which costs 1.47 GH¢ for every delivered piece.

Construction time: Laying one square meter of sand cement blocks including transport on site takes in totally
between 1.66 and 2.08 hours for 1 worker. Hollow blocks are laid faster than solid ones.

Availability and where to find: Plenty sand-cement blocks, which are also called sandcrete blocks, are available in
Accra. The blocks are made of cement, sand and water and produced in professional block factories, in
production facilities ‘near the road’ and at construction sites.

Others: Portland cement can partially be replaced for cheaper pozzolana cement.

Image B.18 & B.19: Often sand-cement blocks are brittle,
break quickly and are polluted with roots, grass and other
organic waste
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Image B.20 & B.21: 150mm thick hollow concrete block (left) with a detail of its surface and edge (right)

100mm Hollow concrete blockwork wall in cement and sand (1:4) mortar as described

Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

Quantity

Unit

(m2)

Rate

GH¢

1.

100mm Hollow blocks (weight 11.55kg)

13.0

No.

@

1.29

=

16.77

2.

Cement mortar (1:4)

0.018

m3

@

131.38

=

2.36

B

LABOUR

1.

2 Masons (0.49 x 2)

0.98

Hrs

@

1.15

=

1.13

2.

1 Labourer

0.68

Hrs

@

0.90

=

0.61

0

%

=

0.00

Add Profit and Overheads

Cost per square meter

20.87

Image B.22: Unit rate analysis of purchase and lay of 100mm hollow concrete blocks
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B4

Concrete blocks

Unity: m2
Specifications: Length and height of the available solid and hollow blocks are standardised to a length of 400mm
and a height of 200mm. The width varies from 100, 125, 150 and 200mm, which is respectively 4”, 5”, 6” and 8”.
The minimum compressive strength for concrete hollow blocks is 3.5N/mm2 and for concrete solid blocks
5.6N/mm2. To get concrete blocks, coarse aggregate is added to a sand-cement mixture and the cement content
is increased. As coarse aggregate is normally used quarry dust or small stones (granite chippings) with a
diameter between 5 – 10mm. The proportion is like in-situ casted concrete (1:2:4).
Cement content of sold concrete blocks isn’t always sufficient and sometimes likely too low. On a construction site
it’s possible to compose your own mixture proportions and aggregates, adjusted to every wished strength and
durability of the blocks. Production should be done with a block press or block making machine with vibrator and
steel mould. Cement and aggregates like sand, stones and quarry dust can be purchased separately.
Edges of concrete blocks are straighter and surface is much harder but rougher than sand cement blocks. A
plaster finish to protect the blocks isn’t necessary, but can be done for aesthetic reasons.

Applications: Concrete blocks are used in (heavy) loaded walls, foundations, retaining walls for basement or
water tank. It’s not necessary and common to use these blocks in a one storey building together with a concrete
structure of columns and beams. When external and internal walls are made with concrete blocks these walls
must be connected with the ‘cross-wall’ method. This means that connections between two walls are linked
together with a bond, like stretcher (half) bond.

Processing possibilities: When a concrete blockwork wall will not be finished with plaster the blocks must be
placed very straight. Laying of blocks takes place by masons with use of ordinary hand tools. A mortar thickness
of 10mm should be sufficient, according to advice of block production factories. Concrete blocks shouldn’t be laid
until the initial drying shrinkage has taken place. This is, under normal drying conditions, usually about 14 days
after production. For producing blocks on site, there are many possibilities like a simple steel mould, a blockmaking press and a complete machine with vibrator. With self-made (steel) moulds every wished shape and size
of concrete blocks can be produced on a construction site. This can have a far-reaching affect on which way and
how fast blocks are fixed to a wall and can improve the structural capacity of a blockwork wall. For example
cavities that can be filled with reinforcement and concrete to achieve a high earthquake resistance or interlocking
blocks.

Image building: If correctly constructed and finished the appearance of the result shall be simple, good looking,
recognizable and distinguishable from current constructions in a slum; good.

Social acceptance: Using concrete blocks instead of sand-cement blocks in a framed structure is often done and
completely accepted by local people. It’s possible that they are sceptical about only using concrete blocks for the
load-bearing structure without any concrete columns and beams, because this isn’t much done; sufficient.

Fit building services: To place all pipes must trenches be cut into the blockwork wall. This affects the aesthetic
view of the unfinished wall. Or all pipes must be fixed against the wall with screws or nails, but this isn’t really
vandalism proof; no good.

Usability and energy: Thermal capacity of concrete blocks is good and between concrete and sand-cement blocks.
The air-space in hollow blocks provides a good thermal insulation and makes the inside of service blocks very
comfortable; good.

Cleaning: Moisture and touching by people will make concrete blocks dirty. If unfinished it’s difficult to clean them
because of its open, rough structure. Blockwork wall must be finished with a plastering, cladding or coating to
keep them health and neat; no good.
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100mm Solid concrete blockwork wall in cement and sand (1:4) mortar as described
Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

1.
2.

100mm Solid blocks (weight 17.66kg)
Cement mortar (1:4)

B

LABOUR

1.
2.

2 Masons (0.55 x 2)
1 Labourer
Add Profit and Overheads

(m2)

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

13.0
0.018

No.
m3

@
@

1.55
131.38

=
=

20.15
2.36

1.10
0.78

Hrs
Hrs

@
@

1.15
0.90

=
=

1.27
0.70

0

%

=

0.00

Cost per square meter

24.48

150mm Hollow concrete blockwork wall in cement and sand (1:4) mortar as described
Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

1.
2.

150mm Hollow blocks (weight 17.00kg)
Cement mortar (1:4)

B

LABOUR

1.
2.

2 Masons (0.53 x 2)
1 Labourer
Add Profit and Overheads

(m2)

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

13.0
0.026

No.
m3

@
@

1.51
131.38

=
=

19.63
3.42

1.06
0.77

Hrs
Hrs

@
@

1.15
0.90

=
=

1.22
0.69

0

%

=

0.00

Cost per square meter

24.96

150mm Solid concrete blockwork wall in cement and sand (1:4) mortar as described
Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

1.
2.

150mm Solid blocks (weight 26.47kg)
Cement mortar (1:4)

B

LABOUR

1.
2.

2 Masons (0.60 x 2)
1 Labourer
Add Profit and Overheads

(m2)

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

13.0
0.026

No.
m3

@
@

1.78
131.38

=
=

23.14
3.42

1.20
0.88

Hrs
Hrs

@
@

1.15
0.90

=
=

1.38
0.79

0

%

=

0.00

Cost per square meter

28.73

Image B.23: Unit rate analyses of purchase and lay of 100mm solid, 150mm hollow and 150mm solid concrete blocks
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Environmental sustainability: Impact on Ghanaian environment is equal to the impact of sand-cement blocks,
sand and quarry dust must still be extracted and cement produced to realise and lay these concrete blocks. The
mould which is used to produce blocks can be reused many times; good.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Concrete blocks are structural strong and doesn’t need any
maintenance or mortar finishing for resisting environmental influences. In spite of this it’s advisable to protect a
concrete blockwork wall from constantly direct sunshine and rainfall with an overhang. Their structural capacity to
earth quakes and anchoring of the roof is dubious and needs possible some extra provisions like reinforcement;
good.
Labour circumstances: Weight of used blocks and head pans filled with mortar can be very heavy. The weight of
a 150mm thick solid concrete block is around 26kg. This should not be carried all day long by one labourer to
prevent that it will affect his health after a while. When necessary provisions are taken all concrete blocks can be
laid safely; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: When no finishing is used for a concrete blockwork wall, all blocks must be laid very
straight in horizontal and vertical direction. This requires some above-average workmanship and responsibility
from all masons and supervision of the foreman to set out measurements and to check the results. Placing of
concrete blocks can be simplified by using an interlocking system like the Hydraform technology; no good.

Adjustment of plans: A structure made with only concrete blocks and no concrete elements is easy to adapt by
changes or delays in previous construction works. Blocks can be easily cut into halves by the masons; good.

Realizable in slums: For the storage and processing of concrete blocks is some small space needed on the
construction site. To produce mortar for all joints a concrete mixer or mixing place must be arranged on site.
Storage of many, useful blocks on site can increase the change on stealing; sufficient.
Local employment and economy: Using concrete blocks stimulates employment and economy very well. All blocks
are produced, sold and processed by local people in Ghana; excellent.

Lifecycle costs: All rates are given on the previous and left page and are including wastage but without profit and
overhead. The output of masons and labourers for these rates are based on the output for realising sand-cement
blockwork wall and is presumed to be the same. When concrete blocks are directly the finish, they must be laid
exactly straight and at one level and the output shall probably be lower than assumed. The quantity of cement
mortar for one square meter is increased with 10% due to smaller dimensions of the blocks and therefore the
increased quantity of joints for every square meter.
Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate

for
for
for
for

100mm
100mm
150mm
150mm

Hollow concrete blockwork wall in cement-sand (1:4) mortar: 20.87 GH¢
Solid concrete blockwork wall in cement-sand (1:4) mortar: 24.48 GH¢
Hollow concrete blockwork wall in cement-sand (1:4) mortar: 24.96 GH¢
Solid concrete blockwork wall in cement-sand (1:4) mortar: 28.73 GH¢

Construction time: Laying one square meter of sand cement blocks including transport on site takes in totally
between 1.65 and 2.10 hours for 1 worker and is presumed to be equal to the output for laying concrete blocks.
Hollow blocks are laid faster than solid ones.
According to observed production rate for laying interlocking laterite blocks, Hydraform technology see materials
E5, can the output probably be reduced to a rate which is around 1.30 hours / m2 for 1 worker. This means 20
concrete blocks / hour by a team of one mason and one labourer.

Availability and where to find: Concrete blocks are more than enough available in Accra and only produced in
professional block factories, for example like African Concrete Products Ltd., Bessblock Ltd., Premium Concrete
Products Ltd and Eastern Quarries Ltd., all located around Accra-Ghana.

Others: Portland cement can partially be replaced for cheaper pozzolana cement.
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Image B.24: Small construction made off concrete columns and beams, filled with Hydraform interlocking laterite blocks

Image B.25 & B.26: Hydraform technology of 220mm interlocking laterite blocks.
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B5

Laterite blocks – Hydraform technology

Unity: m2
Specifications: The width of a standard Hydraform dry stacked block with interlocking is 220mm, height is
115mm and the length 120 or 240mm. Weight of a block is 12kg. Blocks of 140mm wide and same length and
height are available for partition walls. The length may not be more than 1 to 1.5 times the width to prevent
cracks.
The interlocking dry stacked Soil Cement Blocks (SCB’s) of Hydraform is a stabilized earth product and made of
soil (laterite) and 5-10% cement. The laterite is sieved to remove all stones and organic materials. Clay content
of laterite must between 10-25%. More isn’t allowed to prevent the occurring of cracks during the time. Rest of
the soil is sand that sometimes is separately added to the mixture. Compressive strength is strongly depended on
the cement content, 5% cement is 4-5 N/mm2 and 10% cement is 7-8 N/mm2.
Blocks sold by Hydraform guarantee a prescribed strength, production and curing of SCB’s. For example after
block production they must be covered with plastic and kept wet for one week, after this all blocks must cure for
two weeks more, before they can used in a construction. Strength can be checked with a compressive test.
SCB’s are red coloured by laterite soil and edges are straight and sloped. Due to transport corners of blocks can
be broken off. To protect blocks against rain and sunshine all walls should be made watertight with colourless
water based vanish or paint. A mortar plaster finish isn’t necessary. In practice paint of walls peels off and blocks
erode by weather influences, especially rain.

Applications: According to information of Hydraform can laterite blocks be used for load bearing walls in a onestorey building without a reinforced concrete frame. To create a structure blocks must lay in a square around a
room or space, stability is given then by the bond in corners of the blockwork wall. For long walls stabilized
columns must be made of laterite blocks which are connected with the blockwork wall by thin metal plates and
steel nails. Important is that all loads are equally distributed and grip centrally of the wall.
In practice concrete columns are necessary in fence walls to fix and carry the gate. And (concrete) lintels and
beams are still needed for window and door openings and to carry and protect the roof construction for blowing
off, unless other provisions are made. Connection between blocks and concrete work is also made with those
metal plates and steel nails. No blocks are available with cavities that can be filled with reinforcement and
concrete to achieve a high earthquake resistance. If wanted SCB’s can be manual split up in two long parts.
Space between those halves can be filled with reinforcement bars and mortar.

Processing possibilities: Laterite blockwork wall is mostly made on a concrete strip foundation or slab, hereby
concrete slab must always support on substructure foundation wall. Hydraform blocks are largely dry-stacked
with only use of mortar for the first course. This setting should be laid exactly straight in one line and level with
help of a rope, to simplify placing of all other interlocking courses. The outside of first rows under ground level
must be plastered with mortar to prevent them for a constant contact with groundwater. That makes them weak
because of the clay content. Laying of blocks is done by masons with use of ordinary hand tools.
For stacking blocks to a wall, a bond between ½ - ¼ the block length is used, 2 joints above each other isn’t
allowed. Direction of the blocks must change every course. Where blocks are linked together in a corner, the
topping of the blocks must be scratched and cut off. In corners half blocks must used to create a strong bond.
The simply interlocking of Hydraform blocks binds them very strong together to a solid wall with correct
measurements and a high aesthetic radiation.

Image building: Red coloured laterite blocks are a particular and recognizable appearance in a slum. Colour of the
blocks betrays from which raw material the blocks are made and the result is very simple and obvious; excellent.
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Image B.28: Connecting blocks with a metal plate and steel
nails, image from www.hydraform.com

Image B.27: Stabilizing columns made of laterite blocks

Image B.29: In practice: paint peels off and blocks erode

Image B.30: Making a corner with complete and half laterite blocks by scratching the topping
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Social acceptance: Local people can have doubts about using processed laterite for the walls of a construction.
It’s seen as a poor man’s material and many worse constructed laterite earth structures are already present in
Ghana; no good.

Fit building services: Service pipes can only be fixed with steel nails on a laterite blockwork wall. But this is
difficult and small pieces of blocks can be break up. Cutting of trenches isn’t advisable because it disturbs the
aesthetic view of a red coloured unfinished wall; inferior.

Usability and energy: SCB’s are thermal appropriate for a wall construction and insulates buildings against
daytime heat. Density of laterite will be lower than concrete but walls are much thicker than concrete and sandcement blocks. According to information of Hydraform it’s till 3 times better than conventional brick masonry;
excellent.

Cleaning: The unfinished Hydraform blocks aren’t resistant to liquids and must really be protected from moisture.
This and touching by people damage the laterite blocks. The covering and protecting water tight coat peels off
after repeatedly contact with water; inferior.

Environmental sustainability: Hydraform blocks are produced from local founded laterite which is available all
around Ghana. Producing and using of it doesn’t have any influence on the environment; excellent.
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Hydraform blocks are structural appropriate for a service block
and when blocks are coated watertight they should resist almost all environmental influences, according to
information given by Hydraform. In practice are structural provisions for door and window lintels and anchoring
of the roof necessary and laterite blocks erode by weather influences. This all really affects the lifetime of a (load)
bearing construction and increases the maintenance. Due to hardness and sand content of the blocks they are
termite proof; inferior.
Labour circumstances: Transport laterite blocks on site and laying them to a wall doesn’t have an influence on the
safety and health of workers. The weight of a single SCB’s is around 12kg and easy to transport by one worker.
Only a few head pans with mortar are needed for the first course; excellent.
Technical acceptance: Some small masonry workmanship is needed to set the first course SCB’s exactly straight
and on the prescribed height in sand cement mortar. Connecting all other laterite blocks in a corner and lay them
with the interlocking system is very simple and doesn’t require high skilled workers, only some little supervision
and control on site by the foreman; excellent.
Adjustment of plans: If the construction is only made with laterite blocks its easy adaptable to previously works.
Probably are extra structural provisions needed in the construction which decreases the adjustment; sufficient.
Realizable in slums: Needed space for storage and process of SCB’s on a construction site is limited. Interlocking
laterite blocks are less wanted than sand-cement or concrete blocks. A solution is to bring every day from a depot
only those blocks that are needed for one day production; good.

Local employment and economy: All Hydraform blocks are produced in Ghana from locally extracted laterite and
traded and used by Ghanaians; excellent.
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Image B.31: Direction of the Hydraform blocks change every course, blocks are laid with help of a rope

220mm Hydraform interlocking dry stacking blockwork wall as described

(m2)

Output of 1 mason and 1 labourer is around 24 blocks / hour which is equal to 0.66 m2 / hour and 1.52 hours / m2

Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

1.

220mm Hydraform blocks

38.0

No.

@

0.75

=

28.50

2.

Cement mortar (1:4) only for 1st course

0.003

m3

@

131.38

=

0.39

B

LABOUR

1.

1 Mason (1.52 x 1)

1.52

Hrs

@

1.15

=

1.75

2.

1 Labourer

1.52

Hrs

@

0.90

=

1.37

0

%

=

0.00

Add Profit and Overheads

Cost per square meter

32.01

Image B.32: Unit rate analysis of purchase and lay of 220mm Hydraform interlocking dry stacking blocks
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Lifecycle costs: Purchase of 220mm Hydraform interlocking dry stacking blocks without laying: 28.50 GH¢. This is
based on a given price by Hydraform of 0.75 GH¢ / block and there are including wastage 38 blocks in one
square meter.
Output for laying Hydraform blocks is around 24 blocks / hour for 1 mason and 1 labourer. This is a conservative
estimation determined by one observation of realising a fence wall and includes also transport on site, cutting and
scratching of a topping. It’s likely that the output of large walls with only a few corners is higher. Placing of the
first course isn’t calculated in this output and shall plausibly delay the production.
The unit rate analysis for purchase and lay of a Hydraform blockwork wall without profit and overhead is given on
the following page and based on above mentioned input.
Rate for 220mm Hydraform interlocking dry stacking blockwork wall: 32.01 GH¢

Construction time: Laying one square meter of Hydraform blocks, including transport on site takes around 1.52
hours for a team of 1 mason and 1 labourer, this gives a production rate of 3.04 working hours. When used
blocks are larger, like concrete blocks, production doubles to a rate which is around 1.30 hours / m2 for a worker.

Availability and where to find: Blocks are produced by Hydraform with cement and local found laterite and sand,
and their stock is large. The method is founded and developed by Hydraform Africa Pty. Ltd.,
www.hydraform.com, which is a South-African company and represented in Accra by Afrisand Ghana Ltd.,
www.afrisand.com.

Others: Walls of substructure can also be made with sand-cement blocks instead of SCB’s.

Image B.33: First course must lay exactly in one straight level and direction to simplify the interlocking lay of other courses
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Image B.34: Bricks used for a residential house, as here in Cantonments area, Accra

Image B.35: Quetta bond with reinforcement and concrete infill, image from www.khadimsquetta.com
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B6

Bricks

Unity: m2
Specifications: In the absence of standards a variety of different sizes and forms of bricks are produced. One
common sold brick has a length of 230mm, a width of 110mm and a height of 65mm.
The locally found and extracted brown plastic clay with particular sizes smaller than 0.002mm is of excellent
quality and suitable to produce bricks. The minimum compressive strength is 5 N/mm2 over gross sectional area.
Clay bricks are burnt with oil in a kiln and because of the high oil prices are bricks so expensive nowadays. The
colour of the bricks is reddish.
Bricks don’t need any plastering as finishing layer but should be prevented from heavy rainfall. In this case the
positioning of windows and door openings must be carefully detailed, so that breaking up of bricks in too many
places is avoided. Half bricks can be obtained by split a complete one manual.

Applications: Bricks are primarily used for load bearing and partition walls in a construction, without any
reinforced concrete columns or beams. To provide a stable wall, which distribute all loads over the complete wall,
is strong enough to provide lateral stability and resistance to side thrust, a brick wall must be bonded with
adequate lap. Important is that all loads are equally distributed and grip centrally of the wall.
In earthquake zones reinforced columns should be needed in the structure to provide a proper framework.
Therefore a special bond like quetta with reinforcement bars and concrete filling can be used, but these costs are
probably much higher. Concrete lintels are still needed for window and door openings and provisions must be
made to carry and protect the roof construction for blowing off.

Processing possibilities: A brickwork wall is mostly made on a concrete strip foundation or a slab where slab must
rest on substructure foundation wall. The outside of first rows under the ground level must be plastered with
mortar to prevent them for a constant contact with groundwater.
Clay fired bricks are stacked with a 10mm thick cement-sand (1:3) mortar filling for all joints and beds by
masons. Most common and suitable bonds are Stretcher, English and Flemish bond. The mortar for brick joints
must be of good quality and joints must be well filled with mortar (both horizontal and vertical). Bricks must be
moistening before placing to prevent that water from the mortar joints penetrates into bricks.

Image building: Service blocks build with red coloured bricks will be distinguishable from other constructions in a
slum environment. But it hasn’t the appearance of a simple, obviously and affordable public facility; no good.

Social acceptance: Burnt bricks are seen as a rich construction material with a very modern radiation. Use of
expensive bricks in construction can maybe form a barrier for local people to use the building. A brick building
shall not fit very well in a slum environment and is more used for residential houses; no good.

Fit building services: Cutting of trenches in a brickwork wall isn’t acceptable because a plaster finish shall not be
added to the wall. Service pipes can only be fixed to a wall with screws which isn’t vandalism proof; inferior.

Usability and energy: Thermal capacity of a single brickwork wall is good. It can be increased by using a cavity
wall which also doubles the costs for bricks and mortar. Brickwork walls doesn’t affect health of users; good.
Cleaning: When clay is processed and burned well, a qualitative product originates that doesn’t absorb much
moisture, so it can be used for cubicle walls in a service block. Due to its rough structure it’s difficult to clean
when it is dirty; no good.

Environmental sustainability: Bricks are made of clay which is mostly extracted from riverbanks and around Lake
Volta. It should be done well controlled to restrict influence on the environment. For burning of bricks a lot of
firewood and oil is used; no good.
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Image B.36: Skills and experience of bricklayers is important when no plaster finish is done.

Standard perforated clay brickwork wall in cement-sand (1:4) mortar as described
Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

1.

Clay bricks 9" x 4" x 2.5"

2.

Cement mortar (1:3)

B

LABOUR

(m2)

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

60

No.

@

1.22

=

73.20

0.02

m3

@

158.54

=

3.17

1.

1 Mason (1.80 x 1)

1.80

Hrs

@

1.15

=

2.07

2.

1 Labourer

1.80

Hrs

@

0.90

=

1.62

0

%

=

0.00

Add Profit and Overheads

Cost per square meter

80.06

Image B.37: Unit rate analysis of purchase and lay of bricks
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Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: A well constructed brickwork wall fulfils all structural requirements
of a load bearing wall and requires minimal maintenance. Reinforcement bars must possibly be applied to protect
the construction against earthquakes and storm winds. Bricks itself are qualitative products and weather and
termite proof, but an overhang is advisable to occur heavy rainfall on a brickwork wall; good.

Labour circumstances: Size of bricks is small and their weight isn’t very heavy. Only weighty head pans filled with
mortar can affect health of labourers. Attention must be paid to safety conditions to prevent falling down; good.

Technical acceptance: When a wall finish isn’t needed should all bricks be laid exactly straight and at one level,
therefore are well experienced and skilled masons needed to process bricks to a brickwork wall. Foreman should
be present to supervise and check measurements of realised walls; inferior.

Adjustment of plans: Walls are only made with small bricks that can easily be cut by hand. This makes a
brickwork wall very easy adaptable to other changed or delayed construction activities; excellent.

Realizable in slums: Bricks can be desired by other people and must be well protected from stealing. On a
construction site is some space needed for the storage and processing of bricks and to produce mortar; good.

Local employment and economy: Bricks are manual and mechanical produced all around in Ghana and laid by
local masons and labourers, this stimulates the Ghanaian economy and employment very well; good.

Lifecycle costs: Purchase of perforated clay bricks (9” x 4” x 2.5”) from Metalex Ltd. costs: 73.20 GH¢
Based on information from Metalex Ltd. there are including wastage 60 blocks / m2 and a 10mm mortar thickness
is sufficient. This means that 0.02m3 cement-sand (1:3) mortar is needed to fill all joints and beds in a square
meter. According to The New Labour Output List can 1 mason and 1 labourer transport and lay around 270 bricks
in 8 hours. Unit rate analysis with 0% profit and overhead is given on the left page and based on abovementioned input.
Rate for purchase and lay of perforated clay brickwork wall in cement-sand (1:3) mortar: 80.06 GH¢,

Construction time: Laying one square meter of perforated clay bricks, including transport on site take around 1.80
hours for a team of 1 mason and 1 labourer giving it a production rate of 3.60 working hours.

Availability and where to find: Almost all bricks are produced in Ghana from locally extracted clay, especially
around Lake Volta, Brong Ahafo and Ashanti. There are many small and large-scale brick factories set up in
Ghana. Clay bricks are sold by Metalex Ltd., Spintex Road, Accra-Ghana. More bricks are handled by several
companies. On the open market it shall be more difficult to find qualitative bricks.

Others: Walls of substructure can also be made with sand-cement blocks instead of bricks.

Image B.38 & B.39: Bricks are also often used for boundary walls with concrete columns for the stabilization
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C

Wall and slab finishing

Contents:
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10

Paint
Tiles
Terrazzo
Epoxy
Terracotta floor tiles
Sand-cement and granolithic screed
Smooth plaster finish
Splatter dash – Tyrolean finish
Cladding
CHIC Liquid vinyl system

All relevant aspects for wall and slab finishing are made bold:
-

Unity
Specifications
Applications
Processing possibilities
Image building
Social acceptance
Fit building services
Usability and energy
Cleaning
Environmental sustainability
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability
Labour circumstances
Technical acceptance
Adjustment of plans
Realizable in slums
Local employment and economy
Lifecycle costs
Construction time
Availability and where to find
Others
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Image C.1: Painting of masonry, the first green topcoat over a white emulsion undercoat

Image C.2 & C.3: Take care that all necessary construction activities are ready before applying the paint finish
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C1

Paint

Unity: m2
Specifications: All sold paints in the factories meet certain prescribed quality standards and are oil-based or
moisture based paints. They are used to protect painted surfaces (damp proof, easy to clean) and to create a
decorative effect. Moisture of timber and masonry must be 16% or lower when you paint it. Allow masonry
surfaces to cure for minimal 30 days, before painting it.

Applications: Painting of block work, plaster finish, concrete slabs, walls, columns and beams, timber and steel
from all construction elements of a building.
Processing possibilities: Adding paint is done with brushes and rollers. Allow coats to dry for around 24 till 48
hours before recoat it. This period depends on type of paint, ventilation, temperature and thickness applied.
Guide lines for adding paint and most product specifications are present. In case of painting a concrete floor slab,
first a plastic sheet should laid on the laterite backfilling to prevent that water penetrates into the slab. Secondly
the concrete slab must be brushed and washed before adding the coating. All surfaces must be sandpapered
smooth before painting.
Masonry (block work, concrete and plaster finish) needs first one undercoat of Bamtex Acrylic Emulsion or
Flintkote Type 5 Emulsion, both from Sikkens. Costs 38.00 GH¢ / 10 litres and spreading rate is around 10m2 /
litre. Sandtex High Cover Smooth from Sikkens can be coloured and is used for the masonry topcoat. Costs 70.00
GH¢ / 10 litres and spreading rate is around 10m2 / litre. For concrete and plaster finish are two topcoats needed,
rough concrete block work needs three topcoats. Masonry paint from other suppliers is also available.
Coral offers an industrial floor paint which is suitable for chemically-corrosive surfaces and highly resistant to
moisture, alkalinity and impacts. As undercoat are needed Epoxy Primer Grey for Concrete (EP1 – 4401) and
Thinner for Epoxy (TE0). Both together costs 80.70 GH¢ / 1 gallon (3.8 litre) and spreading rate is around 40m2 /
gallon. For the topcoat is Coralmix Epoxy, Clear Base, color grey (MX2 – 7031) needed. Costs 65.50 GH¢ / 1
gallon (3.8 litre) and spreading rate is around 40m2 / gallon. Two topcoats must be applied as finish coat of the
concrete slab.
To protect soft- and hardwood against rotting, wood-eating insects and small animals, timber must paint first
with a wood preservative primer like Creosote or Solignum. Brown coloured Solignum costs 58.00 GH¢ / 20 litres,
colourless Creosote or Solignum costs 88.00 GH¢ / 20 litres and the spreading rate for both is around 6 m2 / litre.
If wished, timber can decorative finished with two coloured topcoats of Sikkens Cetol Filter 7 (matt) or Sikkens
Permoglaze (gloss). Cetol Filter 7 costs 41.00 GH¢ / 2.5 litres, Permoglaze costs 48.00 GH¢ / 5 litres and the
spreading rate for both is around 15 m2 / litre.
Steel needs one undercoat of red oxide metal primer offered by Sikkens, to protect it against corrosion. Costs
28.00 GH¢ / 2.5 litres and spreading rate is around 15m2 / litre. On this undercoat are needed two finishing
topcoats of Permoglaze Gloss from Sikkens. Costs 48.00 GH¢ / 5 litres and the spreading rate is around 15 m2 /
litre.

Social acceptance: Paint is a well known and very welcome finishing material by local people. It’s already often
used in slum areas, especially to protect timber from termites, masonry surfaces from rainfall or to give
constructions a modern appearance; excellent.

Cleaning: Most of the paints are well cleanable with water and soap, but some low qualitative, cheap paints aren’t
resistant to this cleaning and will fade. Investigated paints and above mentioned are one of the highest qualities
and very good washable; good.

Environmental sustainability: Paint is produced with imported products and doesn’t affect the Ghanaian
environment; unknown.
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Image C.4: Instruction for painting new masonry, image from Painter’s guide of Azar Chemical Industries Ltd.

Image C.5 & C.6: Low qualitative paints affected by moisture, direct sunlight and rain fall peel off after certain years
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Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Lifetime of paint depends on how paint is add, facilities are used
and environmental circumstances, like a dusty area, moisture and near the sea. After certain years all coats must
be painted again. When qualitative paint is applied in correct thickness a life time of 6 to 10 years can be
expected for painted masonry. During these years paint resist influences and protect its covered materials. Repair
and recoat can be done easily by painters; sufficient.

Labour circumstances: During application of paint appropriate ventilation must present and painter must prevent
from skin and eye contact. Therefore all painters should wear suitable clothes, a nose mask and glasses, refrain
from eating, drinking and smoking and keep away from flames, sparks and welding activities; no good.

Technical acceptance: Applying coats and paints isn’t a very difficult activity and doesn’t require unordinary skills.
It asks some mentality and responsibility of the painters to add the paint correctly with a sufficient thickness and
don’t spill paint on other finished surfaces; good.

Adjustment of plans: Due to its way of applying paint its superb adaptable to delays and incorrect measurements
of other construction activities; excellent.
Realizable in slums: A minimal area is needed for painting activities and change on stealing can be reduced to a
minimum. During adding of paint other surfaces around the workplace should be covered of paint spatters. Don’t
apply paint with temperatures lower than 10°C or air relative humidity over 80% and don’t store paint in a
environment with a temperature exceeding 40°C; good.

Local employment and economy: The economy won’t be supported maximal due to the large importation of raw
materials to produce paint in Ghana. Adding those paints is a very labour intensive activity and stimulates
employment in Ghana; sufficient.

Lifecycle costs: Given costs are only for the material paint and based on given information, prices and spreading
rates of the processing possibilities. It’s just for one complete coat, under- and top coats, but without labour and
recoating after the life expectancy. Described costs for material and output of workers gives a rate which is
excluding wastage, profit and overhead.
Masonry, for plaster finish and concrete: 1.78 GH¢, gives a rate of 2.32 GH¢
Masonry, for concrete blockwork: 2.48 GH¢, gives a rate of 3.02 GH¢
Masonry, for concrete floor slab: 5.30 GH¢, gives a rate of 5.84 GH¢
Timber only protected with a brown coloured preservative: 0.48 GH¢, gives a rate of 0.91 GH¢
Timber, finished with a matt topcoat, based on a colourless preservative: 1.82 GH¢, gives a rate of 3.11 GH¢
Timber, finished with a gloss topcoat, based on a colourless preservative: 1.38 GH¢, gives a rate of 2.67 GH¢
Steel: 2.03 GH¢, gives a rate of 3.09 GH¢

Construction time: Output of painters and labourers to apply one square meter of paint is based on different rate
analyses and is only for applying one complete coat, thus including under- and top coats.
Prepare surfaces and apply all coats on masonry: painter 0.35 hours and labourer 0.15 hours: 0.54 GH¢
Prepare surfaces and apply all coats on woodwork: painter 1.00 hours and labourer 0.15 hours: 1.29 GH¢
Prepare surfaces and apply all coats on metalwork: painter 0.80 hours and labourer 0.15 hours: 1.06 GH¢

Availability and where to find: Paint is produced in Ghana from imported products and therefore enough is
available. On the open market different paints are sold, but for reliable qualitative products it’s better to purchase
it, at one of the paint factories, like: Tintas Coral – ICI Paints on the Kojo Thompson Road, Sikkens – Akzo Nobel
Paint on the Old Fadama Road and Azar Chemical Industries Ltd. - City Paints also on the Kojo Thompson Road.

Others: An alternative product for painting masonry can be Evo-Stik – Cementone. This is a cement colourer sold
by Hiralco Ghana Ltd. in Accra, the colours red, brown, black and yellow are available. For 50kg Portland cement
(1 bag) you need 2kg Cementone, which costs 70.00 GH¢ for 25kg, this is one bag. No result of it was visible
somewhere.
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Image C.7 & C.8: Stacked floor and wall tiles on a construction site

Image C.9: Laying floor tiles in a cement mortar on a sand-cement screed

Image C.10: Mortar spatters pollutes an already painted wall
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C2

Tiles

Unity: m2
Specifications: Dimensions of floor tiles are between 200 x 200mm and 600 x 600mm, dimensions of wall tiles
between 200 x 300mm and 300 x 450mm.
All sold tiles in Accra are ceramic or porcelain tiles. Ceramic is a heated mix of primarily clay, various minerals and
water. This ceramic material is porous and will fade by using. Therefore is the top surface sealed with a glaze,
which is also the design layer that determines the tile’s finished colour, design and texture. In true porcelain tiles
the primary ingredient is finely-ground sand. This is processed with pressure and extremely high temperatures to
a very dense, glass-like material. Because of its density and composition of natural ingredients, porcelain tiles
have all the same excellent qualities as glazed ceramic tiles. Under normal circumstances aren’t there noticeable
differences between ceramic and porcelain.
For use in a pubic sanitation block must non-slip glazed ceramic tiles or unpolished porcelain tiles be used for the
floor, a rough structure is needed to prevent any slippery. Walls can be covered with any glazed ceramic or
porcelain tile.

Applications: For finishing of all masonry slabs and walls.
Processing possibilities: Concrete slab or screed bed must be cleaned from dust and waste materials. Lay and
place wall and floor tiles by local tilers in a mortar bed, made of tile adhesive and portlandcement with prescribed
proportions. Very important when laying tiles is that the back of floor and wall tiles is sufficiently filled with
mortar.
Social acceptance: Because of high costs tiles are seen as an expensive construction material by local people and
are therefore not much used in slum areas. Tiles are synonymous for cleanable and hygienic areas and have a
good radiation what makes them well wanted; good.

Cleaning: If done periodically tiles are very easy to clean and to keep tiled walls and slabs neat and health;
excellent.

Environmental sustainability: Almost all tiles are imported from abroad and doesn’t have any influence on the
environment in Ghana; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Ceramic and porcelain tiles are a strong wall and slab finishing
that last extremely long, can resist all environmental influences and doesn’t require maintenance, on condition
that all tiles are properly installed. Low quality tiles that are often walked over, like the corridor, become fading
and dirty after a while. The quality of tiles depends on its origin and is indicated by the different prices for tiles;
good.
Labour circumstances: Placing of floor and wall tiles isn’t a dangerous work itself. Workers who are sitting often
on their knees should wear knee-pads to project their health; sufficient.
Technical acceptance: Porcelain is a denser material then ceramic and requires special tools for cutting and
shaping. Not every tiler have these tools and may not be experienced enough to use them it they were
purchased. Tiles must be carefully processed by workers to occur a lot of broken tiles during laying and fixing. For
placing tiles on a qualitative way is some responsibility feeling and punctuality required; no good.

Adjustment of plans: Incorrect placed walls, no square corners and sloping walls can affect the adjustment really
and cause that many tiles must be cut to fit them. In the design and during construction works this should be
well controlled to improve the adjustment of fixing tiles to walls and slabs; no good.
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Image C.11: All wall tiles must be cut different due to a sloping blockwork wall

Image C.12: To provide cutting of tiles the design should be adapt to the dimensions of the applied materials
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Realizable in slums: The way tiles are packed in boxes and stacked on a construction site makes stealing very
easy and tiles should be well protected. A mixing plant is required to produce mortar. During the placing of wall
and floor tiles must already finished surfaces been covered from mortar rests and spatters; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: Production of tiles isn’t done in Ghana but they are imported from abroad.
Fixing is very labour intensive and done by local tilers and labourers which supports the local economy and
employment; sufficient.
Lifecycle costs: Given prices are only for purchasing of mentioned materials and are averages over different
collected data from companies, open market and a list with basic prices of materials.
Ceramic (glazed) floor tiles, imported from Europe: 9.00 GH¢
Ceramic (glazed) floor tiles, imported from China: 6.90 GH¢
Porcelain floor tiles, imported from Europe: 17.00 GH¢
Porcelain floor tiles, imported from China: 10.50 GH¢
Ceramic wall tiles, imported from Europe: 8.50 GH¢
Ceramic wall tiles, imported from China: 5.50 GH¢
Porcelain wall tiles, imported from unknown: 12.00 GH¢
Special tile cement is Fixser, 1 bag of 25 kg costs 6.00 GH¢
Rate for a 20mm thick screed cement sand (1:3) mortar bed to receive floor and walls tiles: 3.17 GH¢
Costs for purchasing tiles, screed cement sand mortar bed and output of tilers and labourers gives a rate which is
excluding wastage, profit and overhead.

Construction time: Output of tilers and labourers to lay and fix one square meter of tiles with applying of mortar
is for wall tiles based on a rate analysis and for floor tiles based on an observation.
Glazed wall tiling bedded and jointed in cement mortar on a rendering and pointed in white cement: tiler 2.00
hours and labourer 1.00 hours: 3.20 GH¢
Ceramic floor tiles (600 x 600mm) bedded and jointed in cement mortar on a sand-cement screed: tiler 0.53
hours and labourer 0.53 hours: 1.09 GH¢

Availability and where to find: All tiles are imported from countries like China, England, Spain and Italy. Sold in
small boxes which contain a number of tiles that is sufficient for 1 to 2m2. Many tile outlets are present on the
open market, especially Makola market in the centre of Accra. Some companies who sell tiles are Midwest
(Sanitary) Company Ltd. on Old Fadama Road and Batimat Ltd. on Ring Road West, both in Accra-Ghana.

Others: Also available are broken tiles, costs 5.00 GH¢ for a bag, area that can be covered with one bag is
unknown. Broken tiles aren’t a very appropriate product for large areas. All tiles that break during fixing and
laying can also be reused as broken tiles.
Granite and marble tiles are also available in Accra but much more expensive than ceramic or porcelain tiles and
costs between 100.00 to 250.00 GH¢ / m2.
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Image C.13: Terrazzo floor finishing outside at Accra Polytechnic in Accra

Image C.14: Detail of terrazzo floor finishing at Accra Polytechnic with two polished surfaces and one unpolished
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C3

Terrazzo

Unity: m2
Specifications: Floor terrazzo is a hard finish and has very good wearing qualities. If it is highly polished, it is easy
to clean and slippery when wet. But when it isn’t polished, it’s rough and thus more difficult to clean.
Wall terrazzo is a textured finish and is very useful on walls around staircases and other walls which are in areas
where people converge and the walls are used ‘for holding on to’.

Applications: Polished terrazzo is used for the finishing of slabs and unpolished terrazzo for the finishing of walls.
Processing possibilities: First a 38mm thick screed mortar bed is laid on a slab to receive the terrazzo floor finish.
After this a 12mm in-situ polished terrazzo paving is laid in bays, not exceeding 1.44m2, on the uncured screed
bed with plastic dividing strips to form panels. When this all is cured the terrazzo floor finish will be grinded to a
polished surface. The terrazzo paving is made of ordinary Portland cement and granite chippings, which is like
stones. If wanted can floor areas afterwards be polished to a smooth surface.
Wall terrazzo consists of a 7mm thick terrazzo topping of granite chippings that are applied to a wet undercoat of
sand-cement plaster. After this it’s washed and broomed off before it has set in and becomes a textured finish.

Social acceptance: A terrazzo finishing is only used for residential homes in commercial estates or office buildings
due its high costs. Terrazzo in a public toilet facility gives it an appearance of richness and doesn’t fit very well in
the environment of a slum; inferior.

Cleaning: Polished terrazzo is impermeable to liquids or dirt and very easy to clean. Unpolished and textured
terrazzo finish is also impermeable but less cleanable and therefore more used as finishing for walls; excellent.

Environmental sustainability: For terrazzo must sand and granite chippings, which are like stones, be extracted
and cement produced in local factories; sufficient.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: If correctly applied a terrazzo finish will last extremely long and
doesn’t need any maintenance during its life time. A terrazzo finish resist nearly all environmental, ecological and
climatic influences; excellent.
Labour circumstances: Weight carried by workers mustn’t be too much and safety provisions must be present to
safe workers that are constantly sitting on their knees; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: A terrazzo wall and floor finishing can only be add by skilled and experienced workers
which are limited present in Accra-Ghana, no good.

Adjustment of plans: A terrazzo finish is made from small particles and can easily fit on and between previous
realised walls and slabs; good.

Realizable in slums: To get terrazzo must granite chippings, sand and cement be mixed on site with a concrete
mixer which needs some storage and work space. Pollution on the environment and influence form weather is
limited; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: Extraction of raw materials takes place in Ghana mostly with machines and
cement is produced in a local factory with imported materials. Processing of these materials to a terrazzo finishing
is done with local workers and supports employment well; good.
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Image C.15: An unpolished, only washed, terrazzo finishing before the entrance gate of a residential house
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Lifecycle costs: Given rates are based on Schedule of Rates and Basic Prices of Materials for Building Works in
Greater Accra Region and are including wastage, profit and overhead.
Terrazzo floor paving including screed bed: 37.06 GH¢
Terrazzo wall topping including sand-cement undercoat: 22.47 GH¢

Construction time: Output of masons and labourers to realise a terrazzo floor paving as described above is based
on a rate analyse. For realizing a terrazzo wall topping were no output data available.
To realise one square meter of terrazzo floor paving is needed 1 mason for 0.80 hours, 1 labourer for 3.10 hours,
1 polisher for 0.75 hours and 1 operator for 1.50 hours.

Availability and where to find: All needed materials are sold on the open market. Skilled workers and all required
equipment are limited available. Around Accra are subcontractors present with all necessary equipment to realise
a terrazzo finishing.

Others: -
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Image C.16 & C.17: Adding the top coating of an epoxy floor finish, images from www.donconstruction.co.uk
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C4

Epoxy

Unity: m2
Specifications: Used material is Strongcoat HB Red, a high build epoxy-based coating that exists of 3 layers: first
a coat, then a fine aggregate and finally the finishing coat. For the red coloured topcoat are 3 different types:
smooth, medium aggregate and course aggregate. Which type is preferable depends on the necessary slip
resistance.

Applications: Strongcoat HB epoxy is an industrial flooring system that has been used to finish and protect slabs
for factories, car parks and flat roofs.
Processing possibilities: Epoxy will be added manual by painters with hand rollers. Mixing must be done with an
electric drill or mixer. The surface must be clean, dry and free from dust, oils, paints or other forms of
contamination. Grit blasting can be used to remove this pollution. Coating should be allowed to cure for
approximately seven days prior to opening the service block to users.
Social acceptance: Epoxy finishing is a new, imported material and unknown by almost all slum inhabitants.
Because of the high costs shall an epoxy finishing never be used and fit in a slum environment; inferior.

Cleaning: The final result is a hard floor coating that doesn’t absorb any liquids. It can be cleaned very well and is
absolutely hygienic; excellent.

Environmental sustainability: The epoxy floor coating Strongcoat HB is imported from the United Kingdom and
has a unknown influence on the Ghanaian environment; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: A once applied epoxy floor finishing has a guaranteed quality for
life time and is very tough. It resist easily all influences from direct users, external surroundings and the weather;
excellent.
Labour circumstances: Applying of these different coats must be done carefully. Inhalation and contact by skin or
eyes will cause irritating and discomfort. Enough ventilation and appropriate safety protection must be present to
protect every worker; no good.
Technical acceptance: Epoxy finishing is applied by trained workers from Kovauk Ltd. which have enough skills
and responsibility feeling to add all coats and aggregates; good.

Adjustment of plans: Epoxy finishing exists of some coatings that don’t require any adjustment due to changed or
delayed construction works or incorrect measurements of realised slabs and walls; excellent.
Realizable in slums: No extra area is needed for storing or applying the epoxy floor coating. Change on stealing
can be minimized by only bring those materials that are needed for that specific day. When walls are already
finished they must protected not to be spoiled with coat spatters. Strongcoat HB should not be applied at
temperatures less than 10°C and stored at temperatures between 5°C and 30°C; good.
Local employment and economy: Use of local workers to process this finishing product supports the employment
in Ghana well. Effect on the economy is limited because all materials are directly imported from abroad;
sufficient.
Lifecycle costs: Given rate is offered by Kovauk Ltd. and is an all-inclusive rate for adding one complete epoxy
finishing with all 3 layers.
Rate for Strongcoat HB Red, epoxy floor finish coating: 48.00 GH¢
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Image C.18: Technical Data Sheet of Strongcoat HB, High-build epoxy floor coating, sheet from www..donconstruction.co.uk
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Construction time: Output for realising an epoxy floor finishing is unknown
Availability and where to find: The epoxy is offered by Kovauk Ltd, P.O. Box 4527, Cantoments, Accra-Ghana and
all products are imported from Don Construction Products Ltd., www.donconsstruction.co.uk, this company is
based in the United Kingdom. Due this importation all products are available on request.

Others: -
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Image C.19: Top side of a terracotta tile, image from internet

Image C.20: Laying of terracotta floor tiles in a tile cement mortar bed, image from www.raftertales.com
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C5

Terracotta floor tiles

Unity: m2
Specifications: Terracotta tiles are a ceramic product made of locally extracted, red coloured clay. This clay is first
moulded and then burned in firewood or oil burned kiln. It’s an unglazed material and has therefore a porous
surface. Terracotta tiles are available on the market in common known dimensions.

Applications: Tiles are used as a floor finishing material.
Processing possibilities: Terracotta tiles are laid in a mortar bed made of tile adhesive and Portland cement with
prescribed proportions. Carefulness is required that the back of floor tiles is completely filled with mortar.
Underground were tiles are fixed on must be clean from dust and waste materials before adding the mortar. The
laying of terracotta tiles is comparable with ceramic and porcelain tiles.

Social acceptance: In slum areas are tiles not a common used construction material. It’s unknown if local people
are familiar with terracotta tiles and their specifications; sufficient.

Cleaning: Top side of terracotta tiles have a rough structure and a porous character. Dirt and moisture will
penetrate into the tile and it will be almost impossible to clean it after a while; inferior.
Environmental sustainability: Clay used for terracotta tiles must be carefully extracted to limit impact on the
environment. For firing of moulded clay to tiles a lot of firewood and oil is used; no good.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Strength of terracotta tiles is unknown but its maintenance shall
be limited. It´s plausible that tiles from the corridor, which are constantly walked over by users, lose colour and
become soiled after a while. This is because used terracotta tiles are a non glazed, natural product; no good.
Labour circumstances: If necessary safety protections for workers are present, especially to protect their knees, is
the laying of terracotta floor tiles not a dangerous work and don’t affect health of workers; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: Terracotta tiles are easy to cut and lay and don’t require high qualified personnel. Some
mentality and responsibility feeling is desirable to occur broken tiles during laying and fixing and spoiling of other
finished surfaces; no good.

Adjustment of plans: Incorrect placed walls, no square corners and sloping walls can affect the adjustment really
and cause that many terracotta tiles must be cut to fit them; no good.

Realizable in slums: Packed terracotta tiles must be stored well to prevent stealing. In the case that wall surfaces
are already finished, with paint or plaster, they must be protected against mortar spatters from laying floor tiles.
A mixing plant is required to produce mortar on site and to fix all tiles isn’t much workspace needed; sufficient.
Local employment and economy: Tiles are mechanical produced in Ghana from local extracted clay and processed
and laid by local tilers. This stimulates the Ghanaian employment and economy very well; good.

Lifecycle costs: Costs for terracotta tiles is unknown.
Construction time: Output of tilers and labourers to lay tiles is unknown.
Availability and where to find: Production of terracotta tiles takes place on small scale factories in Ghana and are
therefore limited available. Terracotta tiles are sold on the open market in Accra.

Others: -
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Image C.21: Service pipes are laid in and over the sand-cement
screed bed

Image C.22: Detail of a sand-cement sub-floor, all
screed beds show many cracks

Image C.23: Smooth levelling of a sub-floor sand-cement screed bed to receive floor tiles later on
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C6

Sand-cement and granolithic screed

Unity: m2
Specifications: Screed bed is produced in two types: sand-cement screed and granolithic screed. The first one is
used as a sub-floor and finishing material, granolithic screed is only used as a slab finishing.
Both types of screed beds are cement-based layers that provides a smooth levelled surface as or for the final slab
finish. Used as sub-floor it also fulfils these principal functions as restore damaged surfaces of the concrete floor
during rough work, cover service conduits and pipes and finally to reduce sound transmission in upper floors.
Sand-cement screed is a normally dense cement-aggregate mixture in the cement coarse sand ratio of 1:3 to 1:4,
see also A13 Sand-cement mortar. Screeds of more than 40 to 50mm thickness should be mixed with an
additional graded aggregate from 0 – 9mm to form a fine concrete. This fine aggregate could be quarry dust or
fine granite chippings to get a granolithic screed, see also A4 Stones – granite chippings and A5 Quarry dust.
When this sand-cement screed is applied in a thickness up to 75mm it can form a finish by itself. To improve its
wearing resistance a surface hardener can be added to the mixture. Screed with an aggregate of fine granite
chippings is the so-called granolithic screed. This is a hard and noisy floor finishing but appropriate as slab
finishing.
Both screed beds, sand-cement and granolithic can be laid on new (green) concrete forming a monolithic slab, on
cured concrete or on an old concrete surface. If laid on green concrete to a thickness of 20mm, it matures
together with the concrete into a hardwearing monolithic floor. This is ideal in small areas where no services are
bedded into the screed. If the concrete is cured or old, the screed applied should be 40mm thick or more. Unless
used together with pigmented cement or coated with qualitative floor paint, the finished floor is of unattractive
appearance.

Applications: A screed bed can be used as an intermediate element between the concrete slab and final slab
finishing or it can form a slab finish by itself. When used as a final slab finish should realisation of the screed bed
be done in relation with the under laying concrete slab.

Processing possibilities: To produce these screeds on site a concrete mixer, (wheel) barrows and some tools are
needed. Quality of the mortar depends strongly on quality and correct proportions of added materials. Water
cement ratio of mixture shouldn’t be too high to increase the strength and durability of the mortar. Besides this,
the mortar must be carefully produced, transported and used. Also special attention should be paid to prevent
occurring of cracks in hot dry conditions due to rapid setting of temperature during the curing of mortar.
Laying of screeds is done in rectangular bays which should not exceed 15m2 in large areas. A 25mm thick screed
must cure for 1 month before the final finish should be laid on top. When screed bed is directly used as finishing
material it can be advisable to realise small areas like cubicles one by one to realise a correct levelled surface.
A screed bed laid on new concrete should be done within 3 hours of casting the floor slab. In case of cured or old
concrete the slab surface must be roughened or well hacked before the screed is laid and free of dust, sand or
other waste materials. To provide bonding and structural quality concrete slab should be moistured before adding
mortar.

Social acceptance: A screed bed made of sand-cement or a fine concrete is a well known and very accepted
construction material. It’s often used by local people in slum areas and comparable to mortar and concrete;
excellent.

Cleaning: Due its hardness and moreover when the top side is qualitative coated an impenetrable slab with a
smooth surface originates that is easy to clean; no good.

Environmental sustainability: Impact on Ghanaian environment is limited to the extraction of sand and if needed
granite chippings and the production of cement; sufficient.
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Image C.24: Service pipes are covered in screed bed, connection between two beds are made serrated

Image C.25: Unit rate analysis of sand-cement screed 50mm thick
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Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: A screed bed is a hard and strong surface finish like concrete that
doesn’t require any maintenance. Screed beds keep their quality during lifetime and shall not be affected by
influences from users, weather and other circumstances. When screed beds are painted a repainting shall be
necessary around every 6 to 10 years; sufficient.

Labour circumstances: Producing and casting of these screed beds doesn’t have large negative influences on
workers health. At least if safety and health conditions are correct on site like maximum to carry weight by
labourers, adding cement to mixer and for a long time sitting on their knees by workers; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: Some responsibility feeling of contractor and workers is required to produce a qualitative
mixture. For casting, especially a smooth levelled surface and curing are some above-average skills wished. It’s
therefore advisable to realise screed finish in small cubicles one by one and not too large floor surfaces at once;
sufficient.

Adjustment of plans: A screed bed is casted within walls and can superbly be adjust to already incorrect casted
slabs and placed walls; excellent.
Realizable in slums: On site is some space required for a concrete mixer and storage of sand, cement and
perhaps granite chippings. This must also be protected from stealing. During the casting of slab and screed bed
should al finished walls been protected for spatters; no good.

Local employment and economy: Realising a screed slab is very labour intensive and many local labourers are
needed. Most materials are mechanical extracted and produced in Ghana and stimulate therefore the local
employment and economy well; good.

Lifecycle costs: Rate analysis including wastage but without profit and overhead is given on the left page. Needed
materials for sand-cement and granolithic screed are almost equal to used materials for producing sand-cement
mortar and concrete. Material costs for mortar is 158.54 GH¢ / m3 and based on costs for onsite produced cement
sand (1:3) mortar and reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4) as mentioned in A13 and B1.
Rate for screed bed 50mm thick lay on concrete slab and finished smooth to receive floor finish: 9.91 GH¢

Construction time: For realising one square meter of a 50mm thick screed bed are 1.50 working hours needed.
The exact smooth levelling of a screed bed as floor finishing shall probably require some little more time and
there rate shall be slightly higher, around 2.00 working hours for every square meter.

Availability and where to find: Screed is normally mixed on the construction site where all proportions can be
checked and raw materials can be stored. Basic materials are enough available in and around Accra and a
concrete mixer is for example sold at Kenequip Ltd, distributor of Universal Construction Machinery located in
Accra-Ghana.

Others: -
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Image C.26 & C.27: Unsafe applying of a sand-cement plaster finish to blockwork and concrete surfaces of a small house

Image C.28: Too much plastering is spent to correct and cover incorrect measurements of rough construction works
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C7

Smooth plaster finish

Unity: m2
Specifications: Plastering is the most common wall finish to houses and buildings in southern Ghana. It’s normally
applied in thicknesses of 12mm or 20mm. Primary function of plaster is to cover up and protect an uneven
background and at the same time provide a smooth, hygienic surface which is suitable for the application of the
final finish. It gives construction an aesthetic and modern radiation. In a sand-cement blockwork wall plastering is
also needed to bind all blocks together. Because plastering is used to cover up poor workmanship and incorrect
measurements thickness of this finish turn out to a maximum thickness of 50mm.
Realise a plaster finish is done with onsite mixed cement sand mortar in ratio 1:4 for the outside and 1:6 for the
inside. Sand must fine and free of pollution and mixture should be consistent enough to be applied to walls and
soffits. Ordinary Portland cement can be added to the mix and if wanted partially be replaced by pozzolana
cement. See for sand-cement mortar also A13.

Applications: A smooth plaster finish is used as wall finish for blockwork walls and concrete sides and soffits.
Afterwards it can receive a final paint finish as protection and decoration. Sand-cement plaster isn’t a suitable
finish for mud walls since it has no cohesion on these walls.
Processing possibilities: Sides of concrete elements are firstly made rough to increase the bounding of plaster
finishing with smooth concrete surfaces. Mortar mix is applied to the wall with a so called ‘throwing-on’ method.
The plaster is then smoothed out by masons with steel trowels and plaster boards to a smooth finish.
Measurements for large walls are mostly done with wooden setting blocks fixed in mortar. Finally edges are made
to 90 degrees with a small steel angle bar. Plaster must set and cured completely, for around 4 weeks, before
paint can be applied, this paint finishing is needed to protect the sand-cement plaster finish.
Provisions should be taken to occurring of cracks in just smoothed out and finished plaster. It’s caused by fast
evaporation of moisture and clay content of fine aggregate material.

Social acceptance: Plastering is used everywhere in southern Ghana to all kind of buildings, from slum
construction to residential houses and commercial building. All inhabitants are familiar with this wall finishing
material and gives buildings a modern, very wanted appearance; excellent.

Cleaning: Smooth sand-cement plaster dirties easily in tropical countries and is due its little porous character
difficult to clean. When used as wall finishing it’s better to paint it to make the plaster finish washable and more
appropriate as finishing material for a service block, no good.
Environmental sustainability: The impact on Ghanaian environment is limited to extraction of sand and the
production of cement and comparable with sand-cement mortar; sufficient.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: When the plaster finish is applied correctly and carefully a strong
finish exists that doesn’t require much maintenance. To protect plastering for a long time it should be painted. Its
resistant to environmental influences is average and plastering is little sensitive to vandalism and damage. It’s
possible that after 6 to 10 years some places must be restored, which can be combined with an eventually
repainting of the walls. A roof overhang is advisable to protect wall constructions from direct sunshine and heavily
rainfall; sufficient.
Labour circumstances: To carry weight by labourers shouldn’t be too high and workers must protect from falling
down of a scaffold. When safety conditions on site are correct, realising a plaster finish doesn’t affect health of
workers really; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: Attention from foreman and mentality of masons is desirable to apply a qualitative, strong
mortar mixture and plaster finish. Plastering of a wall including joints should be finished at one time. To finish a
surface smooth is some experience and skills needed from masons; sufficient.
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12mm cement and sand (1:4) and (1:6) rendering to concrete or blockwork
Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

1.
2.
B

LABOUR

(m2)

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

Cement mortar (1:4)

0.015

m3

@

131.38

=

1.97

Cement mortar (1:6)

0.015

m3

@

103.79

=

1.56

1.

1 Mason

1.00

Hrs

@

1.15

=

1.15

2.

1 Labourer

1.00

Hrs

@

0.90

=

0.90

0

%

=

0.00

Add Profit and Overheads

Cost per square meter for 12mm rendering with mortar (1:4)

4.02

Cost per square meter for 12mm rendering with mortar (1:6)

3.61

20mm cement and sand (1:4) and (1:6) rendering to concrete or blockwork
Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

1.
2.

Cement mortar (1:4)
Cement mortar (1:6)

B

LABOUR

1.
2.

1 Mason
1 Labourer
Add Profit and Overheads

(m2)

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

0.025
0.025

m3
m3

@
@

131.38
103.79

=
=

3.28
2.59

1.00
1.00

Hrs
Hrs

@
@

1.15
0.90

=
=

1.15
0.90

0

%

=

0.00

Cost per square meter for 20mm rendering with mortar (1:4)

5.33

Cost per square meter for 20mm rendering with mortar (1:6)

4.64

Image C.29: Unit rate analyses for 12mm and 20mm cement and sand (1:4) and (1:6) rendering
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Adjustment of plans: Plaster finish can be applied in every wished thickness depending on previous realised
concrete and blockwork elements. To achieve that the final plaster finish will not be too thick all walls and
concrete surfaces should be placed at their correct position, be straight and stand vertically; sufficient.

Realizable in slums: On site is some space needed for a concrete mixer to mix sand and cement, for storage and
for a scaffold to realise the plaster finish. Just applied mortar and ‘green’ plastering should be protected from any
rain and direct sunshine. The used ‘throwing-on’ method causes many mortar spatters other surfaces should be
protected from these spatters; no good.
Local employment and economy: Produce and apply of sand-cement mortar to a plaster finish can be done by
local workers with mostly local extracted products. Both stimulates the Ghanaian employment and economy well;
good.
Lifecycle costs: Rate analyses are given on the left page only for 12mm and 20mm rendering on in- and outdoor
walls, these are including wastage but without profit and overhead. Input is given by costs for onsite produced
cement sand (1:4) and (1:6) as mentioned in A13. For labour output is used the conservative estimation of 1.00
hrs / m2 for 1 mason and 1 labourer.
Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate

for
for
for
for

12mm
20mm
12mm
20mm

cement
cement
cement
cement

and
and
and
and

sand
sand
sand
sand

(1:4)
(1:4)
(1:6)
(1:6)

outside rendering to concrete or blockwork: 4.01 GH¢
outside rendering to concrete or blockwork: 5.33 GH¢
inside rendering to concrete or blockwork: 3.61 GH¢
inside rendering to concrete or blockwork: 4.64 GH¢

Construction time: Production figure depends strongly on the area of to plaster surfaces and the number of
edges. Some observations of a large wall without edges indicate an output of around 11 m2 / day, (0.72 hrs / m2)
for 1 mason and 1 labourer. Other rate analysis varies from 0.75 to 1.00 hrs / m2 for a team existing of 1 mason
and 1 labourer, meaning that around 2.00 working hours are required to realise one square meter plaster finish.
According to different analysis and observations is the influence of plaster thickness to the production figure
limited.

Availability and where to find: All raw materials are stored on site and are largely available around Accra. Needed
sand-cement mortar will be mixed on site where all wanted proportions can be produced and checked.

Others: -

Image C.30 & C.31: If walls aren’t correctly finished plenty of cracks appear by curing of the plastering (left). When plaster is
finished well and is scoured one more time smooth cracks don’t occur (right)
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Image C.32 & C.33: Hand operation small drum to apply textured finish (left) and a sketch of the application of ‘Tyrolean’ finish
(right), image from Construction Technology for a Tropical Development Country

Image C.34: A sharp textured and painted splatter dash finishing on a fence wall
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C8

Splatter dash – Tyrolean finish

Unity: m2
Specifications: Splatter dash and Tyrolean finish are two names for the same textured plaster finish which is
applied to in situ concrete, masonry and suitable types of brickwork. It’s a very rough finishing material and is
therefore also called textured plaster finish, in contrast to smooth plaster finish of C7. The function is equally to
plaster finish, covering and protection of the background and providing a nice, hygienic surface. On this rough
surface it’s possible to apply the final finish. Its capacity to bind all sand-cement blocks together is minimal.
Thickness of a textured plaster finish is limited to around 5 millimetres, but it will cover the complete wall. Used
mortar is an onsite mixed plaster of cement and sand in ratio 1:4. Sand must be free of organic pollution. If a
rougher surface is wanted it is also possible to add some quarry dust to the mixture. Ordinary Portland cement
can be added to the mix and if wanted partially be replaced by pozzolana cement. It’s easy to mix coloured
cement through the mortar to receive a coloured result.

Applications: Splatter dash is mostly used to make concrete surfaces rough for a better bonding with smooth
plaster finish, see C7. Besides this it is incidentally used as wall finishing for concrete and concrete blockwork
surfaces. Another application is for the finishing of fence walls. Mostly this splatter dash is finally finished with a
painting for protection and decoration.

Processing possibilities: The sand-cement mixture is applied by hand or machine-operated throwing-on technique
by masons. Therefore is mostly used a hand-operated small drum from which the thin plaster mix is thrown on to
the wall surface by turning a handle. Mixture will be prepared on site with a concrete mixer and transported by
wheelbarrows or head pans. Measurements are done on the face of it by masons. For edges aren’t special
activities done, edges are also thrown on with mortar. Curing time is short due the little thickness of textured
plaster finish.

Social acceptance: Splatter dash is mostly used to finish fence walls or as bounding layer before applying a
smooth plaster finish. Used for the finishing of houses is a rarity especially through the rough, sharp structure; no
good.

Cleaning: Because of its sharp and rough texture people avoid touching and walls don’t become quickly dirt. It’s
therefore very useful on walls in areas where people converge and are used for holding on to. In spite of this it’s
still advisable to paint textured finish to make all surfaces less sharp and better washable. When sharp structures
are becoming dirty they are very difficult to clean; no good.

Environmental sustainability: Environment in Ghana will only be affected by production of cement and the
extraction of sand and quarry dust; sufficient.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: If correctly applied the splatter dash finish can last a long time,
but it’s likely that textured finish needs some little maintenance during the time to renovate the wall finish. When
bounding with the under layer isn’t done very well crusts of finishing material falls down. This occurs especially on
the lowest half of a wall. Tyrolean finish is resistant to influences from the environment but wall surface should
be protected with a painting and overhang. It has a rough structure makes it more vandalism proof; no good.
Labour circumstances: Circumstances of workers aren’t really affected by application of this textured plaster
finish. The drum isn’t very large or heavy; good.

Technical acceptance: To make a textured plaster finish isn’t high qualified personnel needed. Proportion of the
used mixture and applied thickness should be checked regularly by the foreman; excellent

Adjustment of plans: Prior realised construction works don’t have any influence on applying of splatter dash, at
least if all concrete and blockwork surfaces are realised and completely cured; excellent.
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Image C.35: A smoother textured and painted splatter dash wall finishing

Image C.36: Bounding between wall and splatter dash must be very well to prevent that crusts falls down
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Realizable in slums: For applying this wall finish isn’t much workspace needed, storage space for sand, cement
and a concrete mixer should be present. Other finished surfaces or adjoining constructions should be covered
from mortar spatters. Just applied mortar and ‘green’ plastering should be protected from any rain and direct
sunshine; no good.

Local employment and economy: Mixing and applying of this textured finish is completely done by local workers
and all basis materials are locally and mechanically produced and extracted. This supports the local economy and
employment really; good.

Lifecycle costs: Rate for applying a textured plaster finish is unknown. Estimation for used materials, sand-cement
mortar (1:4) with a thickness of 5mm, is including wastage around 0.007m3. Based on a rate of 131.38 GH¢ / m3
for sand-cement mortar (1:4) as mentioned in A13 are the material costs for a 5mm cement and sand (1:4)
splatter dash rendering 0.92 GH¢ / m2. With this estimated material use and expected necessary labour gives the
following rate excluding profit and overhead.
5mm cement and sand (1:4) splatter dash rendering to concrete or blockwork: 1.95 GH¢

Construction time: Output for applying a textured plaster finish is unknown. Expectation is that applying shall be
faster than smooth plaster finish, around 2 times. This results in a production figure of 0.50 hrs / m2 for 1 mason
and 1 labourer and costs 1.03 GH¢ / m2. Production figure to realise one square meter of a textured plaster finish
is around 1.00 working hour.

Availability and where to find: Sand-cement mixture is onsite produced with stored materials and a present
concrete mixer. Prescribed proportions can be instructed and checked by a foreman of the contractor. All basic
materials are largely available in and around Ghana.

Others: -
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Image C.37: Clay brick slices fixed on a concrete wall is similar to a conventional brickwork wall, image from www.cpci.ca
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C9

Brick cladding

Unity: m2
Specifications: With cladding is meant a protective covering of a wall which is directly a finishing layer. For this
wall finish are decorative clay brick slices used that are produced from locally extracted brown clay. Sold slices
have a length of 230mm, a height of 65mm and a width of 12mm.

Applications: Brick cladding is used as a wall finishing, mostly for the outside of sand-cement blockwork walls. It
can’t carry any loads and shall not have a structural function in the construction.
Processing possibilities: All brick slices are stacked in a bond with a 10mm thick cement-sand (1:3) mortar filling
for all joints and beds and the back. Mortar for all joints must be of good quality and joints must be well filled
with mortar (both horizontal and vertical). Brick slices must be moistening before placing to prevent that water
from the mortar joints penetrates into bricks.
Social acceptance: A finished wall with clay brick cladding looks exactly the same as a brickwork wall. It’s seen as
a rich construction material with a modern radiation and shall not fit very well in a slum environment; no good.
Cleaning: Brick slices shall not become quickly dirty due to its rough structure and low absorption of moisture, but
when dirty it’s very difficult to wash and clean; no good.

Environmental sustainability: Slices are made of local extracted clay and should be done well controlled to restrict
influence on the environment. To burn these brick slices in a kiln is a lot of firewood and oil used; no good.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: When clay slices are properly fixed it will last for a long time and
doesn’t require any maintenance. Brick cladding is a qualitative product and weather and termite proof, but an
overhang is advisable to occur heavy rainfall on the cladding; excellent.

Labour circumstances: Size of brick slices is very small and not heavy. Only weighty head pans filled with mortar
can affect health of labourers. Attention must be paid to safety conditions to prevent falling down; good.
Technical acceptance: To lay clay brick slices exactly straight and at one level are well experienced and skilled
workers needed. Supervision should be done accurate to instruct workers and control all measurements; inferior.

Adjustment of plans: Incorrect placed walls, no square corners and sloping walls can affect the adjustment really
and cause that many brick slices must be cut to fit them; no good.

Realizable in slums: Storage of brick slices and to process them to a wall finishing with a mortar mixture requires
some space on site. Brick slices can be desired by other people and must be protected from stealing. Finished
surfaces should in the beginning be covered from rain and sunshine; no good.

Local employment and economy: Brick slices are manual and mechanical produced all around Ghana and laid by
local workers, this stimulates the Ghanaian economy and employment; good.

Lifecycle costs: Purchase of decorative clay slices at Metalex Ltd. (230 x 12 x 65mm) costs: 44.44 GH¢. A rate for
realising a wall finish with clay brick slices is unknown.

Construction time: Output to realise a cladding by masons and labourers is unknown.
Availability and where to find: Almost all brick slices are produced in Ghana at many small and large-scale brick
factories set up in Ghana. Clay brick slices are sold by Metalex Ltd., Spintex Road, Accra-Ghana. More brick slices
are handled by several companies. On the open market it shall be more difficult to buy bricks.

Others: -
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Image C.38 & C.39: Applying the CHIC liquid vinyl system coats on walls with rollers, image from www.chic-africa.com

Image C.40 & C.41: A residential house before and after application of the CHIC liquid vinyl system, image from www.chicafrica.com
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C10

CHIC Liquid vinyl system

Unity: m2
Specifications: CHIC liquid vinyl is an extremely thick coating system that exists of 3 layers and is available in
many different colours. It’s not paint but a strength polymer liquid bonding that remains flexible to prevent
showing cracks in the wall. The coating system protects and beautifies walls and is professionally installed on the
construction by special trained CHIC personnel, it’s not possible to apply the coats yourself.

Applications: The CHIC liquid vinyl system is used as finishing on exterior walls of different constructions like
(residential) homes, churches, commercial buildings and fence walls. It can be applied on all types of surfaces.
Processing possibilities: Firstly must all wall surfaces be washed and old paint removed to achieve the best bond
with the substrate. In case of a renovation it’s also possible to repair damaged substrates. Finally will 1 primer
and 2 coats be applied to walls with ordinary paint rollers.

Social acceptance: Finished walls with the CHIC system look almost the same as a painted wall. It’s a very
welcome finishing material by local people and gives construction a modern appearance; excellent.
Cleaning: Final CHIC wall finish is a smooth surface that resists mildew and pollution build-up and is easy to
clean. Expectation is that it will become quickly dirty by touching and its cleaning capacity is equal to paint; good.

Environmental sustainability: The CHIC system is made with imported products and doesn’t affect the Ghanaian
environment; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: The CHIC system has a warranty of 25 years and the maintenance
is restricted to a minimum. It’s a breathable and weatherproof non-porous wall finishing that prevents wall
seepage from wind-driven rain while allowing the walls to breath. CHIC pretends to be performance against the
hardest climatic conditions; excellent.

Labour circumstances: The liquid vinyl is a non-toxic water based formula that contains no heavy metals and
doesn´t affect the health of workers negative. When used inside appropriate ventilation must present; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: Cleaning and repairing walls and applying the primer and coats aren’t very difficult
activities and comparable with painting; good.

Adjustment of plans: CHIC system is a liquid that will apply to walls and is therefore greatly adaptable to delays
and incorrect measurements of other construction activities; excellent.

Realizable in slums: For adding different coatings isn’t much work space needed and change on stealing can be
reduced to a minimum. Already finished surfaces should be covered of paint spatters; good.

Local employment and economy: Used materials are imported from Canada and don’t support the Ghanaian
economy really. Applying CHIC is very labour intensive and stimulates the local employment in Ghana; sufficient.

Lifecycle costs: Rate to purchase and apply the CHIC liquid vinyl system is offered for 29.00 GH¢ / m2 and is
including wastage, profit and overhead.

Construction time: Output to apply the CHIC liquid vinyl system is unknown.
Availability and where to find: The CHIC liquid vinyl system is designed in Canada, www.liquidvinylsystem.com
and is represented in Ghana by CHIC (Gh) Limited, www.chic-africa.com. This is located at Blueberries Plaza,
Roman Bridge, near Ebony Bus Stop in Accra and contact is Mr. K. Boateng.

Others: -
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D

Windows

Contents:
D1
D2
D3

Frames with burglar proofing
Naco standard louvres
Design blocks

All relevant aspects for windows are made bold:
-

Unity
Specifications
Applications
Processing possibilities
Image building
Social acceptance
Fit building services
Usability and energy
Cleaning
Environmental sustainability
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability
Labour circumstances
Technical acceptance
Adjustment of plans
Realizable in slums
Local employment and economy
Lifecycle costs
Construction time
Availability and where to find
Others
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Image D.1 & D.2: Timber beams are connected with nails and a mortise and tenon joint, reinforcement bars are placed in
drilled holes and welled together.

Image D.3 & D.4: Steel window frame filled with reinforcement
bars for burglar proofing at a project of the Foundation to
Build on Alorkpem Island. Security bars can be applied
parallel or crossed.
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D1

Frames with burglar proofing

Unity: m2
Specifications: Steel or timber framework with reinforcement bars for burglar proofing. There isn’t really a need
to close windows in a service blocks and can therefore be open. This shall promote ventilation and at the same
time entry is blocked with security bars. To occur that wind driven rain enters the construction a larger roof
overhang is advisable. This overhang has also some more advantages for a building. A mosquito wire netting
shall not be necessary in a public service block.
A timber framework is made of hardwood beams of 150 x 50mm. The timber must be well coated and treated
with preservatives. Steel square pipes 20 x 20 x 1.5mm can be used for a steel framework. For burglar proofing
are often used reinforcement bars with diameter 14mm placed parallel centre to centre 140mm. It also possible
to use smaller diameter and fix them crossed or to a shorter distance. All reinforcement and steel should be
protected against corrosion.

Applications: A framework of steel and timber with reinforcement burglar proofing bars can be used as window
construction. Steel and timber frames aren’t capable to carry any loads of the construction so a reinforced
concrete lintel shall be necessary.
Processing possibilities: Carpenters fix timber beams together by a mortise and tenon joint and nails with some
carpenter’s hand tools. Holes are drilled into timber beams and reinforcement bars are placed and welled
together. Finally timber framework should be primed with a preservative. Steel pipes and bars are cut on their
correct length with a steel saw and welled together by a welder with help of a welding machine. With a red oxide
metal primer are all steel elements protected against corrosion. Now timber and steel frameworks can be fixed in
the wall. After fixing both steel and timber frames should be finished with two coatings by painters.

Image building: The simplicity of only a framework with burglar proofing shall probably appeal to people. Its
particular and distinguishable aspect to potential users shall be limited; sufficient.

Social acceptance: Timber frames and reinforcement security bars are often used in slums. Local people think
that steel is very expensive which gives it an image of richness. It’s therefore only incidentally used in a slum
environment but still a very wanted construction material. The frames are completely open and shouldn’t be too
wide or low to keep enough privacy inside the service blocks; good.

Usability and energy: Through the complete window opening is open great natural ventilation will be achieved.
Also maximum daylight shall reach the inside of a building but direct sunlight will be stopped by the large roof
overhang. This occurs also heating of the construction walls; excellent.

Cleaning: Painted surfaces are very well cleanable and need some regular cleaning to keep timber and steel neat.
Quantity of cleaning is restricted due its little material use and therefore small surface; excellent.

Environmental sustainability: Impact of steel and paint on the Ghanaian environment is unknown due its
importation. Timber is cut illegal which supports the deforestation and isn’t ecologically responsible; unknown /
inferior.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: When correctly constructed and coated timber and especially steel
frameworks are very strong and does require climatic and environmental influences like vandalism, insects and
sea-salt very well. Maintenance is limited to some re-painting when necessary; excellent.

Labour circumstances: All works from carpenters, welders and painters can be done safely and shall not affect
their health. At least if all necessary safety provisions are taken; sufficient.
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Image D.5: A painted timber framework with parallel burglar proofing centre to centre 140mm

Needed materials for a timber framework with burglar proofing
Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

1.

Hardwood timber beam 150 x 50 x 4267mm

2.

Reinforcement bar ø14mm

(m2)

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

1

No.

@

8.28

=

8.28

9.2

m1

@

1.32

=

12.14

3.

Timber gloss paint finish with colourless preservative

1.71

m2

@

1.38

=

2.36

4.

Steel gloss paint finish with primer

0.40

m2

@

2.03

=

0.81

Cost per square meter

23.59

Needed materials for a steel framework with burglar proofing
Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

1.

(m2)

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

Steel square pipe 20 x 20 x 1.5mm, length 5.8m

0.75

No.

@

7.04

=

5.28

2.

Reinforcement bar ø14mm

7.2

m1

@

1.32

=

9.50

3.

Steel gloss paint finish with primer

0.67

m2

@

2.03

=

1.36

Cost per square meter

16.14

Image D.6: Cost analyses for needed materials to produce a timber and steel framework with burglar proofing
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Technical acceptance: Timber and steel processing works are done often and isn’t very difficult. It requires some
average skilled workers which are many available in Ghana. Some small measurement deviations aren’t
problematic because the framework is directly the finishing result. Control of paint work should be done on site
by a foreman; good.

Adjustment of plans: Frames are completely prepared on site and at once fixed into a wall. Openings will be filled
later on with mortar and blocks. Changed or delayed construction walls don’t affect placing of these frames
really; good.

Realizable in slums: To produce and store all frames on site is extra work and storage space needed. This is little
dependant on the size of the different frames. It can be advisable to produce and store frames on another
location and transport only those frames to the site which are needed for a daily production. Storage of timber
beams and steel bars can be risky to a change on stealing; no good.

Local employment and economy: All used materials are partially imported or extracted in Ghana and further
processed in Ghana. Realising these frames is very labour intensive and supports economy and employment in
Ghana really; good.

Lifecycle costs: Based on material prices for timber, steel and paint is defined what the material costs for a timber
and steel frame, both with reinforcement safety bars for a window of 1.0 x 1.0m are. See therefore both costs
analyses on the left page.
Material purchase of a painted timber framework with burglar proofing: 23.59 GH¢ / m2.
Material purchase of a painted steel framework with burglar proofing: 16.14 GH¢ / m2.
A rate for a timber framework with burglar proofing including wastage, profit and overhead is given by a
Schedule of rates and basis prices of materials for building works in the Greater Accra Region and exists of two
parts:
Rate for timber hardwood 50 x 150mm window frame plugged to concrete or blockwork: 6.19 GH¢ / m1.
Rate for metal reinforcement as burglar proofing fixed to hardwood: 9.59 GH¢ / m2.
For realising a complete timber framework window of 1.0 x 1.0m this gives a rate of 34.35 GH¢ / m2.
Comparing the material purchase of a painted timber framework this means that around 8 working hours for
carpenters, welders, painters and labourers are spent to realise and fix a timber window frame of 1m2.
Applying 12 labour hours for a welder and painter to realise steel framework with security bars gives a rate of
29.94 GH¢ / m2.

Construction time: Production rate for fixing and placing timber frames with burglar proofing shall be around 8
hours for every m2 according to above defined working hours. Expectation is that necessary labour for a steel
frame is more than a timber frame due all the welding activities. A conservative presumption should be around 12
working hours and is used to determine the above mentioned rate for a steel framework. Given working hours
are a total number for carpenters, welders, painters, masons and labourers.

Availability and where to find: Frameworks with bars aren’t sold on the open market but mostly self produced by
carpenters and welders on site. A possibility is to hire some carpenters, welders and painters with their tools to
realise some complete frames on site, theses are mostly all small entrepreneurs. To order frames at other
companies is also possible but shall be a more expensive solution.

Others: -
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Image D.7 & D.8: First should a timber framework with safety bars be placed (left) before fixing rails and glass blades (right)

Image D.9: Clear and rough cast glass blades are available
on the open market

Image D.10: Fixing of a batten on the window frame
occur that rain water streams inside
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D2

Naco standard louvres

Unity: m2
Specifications: Naco standard window louvres exist of 2 aluminium rails, louvre carriers, and between these rails
blades of glass. Standard rails are available from 2 blades up to 14 blades ventilators. Glass windows are
produced in loose bar form for self assembly in a range of standard heights with thickness 4, 5 or 6mm. On the
open market they only sell clear or rough cast glass with lengths 24, 30 and 36 inch, the width is normally
152mm. With a handle all glass blades can be turned and placed open or closed to every wished position. When
closed glass blades gives an overlap of 12.7mm to each glass blade.
These aluminium rails must be screwed on a timber framework made of 6” x 2”. In this framework it’s possible to
assemble security reinforcement bars as burglar proofing. Used timber must protected to environmental
influences and be painted two times. See for realising this timber framework with burglar proofing D1.
To occur that too many glass blades must be cut it’s advisable to adapt the window design to sold glass lengths.
Opening length of a window frame should be 38mm wider than the length of sold glass blades. This is for the
jamb or mullion which is 19mm each and situated on both sides. The same is for the height of a window frame
that should match with the height of a rail.

Applications: Glass louvres are used as window in a timber framework and when needed equipped with safety
reinforcement bars. A mosquito wire netting shall not be necessary in a public service block.

Processing possibilities: It’s advisable to paint and finish timber framework and reinforcement bars completely
before fixing rails and glass blades. Aluminium rails can simply be installed with ordinary screws. Later on glass
blades can be cut if necessary and placed into the blade holder. It can be helpful to fix a batten on the underside
of the window frame to prevent that rain streams inside. It isn’t done in Ghana but when wanted it should be
possible to fix rails and glass blades on a steel frame.

Image building: Naco window louvres can only be used in a rectangular timber framework and its possibilities to
a particular design is limited. If it shall be an advertisement to potential users or scare off due its rich expression
is unknown; sufficient.

Social acceptance: Naco window louvres are an expensive window covering and not very common in a slum
environment, it’s more used for residential areas of commercial buildings. The necessity to open and close
window blade asks some attention from the operator; no good.

Usability and energy: Enough natural ventilation, sun- and daylight can enter the building through used Naco
glass louvres. This promotes the use of sustainable energy sources and result into a comfortable construction. It
shall be little less than open frames of D1; good.

Cleaning: Glass blades don’t absorb any dirt or liquid and very cleanable, even when it isn’t done for a longer
time. All glass blades should be cleaning separately which is a lot of work; good.

Environmental sustainability: Aluminium rails and glass blades are all imported and doesn’t affect the Ghanaian
environment really; unknown.
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Used aluminium rails are very strong and resist most of all
environmental influences. Glass blades are very fragile and therefore not vandalism proof, when broken it should
be changed during maintenance. Both, rails and blades aren’t affected by weather circumstances; no good.
Labour circumstances: Fixing aluminium louvres and glass blades don’t affect safety or health of construction
workers really. The edges of cut glass blades can be extremely sharp; no good.
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Image D.11: Technical product data and typical details of Naco Standard Louvres
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Technical acceptance: A window (frame) design with the correct measurements, to place without adaption all
window louvres with glass blades at once asks some special attention from the architect and contractor.
Labourers aren’t used to work with these materials and it is too much detailed than they are used to. Further
fixing of Naco standard window louvres does require some carefulness by cutting the glass blades; inferior.

Adjustment of plans: To prevent cutting of glass and jamming of the blades is a precisely produced and on the
correct measurements placed window frame needed. Rails and blades can be fixed when wanted, even
afterwards; no good.

Realizable in slums: No extra area is needed to realise a window covering of Naco louvres. Glass blades should be
well stored and protected to stealing and breaking. As long as glass blades aren’t placed its possible that (wind
driven) rain falls inside; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: All window louvres materials are imported from aboard. Fixing rails and glass is
handwork and stimulates local employment and economy substantial; sufficient.

Lifecycle costs: Purchase of a pair aluminium Naco louvre carrier with space for 8 glass blades of 152mm wide
with clips, excluding glass blades and fixing to hardwood with screws to match: 23.87 GH¢ / pair.
Both below given rates are from recent budget estimation and are only for buying and fixing of rails and glass
blades. Painted timber framework and security reinforcement bars aren’t included, see therefore D1.
Rate for purchase and fixing a pair of these Naco aluminium rails with 8 blades, length 1143.0mm to hardwood
timber framework: 26.55 GH¢ / pair.
Rate for purchase and placing of 24” (610mm) long, 152mm wide and 6mm thick glass blades: 2.25 GH¢ / piece.
Converted rate for purchase, fixing and placing of aluminium rails and glass blades including wastage, profit and
overhead is around 63.00 GH¢ / m2. This rate is an indication and can change slightly by shorter or longer rails
and glass blades.
Including the rate to realise a timber framework, which is 34.35 GH¢ / m2, this results in an all-inclusive rate of
97.35 GH¢ / m2 to realise a window of 1.0 x 1.0m1 with timber framework, reinforcement burglar proofing and
Naco window louvres existing of aluminium rails and glass blades.

Construction time: Output to fix one pair of Naco louvre rails carried for 6, 8 and 10 blades by one carpenter is
around 0.80 working hour according to Unit Rate Analysis for Building Industry in Ghana. Cutting and fixing glass
blades by one carpenter takes around 0.10 hours for every blade. Production rate of one carpenter to fix a pair of
rails with 8 glass blades is 1.60 hours and including the timber window frame the total production time shall be
around 10.00 hours.
Availability and where to find: Rails and blades are mainly imported from Naco Air Diffusion, a British company,
www.naco.co.uk. Naco is represented in Ghana by Pasico (Ghana) Limited, Guggisberg Avenue, Korle-Lagoon,
Accra, www.pasico-west-africa.com. Common used dimensions of rails and blades are also sold on the open
market. In both, company and open market is the stock large.

Others: When windows are only wanted for the admission of daylight can also glass blocks be used. These blocks
are completely closed and don’t provide any ventilation. Glass blocks costs 6.90 GH¢ / piece of 20x20cm and is
sold in the colours white, brown and blue by West African Hardware & Décor Ltd.
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Image D.12 & D.13: Painted design blocks used as windows in
buildings in a slum area

Image D.14: Stacked design blocks are directly the window finishing and must be laid straight in horizontal and vertical
direction

Image D.15: Selling of design blocks at a production facility near the road
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D3

Design blocks

Unity: m2
Specifications: Design blocks are sand-cement mortar blocks with a small opening to let pass wind ventilation and
natural lighting. All openings are small enough to prevent unwanted entry of visitors so that extra burglar
proofing isn’t needed. Dimensions vary for every block in: 18” x 9”, 16” x 9”, 14” x 7” and 18” x 7”. Design blocks
are available in thickness 6”, 4” and 3”. The space between a wall and columns and if necessary a lintel should be
on such a way that cutting of design blocks isn’t needed.
Which proportions of sand and cement are used in the mortar mixture is unknown. Observations of different
design blocks concludes that the quality of design blocks looks better than conventional produced sand-cement
blocks, see B3. But besides this is the quality less than concrete blocks, see B4. To guarantee a correct quality of
all blocks it’s better to produce them on your own site or control the production accurately. The current quality of
design blocks requires that purchased blocks shall be protected to erosion with a paint and/or plaster finishing.
Therefore a painting as applied to concrete blocks can be used, see C1. A thin mortar plastering as mentioned in
C7 isn’t very common. Besides this should all blocks be covered from direct heavily rainfall with a roof overhang.

Applications: Design blocks are used to fill window openings in a construction wall. They can’t be used to carry
any loads in a construction except the weight of above stacked design blocks. Besides this are many design
blocks used for fence walls.
Processing possibilities: Design blocks are laid by masons on the same way as ordinary sand-cement blocks, this
means with sand-cement mortar (1:4) and a 10mm joint thickness should be sufficient. Because a thick plaster
finish isn’t used all blocks must be laid very straight in both horizontal and vertical direction to achieve an
aesthetic result.

Image building: Using nice shaped design blocks and coated in some specific colours can give the construction a
particular and recognizable appearance in a slum by using simple and obviously window openings; excellent.

Social acceptance: Plenty of design blocks are used for window openings in different buildings, also in slum areas.
Local people are very familiar with this product and it’s widely accepted; excellent.

Usability and energy: All design blocks contain only a small opening for entering wind ventilation and daylight and
this opening is for every model different. Nevertheless this can make it dark and smelly inside and asks some
special attention during the designing of walls and windows and the choice of model design block. To get the
same ventilation and lighting as frames and glass louvres window surfaces should be definitely increased and the
opening in design blocks must be as large as possible. An overhang must occur that wind-driven rain will fall
inside through the larger openings and protects directly all walls from heating up; sufficient.

Cleaning: Painted masonry surfaces must be cleaned frequently to keep it clean and washable during its
operational time. Cleaning all openings in the design blocks shall be a lot of work; sufficient.
Environmental sustainability: Sand must extract and cement produced to produce and lay these sand-cement
blocks; sufficient.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Design blocks must be well covered with masonry paint as applied
on concrete blocks or a thin plaster finish and protected from direct rainfall to prevent erosion. When this is
correctly done a qualitative window material originates that resist environmental influences and is also very
vandalism proof. Maintenance is limited to some re-painting when this is necessary; good.

Labour circumstances: To carry weight of blocks and head pans mortar may not be too high. Carrying these
blocks and pans for a while can have a negative influence on workers safety and health; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: Design blocks are directly the wall finishing and should be laid very straight in horizontal
and vertical direction. This requires some skilled workers and responsibility feeling of the masons; sufficient.
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Image D.16: Model Ventilated #1

Image D.17: Model Ventilated #2

Image D.18: Model Star

Image D.20: Model Eight #2

Image D.19: Model Eight #1

Image D.21: Model Quarter

Image D.22: Model Opening
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Adjustment of plans: When the prescribed position of columns, walls and lintels are changed it’s more difficult to
lay design blocks. Joints should be wider or smaller or perhaps must blocks been cut; no good.

Realizable in slums: Design blocks can be laid together with other wall filling or placed afterwards and need some
space for a concrete mixer with storage of sand, cement and design blocks. Just laid blocks should be protected
to direct rainfall and sunshine; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: All design blocks are produced manual in Ghana and lay by local masons and
labourers. Using these sand-cement design blocks stimulates both the Ghanaian economy and employment;
excellent.
Lifecycle costs: Following prices are offered for purchasing design blocks at a production facility near the road.
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model

Ventilated #1, 16 x 9 x 4”, image D.16 costs: 1.38 GH¢ / piece
Ventilated #2, 18 x 9 x 6”, image D.17 costs: 2.30 GH¢ / piece
Star, 16 x 9 x 4”, image D.18 costs: 1.38 GH¢ / piece
Eight #1 and #2, 16 x 9 x 4”, image D.19 and D.20 costs: 0.92 GH¢ / piece
Quarter, 12 x 12 x 3”, image D.21 costs: 1.15 GH¢ / piece
Opening, 18 x 9 x 4”, image D.22 costs: 1.38 GH¢ / piece

When using design blocks of model Opening and laid this in 10mm thick cement-sand mortar (1:4) with an
output as mentioned below and a finishing coating for masonry concrete blockwork it give the below presented
rate analysis which is excluding wastage, profit and overhead.
Rate for finished design blocks model Opening in cement and sand (1:4) mortar: 26.77 GH¢

Construction time: Output to fix one square meter design blocks is comparable to the output for laying 100mm
solid sand-cement and concrete blocks and is presumed to be equal. This is for a mason 1.10 hours helped by a
labourer for 0.78 hours. Output for a painter is 0.35 hours and for 0.15 hours assisted by a labourer. In totally
this makes the production rate for one square meter design blocks 2.38 working hours.
Availability and where to find: Plenty of design blocks are produced at local block factories beside the road.
Design blocks are produced with self-made timber formwork which explains the wide varies of different shapes
and dimensions.

Others: Finished design blocks model Opening in cement and sand (1:4) mortar as described
Item

Elements

A

MATERIAL

1.
2.
3.

Masonry paint for concrete blockwork

B

LABOUR

(m2)

Quantity

Unit

Rate

GH¢

Design block model Opening 18 x 9 x 4"

10.61

No.

@

1.38

=

14.64

Cement mortar (1:4)

0.0163

m3

@

131.38

=

2.14

3.00

m2

@

2.48

=

7.48

1.

2 Masons (0.55 x 2)

1.10

Hrs

@

1.15

=

1.27

2.

1 Painter

0.35

Hrs

@

1.15

=

0.40

2.

1 Labourer (0.78 + 0.15)

0.93

Hrs

@

0.90

=

0.84

Add Profit and Overheads

0

%

=

0.00

Cost per square meter

26.77

Image D.23: Unit rate analyse of purchase, lay and finish design block model Opening
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E

Roofing materials

Contents:
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7

Concrete tiles
Asbestos cement corrugated sheets
Cellulose bitumen corrugated sheets
Aluminium corrugated sheets
Zinc aluminium corrugated sheets and long span panels
Zinc corrugated sheets
Galvanized steel corrugated sheets

All relevant aspects for roofing materials are made bold:
-

Unity
Specifications
Applications
Processing possibilities
Image building
Social acceptance
Fit building services
Usability and energy
Cleaning
Environmental sustainability
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability
Labour circumstances
Technical acceptance
Adjustment of plans
Realizable in slums
Local employment and economy
Lifecycle costs
Construction time
Availability and where to find
Others
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Image E.1: Concrete tiles are sold in different coloured coatings, image from www.osiadan.net

Image E.2: Storage of concrete tiles, only the topside is coated, image from www.osiadan.net

Image E.3: Concrete tiled roof, image from www.osiadan.net
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E1

Concrete tiles

Unity: m2
Specifications: Many different types and sizes of ridged concrete roof tiles are available in Ghana. Concrete tiles
are produced from sand and Portland cement. Common used tiles have a dimension of 410 x 330 x 25mm. A
square meter area covers 9 pieces and their weight is around 4.5 kg / tile, this result in a weight of 40.0 kg / m2.
Due this weight the roof finishing needs a strong substructure with for every tile a purlin, centre to centre 0.33m.
A rafter is advised on 1.20m centre to centre which means for every four tiles. Purlins and rafters can be replaced
for a steel roof construction. It’s not really necessary to cover the complete roof structure with plywood panels as
first layer. Top side of roof tiles are coated with a colour like brown, black, yellow, green or red. This glossy
surface takes care of a fast water run-off.
Nowadays are almost all concrete tiles produced at concrete production factories but concrete tiles can easily be
produced on site with a simple timber or steel mould.

Applications: Concrete tiles are used as roof finishing materials and pitch should be minimal 30°.
Processing possibilities: Roof tiles are laid by hand on a substructure with a little overlap. Edges of tiles contain
an interlocking system so that they grab in each other. For fixing concrete roof tiles to the substructure aren’t any
screws or nails needed. Pitch of a tile is always less than the pitch of rafters owing to the overlapping technique.
Ridge cap should be placed in mortar to bind them to the other concrete tiles. Because of the heavy substructure
it’s possible to walk on the placed roofing tiles.
Image building: Coating of concrete tiles shall not fade much during the time and give the building a long lasting
nice and recognizable coloured appearance; good.

Social acceptance: Concrete tiles are seen as a modern, rich material and is normally only used for residential
homes in estates. It a rarity that concrete tiles are used in slum environments; no good.

Usability and energy: Ability of concrete to conduct heat, λ: 2.00 W/m.°C. The thickness of concrete roofing tiles
is 25mm and gives the material a thermal resistance, R: 0.01 m2.°C/W. Due its high density is concrete very
sound resistant and the coloured tiles reflect some sunshine and solar radiation. Collection of rainwater is very
well possible and concrete tiles don’t have any influence on people’s health; good.

Environmental sustainability: For production of concrete tiles must sand extracted and cement produced;
sufficient.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Roof tiles have a very long life time and if properly laid no or little
maintenance are needed. Tiles are non porous, completely mould free and influence from climate, ecology and
environment shall be minimal; excellent.

Labour circumstances: Provisions should be taken to minimize the danger of falling down of the roof and carried
weight by labourers may not be too heavy; sufficient.

Technical acceptance: The interlocking edges of concrete roofing tiles make them easy to lay for roofers and
labourers and no above-average knowledge is required; good.

Adjustment of plans: Purlins and rafters must be placed exactly parallel on their prescribed positions to lay all tiles
quickly, correct and with necessary overlap and to distribute all loads uniform; no good.

Realizable in slums: Concrete tiles need some storage space on site and protection against stealing. Work space
to process and lay all the concrete tiles is limited and mainly on the roof; sufficient.

Local employment and economy: Production of tiles is done mechanically but to lay them is a very labour
intensive activity. Employment can be increased when tiles are manual produced on site; good.
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Image E.4 & E.5: Labour circumstances for transport and lay
of concrete tiles shouldn’t affect their safety and health
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Lifecycle costs: Costs for purchasing and transport concrete roof tiles to site is offered by Osaidan Concrete
Product Ltd. and African Concrete Products Ltd.: 12.30 GH¢ / m2. When making a cost comparison should be the
extended substructure also considered.
Rate for 410 x 330 x 25mm thick pre-cast concrete tiles is given by Schedule of rates and basic prices of
materials for building works in Greater Accra region and is including wastage, profit and overhead: 17.07 GH¢ /
m2.

Construction time: Output of workers to lay concrete tiles is unknown.
Availability and where to find: Concrete tiles are largely available and mechanical produced in professional
concrete factories for example like Osiadan Concrete Products Ltd. www.osiadan.net and African Concrete
Products Ltd. both located around Accra-Ghana.

Others: -
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Image E.6: Sold asbestos cement corrugated sheets at Cemonit (Gh) Ltd.

Image E.7: Asbestos roof become grubby and ashen after some years and give the building a spoiled appearance, image from
www.nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/asbestcement
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E2

Asbestos cement corrugated sheets

Unity: m2
Specifications: Asbestos cement is composed of Portland cement and asbestos fibres and produced in a factory. A
corrugated sheet exists of three layers. The two outside layers are made of pure cement hardened with water.
The middle layer is asbestos and on this way captured within two cement layers. Asbestos is a mineral fibre
which is imported from Russia, Zimbabwe and Brazil. Sheets are mechanically produced and can be finished with
different colours in a factory applied process.
Roofing sheets sizes are 2440mm long, have a width of 975mm and the depth of corrugation is 25mm. Thickness
of a sheet is 3.5mm and have a weight of 17.0 kg / sheet, gives it a weight of 7.1 kg / m2. In the roof
construction is a purlin required on 1.00m centre to centre. If wanted can purlins be replaced for steel angle bars.
Rafters are advised on every 2.50 to 3.00m centre to centre. Ridge caps are also available in asbestos fibre
cement.
Production and processing of asbestos cement products are still allowed in Ghana according to the most recent
National Building Regulations 1996, L.I. 1630 of the Republic of Ghana. Applying, processing and removing of
asbestos products can cause different serious asbestos sicknesses like (lung) cancer. It’s therefore since 1993
forbidden to use any asbestos containing products in The Netherlands. Since 2005 asbestos is illegal all over
Europe.

Applications: Asbestos cement corrugated sheets are frequently used as roofing finishing and suitable for pitches
from 10° to 25°.
Processing possibilities: Roofing sheets are laid manual on a previously realised substructure with minimal one
corrugation overlap and 300mm end laps. An overlap of 1.5 or 2 corrugations is recommended in tropical
countries. Sheets and ridge caps are cut with a hack or carpenters saw and can be fixed with American nails or
galvanised drive screws, length 75mm and diameter 6mm, both with a bituminous washer. Fixing to steel should
be done with hook bolts. Sheets should be holed by drilling, not punching, at the crown of a corrugations not at
the lowest part. Walking over fixed roofing sheets should be avoided.
Image building: Corrugates asbestos cement sheets become grubby and ashen after some years and give the
building a spoiled appearance which is not very attractive to potential users in a slum; no good.

Social acceptance: Due its excellent qualities, low costs and unawareness of health risks are asbestos products an
often used and well wanted construction material that fits in a slum environment; excellent.

Usability and energy: Sheets are well heat resistant and insulates noise of falling rain. Use of asbestos products
can affect health of users really, especially when sheets become brittle and break during the time and asbestos
fibres are released; inferior.

Environmental sustainability: Effect of asbestos fibres on the environment is unknown, it’s a natural product that
in small quantities everywhere is present in the open-air; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Asbestos cement products are often used due its high tensile
strength. The sheets are waterproof, don’t rot and shall not be affected by sea salt. Product increases in strength
with age, but tends to grow rather brittle after longer exposure under tropical conditions. Maintenance shall be
restricted to zero; good.
Labour circumstances: During the processing of asbestos cement roofing sheets like sawing and drilling can small
asbestos particles be released. This affects the health of workers really and can cause sickness by them; inferior.
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Image E.8: Detail of asbestos cement roofing sheets with a corrugation overlap and fixed with nails or screws
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Technical acceptance: Processing and fixing of roofing sheets requires some small training and control on site,
especially the overlap between two sheets and correct fixing with nails or screws needs some special preparation
and attention. Workers must be careful to transport and install sheets without breakage; sufficient.

Adjustment of plans: Due its low weight it isn’t a problem when purlins and rafters aren’t exactly fixed according
to the drawings; good.
Realizable in slums: Sheets can be laid very quickly and doesn’t require much space for storage or processing on
site. Released asbestos fibres during processing and demolition of the roofing sheets can pollute direct
environment of the construction site really and affect health of inhabitants seriously; inferior.

Local employment and economy: In a factory is the production of asbestos cement corrugated roofing sheets
completely mechanized. Processing and fixing is mainly handwork and done by local workers; good.

Lifecycle costs: Purchasing and transport of asbestos cement corrugated roofing sheet to site is offered by
Cemonit (Gh) Ltd. and costs: 16.10 GH¢ / sheet, which mean 6.76 GH¢ / m2.
Rate for standard corrugated asbestos cement roof sheeting with necessary overlap, fixed to purlins with
galvanised drive screws, lead caps and asbestos washers given by Schedule of rates and basic prices of materials
for building works in Greater Accra region and is including wastage, profit and overhead: 11.28 GH¢ / m2.

Construction time: Output of workers to lay asbestos roofing sheets is 0.45 hours for a roofer and 0.45 hours for
a labourer for every square meter according to Unit rate analysis for building industry in Ghana. Production rate
for one square meter is than 0.90 working hours.
Availability and where to find: Corrugated asbestos cement sheets are largely available and produced and sold by
Cemonit Ghana Ltd. They are located in Osu on the Accra – La road opposite the Ghana Commercial Bank,
www.cemonit.com.

Others: -
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Image E.9: Showed Gutta bituminous and transparant corrugated sheets with ridge caps at the Hiralco (Gh) Ltd. store in Tudu Accra

Image E.10 & E.11: Detail of top and down side of Onduline Classic
roofing sheet fixed on a steel roof structure with hook bolts and
washers at a project of the Foundation to Build
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E3

Cellulose bitumen corrugated sheets

Unity: m2
Specifications: Roofing sheets are composed of organic bitumen with cellulose fibres and produced in European
factories. It´s sold in Accra under the following brand names: ‘Onduline’ and ‘Gutta’. Fibres and bitumen are
mixed together and produced in many layers. Afterwards only the top side of the sheet will be painted. Sheets
are sold in different colours like red, green, brown, black and blue. Matching ridge caps in the same colour are
also available. Instead of a side trim can the roof finishing be bended at a corrugation and screwed into the
board.
From Gutta are also transparent sheets made of glass fibres available in Accra. This gives a great opportunity to
enter daylight into a building. Expectation is that besides sunlight also heat shall penetrate through the roofing
and heat up the building. It’s therefore advisable to use only some few transparent sheets and not a complete
roof.
Different types of sheets can have other dimensions. Average length of bituminous and transparent sheets is
2.00m, the width 1.00m and corrugation depth is 31mm. Thickness of a sheet is 3mm and have a weight of 6.40
kg / sheet, gives a weight of 3.20 kg / m2, due this low weight is a heavy support structure not necessary. Purlins
should not exceed 0.60m interval, depending on roof pitch and rafters can placed on 3.00m centre to centre. But
it’s advised to place purlins around every 0.45m to prevent sagging of bituminous sheets during the time under
influence of sunshine. Rafters and purlins can be replaced for a steel structure with angle bars and square pipes.

Applications: Cellulose bituminous corrugated sheets are used as roof finishing materials and suitable for pitches
from 10° to 30°. A flat roof, less than 10° isn’t advisable because in this case a full supporting deck must be
made. Sheets can also be used as wall covering or old roof reconditioning.
Processing possibilities: Workers don’t require special tools to process the sheets, only a hammer and hand saw
are sufficient. The bituminous roofing sheets can easily be fixed manual to the roof construction by special nails
with caps. When leaning on fixed sheets a spreading board must be used. End lap should be 0.15 to 0.20m,
overhang at eaves around 0.07m and overlap 1 corrugation in case of Onduline classic and 2 corrugations in case
of Guttanit, depends on number of corrugations on a sheet. All sheets must be nailed at the crown of a
corrugation. In case of an overlap must the outer corrugation be nailed at an angle to provide a better seal at
sheet edge. Fixing to steel should be done with (self made) hook bolts and bituminous washer to prevent
leakages. Number of nails and order in which sheets must be fixed depends on roof pitch and prevailing wind
direction and should be well prepared before fixing the roof finish.
Image building: Colour of sheets won’t peel off during the time and beautifies the aesthetic view of a structure.
To natural oxidation of bitumen on the surface the sheets shall become little lighter; good.

Social acceptance: Bitumen roofing sheets looks very simple and shall be fit in a slum environment. Local people
are familiar with corrugated roofing sheets so probably also with this not often used roof finishing; sufficient.

Usability and energy: Cellulose bitumen corrugated sheets have good absorption values, are very sound proof
when raining and are heat resistant, so thermal comfortable. Their thermal conductivity of Onduline corrugated
sheets is the lowest of all roofing materials, λ: 0.10 W/m.°C. Roofing sheets are produced with a thickness of
3mm and gives the product the ability to reduce heat conduction, R: 0.03 m2.°C/W. To promote light reflection
must light coloured sheets be used instead of dark coloured sheets. Daylight can enter the building when some
few transparent sheets are used. Collected rainwater shall not be polluted by the roofing sheets except the first
flush with sand and dust from roof surfaces. Health of users will not be affected by use of these roofing sheets;
good.
Environmental sustainability: Bituminous sheets from Gutta and Onduline are produced abroad and imported in
Ghana. Their impact on the local environment is therefore minimal; unknown.
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Image E.12: Red coloured Onduline Classic bituminous roofing sheets used at a project of the Foundation to Build, purlins
shouldn’t be too wide from each other to prevent sagging of the roofing material. Sheets are also used to cover the gable.

Image E.13: Fixing of sheets must start at the opposite end of prevailing winds, image from Technical Book of Onduline Roofing
system

Image E.14: Entering of natural lighting through a placed transparent roofing sheet, image from Technical Book of Onduline
Roofing system
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Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: On bituminous roofing sheets is a guarantee of 15 years given.
Sheets are coherent, waterproof and unbreakable. It’s rot and fungi resistant and can’t be affected by any
climate, ecology or environmental influence. There is no maintenance required; good.

Labour circumstances: Change on falling down by workers must be minimized besides this bitumen sheet can be
processed very safely by workers; good.

Technical acceptance: The order and how to fix roof sheets with prescribed overlap requires some accurate
preparations and instructions of the contractor and some workmanship of the roofers. Sheets should be
processed carefully for the quality and guarantee of the roof; sufficient.

Adjustment of plans: Due its low weight isn’t it a problem when purlins and rafters aren’t exactly fixed according
to the drawings; good.
Realizable in slums: Space for storage and change on stealing is limited because bitumen corrugated sheets are
laid very quickly and not much sheets are present on site. Work place is mainly on the roof of the construction
and pollution on the environment is minor; good.

Local employment and economy: Importation of these sheets by local entrepreneurs doesn’t support employment
really, processing of them is completely hand work and done by local workers; sufficient.

Lifecycle costs: Purchasing and transport of Guttanit cellulose bitumen corrugated sheet offered by Hiralco (Gh)
Ltd. costs: 23.00 GH¢ / sheet, which mean 11.50 GH¢ / m2.
Matching Gutta ridge caps are also sold by Hiralco (Gh) Ltd. costs: 13.80 GH¢ / m1.
The Gutta transparent sheet offered by Hiralco (Gh) Ltd. costs: 46.00 GH¢ / sheet, which mean 20.00 GH¢ / m2.
Onduline classic corrugated sheets offered by Batimat Ltd. costs: 23.00 GH¢ / sheet, which is 11.50 GH¢ / m2.
Matching Onduline ridge caps are also sold by Batimat Ltd. costs: 11.50 GH¢ / m1.
A rate for realising a bituminous roof covering is unknown, but shall be for only materials and labour and without
wastage, profit and overhead around 14.00 GH¢ / m2.
A conservative estimated rate, including labour, materials, equipment, wastage, profit and overhead for realising
the bituminous roof covering shall be around 17.00 GH¢ / m2.

Construction time: Output of workers to lay these bituminous is unknown but should be comparable with
asbestos roofing sheets and the production rate is around 0.90 working hours for one square meter.

Availability and where to find: All bituminous roof covering is imported and available amount of roofing sheets is
large. From all produced sheet types by Gutta and Ondoline are only the types Guttanit, transparent and
Onduline classic sold in Accra. Guttanit and transparent corrugated sheets are sold by Hiralco Ghana Ltd, located
on the Kojo Thompson Road in Tudu - Accra, www.gutta.com. Onduline Classic roofing sheets are sold by
Batimat Ltd., located on Ring Road East, besides African Motors and Caterpillar in Accra, www.onduline.com.

Others: -
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Image E.15 & E.16: Different models of aluminium corrugated roofing sheets in the sales office of Domod Roof Ltd. in Ofankor
– Accra

Image E.17: Outside stored aluminium roofing sheets on the open market in Accra
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E4

Aluminium corrugated sheets

Unity: m2
Specifications: Aluminium flat sheets are imported and pressed to corrugate roofing sheets in Ghanaian pressing
factories. A wide range of different profiles, types and sizes are produced and sold. After production sheets are
painted or brushed and therefore available in different colours like green, red, blue and colourless (uncoated
aluminium). Aluminium has a high strength and low weight between 2.4 to 5.0 kg / m2 and therefore isn’t a
heavy substructure required. Besides corrugated sheets are also side caps and ridge caps available in aluminium.
Width of aluminium roofing sheets is 1.20m and thickness varies between 0.35 to 0.80mm. Length of a sheet isn’t
fixed and can be made fit for every construction. When the roof finishing is sold as sheets, for example on the
open market, the size is 2.40 x 1.20m. Span for purlins depend on sheet thickness and vary between 0.75 to
1.20m, rafters can be placed on 3.00m centre to centre. Rafters and purlins can be replaced for a steel structure
with angle bars and square pipes.
External view of aluminium, zinc-alume and galvanised steel is almost identical and it isn’t always possible to see
on the outside of which material the sheets are made.

Applications: Aluminium sheets are suitable for pitches of 15° to 20° and used as roof finishing material for
almost all known constructions. For service blocks is a sheet thickness of minimal 0.50mm advised by a roof
company.
Processing possibilities: Sheets are laid and fixed manual by workers and can be processed with carpenters tools
and hand scissors. It’s advisable not to use nails but galvanised drive screws with an aluminium covering and
bituminous washers. Laying on steel should be done with hook bolts and washers. All sheets must be fixed at the
crown of a corrugation. Side overlap depends on the number and width of corrugations and must be one or two.
For corrugated sheets it’s normally two and for industrial sheets one corrugation side overlap. For the end overlap
is 150mm sufficient. Sheets are too weak to walk on. Number of nails and order in which sheets must be fixed
depends on roof pitch and prevailing wind direction and should be well prepared before fixing the roof finish.
Image building: Colour of the sheets won’t fade away or corrodes during the time by rust. Roofing keeps it
original coated colour which increases the recognisability and appearance of the building in a slum; good.

Social acceptance: Aluminium roofing sheets aren’t very much used in slum areas. People are familiar with this
qualitative roofing material and it’s therefore well wanted; sufficient.
Usability and energy: Thermal conductivity of aluminium is extremely high, λ: 240.00 W/m.°C. All applied sheets
are very thin and give a thermal resistance which is minimal, R: 2.94*10-6 m2.°C/W. This means that the heat
transmission of aluminium roofing sheets is marginal. Large window openings and a ridge ventilator can help to
improve the indoor climate by reducing internal temperatures. Aluminium sheets won’t rust in coastal areas which
makes collecting and use of rainwater well possible. Due its little thickness will the sheets make a lot of noise
when it´s raining outside; no good.

Environmental sustainability: Impact on Ghanaian environment is limited because all flat and corrugated
aluminium sheets are imported from abroad; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Thickness of roofing sheets must be sufficient to resist the impact
of falling items. Aluminium sheets shall not be corrode by sea salt and needs therefore minimal maintenance.
Sheets should be well fixed to the roof construction to prevent they are torn off by strong winds. Influence of
other environmental and weather conditions on the roof finishing is minimal; good.

Labour circumstances: Transportation and fixing of aluminium sheets by roofers and labourers can be done safely
without a negative effect on their health. Danger to falling down by workers must be limited with some
provisions; good.
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Image E.18: Fixing of a roof construction without any provisions to occur falling down of the workers
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Technical acceptance: Before fixing aluminium roofing sheets the hierarchy of placing and position of galvanised
screws should be well prepared, instructed and controlled on site by engineers. To process aluminium corrugated
sheets isn’t high qualified personnel required only some carefulness to not damage the sheets; sufficient.

Adjustment of plans: Due its low weight isn’t it a problem when purlins and rafters aren’t exactly fixed according
to the drawings. Sheets can easily be cut and adapt with a hand scissor; good.
Realizable in slums: Aluminium sheets are quickly laid and not much space is needed for storage or processing.
Sheets should be well protected to prevent the change on stealing; good.

Local employment and economy: Processing all sheets to a roof finishing is very labour intensive and support
together with the pressing of flat sheets the local economy well. Production and importation doesn’t contribute
much to the economy and employment in Ghana; sufficient.
Lifecycle costs: Costs for purchase of aluminium roofing sheets offered by Domod Roof Ltd. is mentioned below.
Sheets have a size of 2.40 x 1.20m and sold as package of 20 pieces.
0.35mm
0.40mm
0.45mm
0.50mm

thickness:
thickness:
thickness:
thickness:

colourless
colourless
colourless
colourless

5.95 GH¢ / m2, coloured 7.79 GH¢ / m2.
7.94 GH¢ / m2, coloured 8.92 GH¢ / m2.
9.52 GH¢ / m2, coloured 10.32 GH¢ / m2.
11.11 GH¢ / m2, coloured 12.68 GH¢ / m2.

Rate for 0.6mm corrugated aluminium roof sheeting laid with 150mm end laps and two corrugations side laps,
fixed to purlins at 1050mm centres with screws, cover caps and washers given by a Bills of Quantities for The
construction of sewage system & sanitation for Safi-Sana Ltd at Teshie-Accra and is including wastage, profit and
overhead: 18.72 GH¢ / m2.

Construction time: Unit Rate Analysis for Building Industry in Ghana gives for both, a roofer and a labourer an
output of 0.35 hours for every square meter. Production rate for one square meter is 0.70 working hours.
Availability and where to find: Many companies import and sell aluminium corrugates sheets, making their
availability enormous. Aluminium roofing sheets are for example sold by Domod Roof Ltd, www.domod.com and
by GHANAL, Ghana Aluminium Products. Many different sizes and qualities of sheets are sold on the open market.

Others: -
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Image E.19: New zinc aluminium long span roof panels on a construction site in Accra

Image E.20: Timber roof construction with rafters 150 x 50mm and purlins 100 x 50mm to support zinc aluminium long span
roof panels
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E5

Zinc aluminium corrugated sheets and long span panels

Unity: m2
Specifications: Zinc aluminium steel is an alloy of 55% aluminium and 45% zinc and is called ‘aluzinc’ or ‘zincalume’ in everyday’s speech. Most of the sold zinc-alume in Ghana is imported from BlueScope Steel Ltd. in
Australia. All roofing sheets are coated and available in many different colours, like for example green, red, blue
and brown.
Zinc aluminium roof finishing is available in two different types, as ordinary corrugated roofing sheet and as long
span roofing panel. This last type exists of clips which are firstly nailed into the timber purlins and not through
the roof panels itself. Both sides of the small and deep roof panels aren’t equally. Two roof panels are placed
against each other and both sides are bended around this clip. For both types is it possible to use a steel roof
construction with angle bars and square pipes instead of timber purlins and rafters.
Size of sold zinc aluminium roofing sheets is 2.4 x 1.2m. Length of long span panels isn’t fixed and will be
adapted to length of the roof. Available width varies from 0.3 to 0.4m and height of a panel is 50mm. Thickness
of sheets and panels varies between 0.27 and 0.50mm. Span between two purlins depends on used roof type and
sheet thickness and vary between 0.90 to 1.20m, rafters can be placed on 3.00m centre to centre. Rafters and
purlins can be replaced for a steel structure with angle bars and square pipes. Placing long span panels on steel
bars will be very labour intensive because all clips must be fixed by drilling.

Applications: For the roof finishing of homes are mostly zinc aluminium roofing sheets used. Long span roof
panels are more applied to the roof of commercial buildings. Aluzinc is better to use inland, near the coast will it
corrode under influence of sea-salt. This roofing material is suitable for pitches from 15° to 20°.

Processing possibilities: Roofers and labourers can transport and process these sheets easily due its low weight.
For processing they use carpenter’s tools and hand scissors. Long span panels are fixed with nails but for zincalume sheets it’s advisable to use galvanised drive screws with an aluminium covering and bituminous washer.
Screws should be fixed at the crown of a corrugation. Fixing sheets to a steel construction should be done with
(self made) hook bolts and bituminous washers. Side overlap of sheets should be two corrugations and long span
panels don’t have a side overlap. For the end overlap is 150mm sufficient. It’s not allowed to walk on placed zinc
aluminium sheets and panels. Number of nails and order in which sheets must be fixed depends on the roof pitch
and prevailing wind direction and should be well prepared before fixing the roof finish.
Image building: Sheets and panels will rust after some time and colours brown-reddish. This makes the
appearance of the building not very attractive and shall not work as an advertisement to potential users; no
good.

Social acceptance: Zinc aluminium roof finishing is often used as roof finishing in a slum environment,
characterized by all those red-brown corroded roofs in a slum. People are very familiar with the product but also
know about its quality and disadvantages; no good.

Usability and energy: Heat resistance of zinc-alume roof finishing is much better than aluminium sheets but it still
gives a lot of noise when it’s raining. Corrosion of the aluzinc roof finishing makes the collection and reuse of
rainwater difficult; no good.
Environmental sustainability: Zinc aluminium products are imported from other countries and don’t have any
impact on the Ghanaian environment; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: In coastal areas a zinc-alume roof finishing shall rust within 1.5
years. This affects its lifetime really and causes leakages that should be repaired. Aluzinc is stronger and resist
impact of falling items better than aluminium roofing. Effect of other influences is limited; no good.
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Image E.21 & E.22 & E.23: First should the grey clip be nailed to the roof construction, both sides of zinc aluminium roof panels
are different and must be bend together around this clip

Image E.24: Zinc aluminium roof finishing is manual fixed and cut with carpenter’s tools and a hand scissor
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Labour circumstances: Placing of zinc-alume roofing shall not affect health of workers, during the processing of
sheets and panels on the roof must workers be protected from falling down; good.

Technical acceptance: Aluzinc sheets and panels don’t require high qualified workers to fix them. All roof covering
materials must be carefully handled to protect them from damages. Order and how to fix sheets and panels must
be well prepared by engineers of the contractor and instructed accurate to the workers; sufficient.

Adjustment of plans: Not correct placed purlins and rafters aren’t a problem for fixing the zinc-alume roof
finishing due its low weight. Sheets and panels can be easily cut and adapt to the present construction with a
hand scissor; good.

Realizable in slums: Sheets can be laid quickly by some roofers and labourers and there isn’t much storage and
work space needed on site. This also limits the change on stealing. Effect on the environment of making a roof
finishing is marginal; good.

Local employment and economy: Import and trade of aluzinc roofing products supports the local economy
partially. Placing is more labour intensive and create jobs for the local people; sufficient.

Lifecycle costs: Purchase and transport of 0.45mm thick aluzinc roofing sheets by Samco Manufacturing costs:
11.90 GH¢ / m2.
Rate for designing, supply and fixing of aluzinc long span roofing panels including wastage, profit and overhead
given by Riancoat roofing system Ltd. is: 23.00 GH¢ / m2. This is excluding ridge caps, gutters, back trim and
clips.

Construction time: Output of workers is unknown.
Availability and where to find: Plenty of aluzinc roofing sheets and long span panels are imported and supplied by
many companies around Accra. Sheets are for example sold at Samco Manufacturing Company Ltd., located at
the Old Fadama Road and Domod Roof Ltd, www.domod.com. The long span roofing system is sold by Raincoat
roofing systems Ltd., www.raincoatroofingsystem.com, Domod Roof Ltd. and Glanderson Roof Ltd. Many different
types, sizes and qualities of sheets and panels are sold on the open market.

Others: -

Image E.25: A home covered with zinc aluminium long span panels of Raincoat at their office in Shaisha, East Legon – Accra
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Image E.26: Zinc corrugated sheets are used as fence and roofing for a workplace on a construction site in East Legon - Accra

Image E.27: For the roof finishing of constructions in a slum are often zinc sheets used like here in Old Fadama

Construction time: Output of workers to lay zinc corrugated roofing sheets is unknown.
Availability and where to find: Corrugated zinc sheets are sold on the open market around Accra.
Others: -
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E6

Zinc corrugated sheets

Unity: m2
Specifications: Zinc corrugated sheets are imported and sold in uncoated sheets of 2.4 x 0.9m with a thickness of
0.35mm. When sold the sheets looks shiny but they become quickly mat due to a thin protective oxide layer.

Applications: It isn’t very common to use zinc sheets as definitive roof finishing due it small thickness. Except in
slum areas because they are the cheapest available roof finishing. Zinc sheets are more used as fence material on
construction sites and for temporarily construction like workshops on a site.
Processing possibilities: Zinc corrugated sheets can be manual processed by workers with ordinary carpenter’s
tools and a hand scissor. Fixing should be done with nails or screws and in case of a roof with necessary washers
and caps. The sheets aren’t strong enough to walk on.
Image building: Zinc sheets aren’t really particular and when the roof finishing shows gaps and leakages it shall
not work as an advertisement to potential users, even not in a slum areas; inferior.

Social acceptance: Zinc corrugated sheets are seen as a low quality and very cheap construction material by local
people. It’s therefore not really wanted as roof finishing but due to their low price so much used in slum areas;
no good.

Usability and energy: These thin zinc sheets aren’t heat repellent or sound proof. They produce a banging noise
by some wind. Rainwater harvesting is difficult due the low quality and difficult processing possibilities of zinc
sheets; no good.

Environmental sustainability: All zinc corrugated sheets are imported from abroad and it’s unknown what their
impact on the Ghanaian environment is; unknown.

Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: The oxide layer on zinc sheets shall be affected by sea air, sand
and dust and makes the zinc sheets permanent thinner. Sheets are already very thin and gaps can exist into the
roof finishing. Maintenance should be done to replace damaged zinc sheets. Thin and weak zinc sheets can be
blown off the roof during storm winds. In coastal areas shall zinc sheets probably corrode; no good.

Labour circumstances: Processing of zinc sheets doesn’t affect the health of workers and danger of falling down
must be minimized; good.

Technical acceptance: Because the sheets are so thin and flexible, processing and fixing of the sheets requires
some workmanship and carefulness. The order and how to fix all roofing sheets with prescribed overlap needs
preparations, instructions and control by the contractor; no good.
Adjustment of plans: Due its low weight it isn’t a problem when purlins and rafters aren’t exactly fixed according
to the drawings; good.
Realizable in slums: For transport, storage and processing of these zinc corrugated sheets isn’t much space
needed because the sheets are laid very quickly. Change on stealing and pollution is limited; good.

Local employment and economy: Economy and employment in Ghana is mainly supported by the processing of
zinc sheets on site and less by the importation of it; sufficient.

Lifecycle costs: Purchase of one zinc corrugated sheet with 0.35mm thickness on the open market in Accra costs:
13.00 GH¢ / sheet, which mean 6.50 GH¢ / m2.
A rate for realising a zinc corrugated sheet roof finishing is unknown but a conservative estimation shall be
around 9.00 GH¢ / m2.
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Image E.28: Galvanized steel corrugated sheets, image from www.saijeeimpex.com

Image E.29: Rusted galvanised steel sheets on a roof, image from www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/corrugated_galvanised_iron
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E7

Galvanized steel corrugated sheets

Unity: m2
Specifications: A steel sheet covered with a thin zinc coating is called ‘galvanized steel sheets’ and are popularly
known as ‘iron sheets’. When the zinc coating isn’t sufficiently thick it’s likely that galvanized steel sheets, when
used in coastal areas, will corrode quickly. This is said to be a common problem with available sheets in Ghana.
To protect them against rust they should be painted every 5 years with oxide paint. All sheets are imported and
sold with dimensions 2.4 x 1.2m and an unknown thickness and weight. Ridge caps in galvanized steel are also
available. Purlins on a distance of 1.20 to 1.50m centre to centre are sufficient.
Applications: Galvanized steel sheets aren’t very common anymore to use for the roof finishing. If applied a pitch
of 10° to 20° is appropriate.
Processing possibilities: Galvanized steel sheets are processed manual by workers with ordinary carpenter’s tools.
They should be fixed with two corrugations side lap and 150mm end lap with self tapping screws and washers.
Walking on sheets isn’t allowed.
Image building: A brown-red coloured rusty roof isn’t a nice appearance in a slum and shall not work as an
advertisement to potential users; no good.

Social acceptance: Local people are familiar with galvanized steel sheets and their disadvantages of thermal
resistance and corrosion. It’s therefore not a very wanted roof finishing; no good.

Usability and energy: Thermal insulation properties of galvanized steel sheets are poor and they are very noisy
when it’s raining. Rainwater harvesting isn’t possible when sheets are corrode and rusty; no good.

Environmental sustainability: Influence on local environment is unknown due to complete importation; unknown.
Long term quality, maintenance and reliability: Corrosion of galvanized steel roofing sheets in coastal areas
affects the life time really. To extend this life time sheets must be painted every 5 years. Iron sheets aren´t really
affected by other environmental or climatic influences; no good.

Labour circumstances: Handling and fixing of galvanized steel sheets isn’t dangerous for roofers and labourers.
When standing on the roof to place all sheets they should be protected for falling down; good.
Technical acceptance: Order of placing sheets and position of screws should be well prepared before fixing the
roof finishing. For processing of galvanized steel sheets are no above-average skilled workers required; sufficient.

Adjustment of plans: Galvanized steel sheets aren’t heavy and therefore it’s not a problem when purlins and
rafters aren’t correctly fixed as mentioned on the drawings; good.

Realizable in slums: All sheets can be laid very quickly and not much space is required for transport, storage and
processing of the galvanized steel corrugated sheets. Change on stealing and pollution is limited; good.

Local employment and economy: Trade and processing of the sheets supports local employment and economy
well, effect of importation is limited; sufficient.

Lifecycle costs: Costs for galvanized steel corrugated sheets is unknown.
Construction time: Output of workers to realise a galvanized steel corrugated roof is unknown.
Availability and where to find: Sheets are sold on the open market in Accra but can be hard to find.
Others: -
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Quantities of construction works for a single compartment

No.

Element

Unity

Length Width

Height No.

Quantity Unity

Output *
(Hrs / unity)

Construction time
(Hours)
Comments

1
1.1.1
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3
1.4.4
1.5.1

EARTHWORKS
Remove vegetable soil average 150mm deep
Excavate external trenches to -0.70m
Excavate middle trench to -0.70m
Excavate column bases to -0.70m
Backfill excavated soil to -0.63m and well rammed in trenches
Backfill excavated soil to -0.63m and well rammed in column bases
Backfill and ram excavated soil around foundation in external trenches to 0.00m
Backfill and ram excavated soil around foundation in middle trench to 0.00m
Backfill and ram excavated soil around foundation in column bases to 0.00m
Backfill and ram excavated soil under ground floor slab to +0.05m
Spread and level remaining soil outside the construction

m2
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

3,90
2,10
3,14
1,04
7,20
0,90
2,10
3,14
0,74
3,00
-

6,60
0,64
0,64
1,04
0,50
0,90
0,49
0,49
0,74
5,55
-

0,70
0,70
0,70
0,07
0,07
0,43
0,43
0,43
0,05
-

1
2
1
4
1
4
2
1
4
1
1

25,74
1,88
1,41
3,03
0,25
0,23
0,88
0,66
0,94
0,83
2,52

m2
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

0,65
2,00
2,00
2,50
1,50
1,50
1,50
1,50
1,50
1,50
1,50

16,7
3,8
2,8
7,6
0,4
0,3
1,3
1,0
1,4
1,2
3,8

2
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3
2.5.4
2.6.1

CONCRETE WORKS
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for strip foundation
Mild steel reinforcement bars for strip foundation (100kg/m3 concrete)
Laying plastic sheets under strip foundation
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for column bases
Mild steel reinforcement bars for column bases (100kg/m3 concrete)
Laying plastic sheets under column bases
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for substructure columns
Mild steel reinforcement bars for column bases (100kg/m3 concrete)
Formwork to vertical sides of substructure columns
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for superstructure columns
Mild steel reinforcement bars for column bases (100kg/m3 concrete)
Formwork to vertical sides of superstructure columns
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for 1st bed ground floor slab
Steel mesh reinforcement (150 x 150mm) for 1st bed ground floor slab
Formwork to vertical sides, edges of 1st bed ground floor slab
Laying plastic sheets under ground floor slab
Cast in-situ concrete (1:2:4-10mm) for 50mm thick 2nd bed ground floor slab

m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
m2
m2
m2
m2

7,20
8,20
0,90
2,90
0,30
1,20
0,30
1,20
3,00
3,00
17,70
4,00
3,00

0,50
2,50
0,90
2,90
0,30
0,30
5,85
5,85
6,85
5,85

0,20
0,20
0,73
0,73
2,40
2,40
0,10
0,10
-

1
1
1
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
1
1
1
1
1

0,72
72,00
20,50
0,65
64,80
33,64
0,26
26,28
3,50
0,86
86,40
11,52
1,76
17,55
1,77
27,40
17,55

m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
m2
m2
m2
m2

1,20
0,08
0,40 **
1,20
0,08
0,40 **
1,20
0,08
2,00
1,20
0,08
2,00
1,20
0,21
2,00
0,40 **
0,90

0,9
5,8
6,2
0,8
5,2
10,1
0,3
2,1
7,0
1,0
6,9
23,0
2,1
3,7
3,5
8,2
15,8

3
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.4.1
3.5.1
3.5.2

BLOCKWORK WALLS AND SMOOTH PLASTER FINISH WORKS
Solid 150mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for substructure wall
Smooth 20mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on outside substructure wall
Hollow 150mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for external wall
Smooth 12mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on external wall
Hollow 150mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for middle wall
Smooth 12mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on middle wall
Design blocks in mortar (1:4) on top coarse of middle wall
Hollow 100mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for internal wall
Smooth 12mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on internal wall

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

8,40
5,40
2,70
2,70
3,00
3,00
3,00
1,63
1,63

0,48
0,48
1,68
1,68
2,16
2,16
0,24
1,92
1,92

-

1
1
2
4
1
2
1
10
20

4,03
2,59
9,07
18,14
6,48
12,96
0,72
31,30
62,59

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

1,20
1,00
1,06
1,00
1,06
1,00
1,10
0,98
1,00

4,8
2,6
9,6
18,1
6,9
13,0
0,8
30,7
62,6

4
4.1.1
4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3

STEELWORK
Steel framework with burglar proofing for wall opening
Steel trusses for roof construction
Steel purlins for roof construction
Steel wind bracings for roof construction

No
No
No
No

-

-

-

2
2
1
1

2,00
2,00
1,00
1,00

No
No
No
No

6,00
15,42
60,00
16,26

12,0
30,8
60,0
16,3

5
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.2.1

ROOF FINISHING WORKS
Cellulose bitumen corrugated sheets fixed on steel roof construction
Cellulose bitumen corrugated ridge capping fixed on steel roof construction
Gutter fixed on steel roof construction

m2
m1
m1

5,00
5,00
5,00

4,22
-

-

2
1
2

42,20
5,00
10,00

m2
m1
m1

0,45
0,45
2,00

19,0
2,3
20,0

6
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4

PAINT FINISHING WORKS
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on concrete columns
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on plaster finish of external wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on plaster finish of middle wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 3 topcoats on design blocks of middle wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on plaster finish of internal wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on concrete ground floor slab
Steel paint on framework with burglar proofing for wall opening
Steel paint on trusses for roof construction
Steel paint on 20 purlins for roof construction
Steel paint on 6 wind bracings for roof construction

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
No
No
No
No

2,70
2,70
3,00
3,00
1,63
3,00
-

1,20
1,88
2,16
0,24
1,92
5,40
-

-

4
4
2
4
20
1
2
2
1
1

12,96
20,30
12,96
2,88
62,59
16,20
2,00
2,00
1,00
1,00

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
No
No
No
No

0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,93
2,46
4,80
2,17

4,5
7,1
4,5
1,0
21,9
5,7
1,9
4,9
4,8
2,2

7
7.1.1
7.1.2
7.2.1
7.2.2
7.2.3
7.2.4

PLUMBING & ELECTRICITY BUILDING SERVICES AND SANITARY
Include a provisional sum for all works in connection with electrical installation
Include a provisional sum for all works in connection with plumbing installation
Sewerage pipe through ground floor slab and external substructure walls
Building services fixed in trenches of the walls
Squat mix toilet placed in ground floor slab
Cistern with flush pipe plugged into walls for a squat mix toilet

No
No
No
No
No
No

-

-

-

1
1
8
8
8
8

1,00
1,00
8,00
8,00
8,00
8,00

No
No
No
No
No
No

*
**
x

EXPLANATION
Output is given in hours, for the normal production of one unity by a team of workers, thus no workers individual.
Estimation, output is based on 2 workers
Unknown.
All dimensions and numbers are based on final design of a Safi Sana compartment.
Output is explained in the "Database of available materials and methods" added to this report by appendix 1
and "Unit Rate Analysis for Building Industry in Ghana by Piod/pkf".

1.00
2.00
2.00
4.00

x
x
**
**
**
**

Excavated slope is 5:1
Excavated slope is 5:1
Excavated slope is 5:1

Sides of excavated trenches are used as formwork
Sides of excavated trenches are used as formwork
Formwork must be stand till at least 2 days after casting
Formwork must be stand till at least 2 days after casting
Formwork must be stand till at least 2 days after casting

Length is increased with 2 times 1.0m to create an overhang at the front and back side
Length is increased with 2 times 1.0m to create an overhang at the front and back side
Length is increased with 2 times 1.0m to create an overhang at the front and back side

Number is doubled to 4 instead of 2, to also paint the inside of open design blocks

x
x
8,0
16,0
16,0
32.0
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Order and relations of the main construction works
ROOF
C
SUBSTRUCTURE
A

Prefabricate steel
construction
elements

Remove and
excavate soil

C1

Paint steel
surfaces of
elements
C2
Place steel roof
trusses

A1
Realise concrete
foundation

C3
Place steel roof
purlins

A2
Realise concrete
columns
substructure

C4

SUPERSTRUCTURE

A3

B

Place sewerage
pipes

Place steel roof
wind bracings

A5

C5
Place steel
window frames

Make blockwork
walls
substructure

C6
Fix corrugated
roofing sheets

A4
Backfill and ram
soil

C7

WALLS

A6

Fix corrugated
ridge capping

D

Realise concrete
slab 1st bed

C8
Fix gutter

B1
Realise concrete
columns
superstructure

C9

B2

CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS
F
Make external
blockwork walls
D1

FINISHING
Make middle
blockwork wall

Produce sandcement blocks
F2

E

D2
Make design
blocks on wall
D3
Make internal
blockwork walls

Produce concrete
mixture

D4

F1

Fix services in
walls
D5
Apply smooth
plaster finish

Overview:

D6

Roof

Substructure

Fix squat toilets
in slab

C

A

E1
Realise concrete
slab 2nd bed

Superstructure
Construction
materials

E2

B
F

Paint vertical
masonry

Walls

E3
Paint horizontal
masonry

D

E4

Finishing

Fix remaining
services

E

E5
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Specifications of the most important construction works

Given duration is the construction time to complete the activity with the mentioned number of workers
A1
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Remove vegetable soil and excavate soil from trenches and columns bases
25,7m2 vegetable soil and 6,3m3 excavated soil
32 hours
2 workers
Spade, pickaxe and wheelbarrow

C3
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Place steel roof trusses
2 roof trusses
4 hours
6 workers
Ladder and welding machine

D4
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Make internal sand-cement blockwork walls
31,3 blockwork
31 hours
2 workers
Leveller, trowel and hammer

A2
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Realise reinforced concrete strip foundation and column bases
1,4m3 concrete, 136,8kg reinforcement and 25,2m2 plastic sheet
27 hours
2 workers for reinforcement and plastic sheets, 9 workers for casting concrete
Poker vibrator

C4
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Place steel roof purlins
20 angle bar purlins
60 hours
2 workers
Ladder and welding machine

D5
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Fix all building services in trenches of walls
8 cubicles with walls
16 hours
2 workers
Hammer, stone chisel and hand saw

A3
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Realise reinforced concrete columns of substructure
0,3m3 concrete, 26,3kg reinforcement and 3,5m2 formwork
10 hours (formwork must be stand at least 2 days after casting)
2 workers for formwork and reinforcement, 9 workers for casting concrete
Formwork and poker vibrator

C5
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Place steel roof wind bracings
6 angle bar wind bracings
16 hours
2 workers
Ladder and welding machine

D6
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Apply smooth plaster finish to superstructure walls
93,7m2
94 hours (plaster must be cure at least 4 weeks after applying)
2 workers
Leveller, trowel and boards

A4
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Make sand-cement blockwork walls of substructure
4,0m2 blockwork and 2,6m2 plaster finish
7 hours
2 workers
Leveller, trowel and hammer

C6
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Place steel window framework with burglar proofing
2 window frames
4 hours
2 workers
Welding machine

E1
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Fix squat mix toilets in ground floor slab
8 squat mix toilets
16 hours
2 workers
Leveller, trowel and setting blocks

A5
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Place sewerage pipes
8 pipes
8 hours
2 workers
Hand saw

C7
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Fix cellulose bitumen corrugated roofing sheets
42,2m2 roofing sheets
19 hours
2 workers
Scaffold or fall protection, ladder, spreading board, hammer and hand saw

E2
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Realise 2nd bed of reinforced concrete ground floor slab
17,6m2 concrete bed
16 hours
2 workers
Leveller, trowel and screed board

A6
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Backfill and ram the excavated soil in trenches and below slab
3,80m3 backfill and 2,5m3 spreading
9 hours
2 workers
Spade and wheelbarrow

C8
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Fix cellulose bitumen corrugated ridge capping
5,0m1 ridge cap
2,3 hours
2 workers
Scaffold or fall protection, ladder, spreading board, hammer and hand saw

E3
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Paint vertical masonry surfaces of columns and walls
111,7m2 masonry
39 hours
2 workers
Brushes, rollers and stepladder

B1
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Realise 1st bed of reinforced concrete ground floor slab
1,8m3 concrete, 17,6m2 mesh reinforcement, 1,8m2 formwork and 27,4m2 plastic sheet
20 hours (formwork must be stand at least 2 days after casting)
2 workers for formwork, plastic sheet and reinforcement, 9 workers for casting concrete
Formwork and poker vibrator

C9
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Fix gutter
10,0m1 gutter
20 hours
2 workers
Ladder, welding machine, hand saw

E4
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Paint horizontal masonry surfaces of ground floor slab
16,2m2 masonry
6 hours
2 workers
Brushes and rollers

B2
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Realise reinforced concrete columns of superstructure
0,9m3 concrete, 86,4kg reinforcement and 11,5m2 formwork
31 hours (formwork must be stand at least 2 days after casting)
2 workers for formwork and reinforcement, 9 workers for casting concrete
Formwork and poker vibrator

D1
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Make external sand-cement blockwork walls
9,1m2 blockwork
10 hours
2 workers
Leveller, trowel and hammer

E5
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Fix all remaining building services on walls and roof construction
8 cubicles with walls
32 hours
2 workers
Hammer, driller and stepladder

C1
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Prefabricate steel construction elements
2 roof trusses and 2 window frames
35 hours
2 workers
Welding machine, electrical cutter or steel hand saw

D2
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Make middle sand-cement blockwork wall
6,5m2 blockwork
7 hours
2 workers
Leveller, trowel and hammer

F1
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Produce concrete mixture
5,1m3 concrete mixture
6 hours
9 workers
Concrete mixer, wheel barrow and head pan

C2
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Paint steel surfaces of construction elements
2 roof trusses, 2 window frames, 20 purlins and 6 wind bracings
14 hours
2 workers
Brushes and rollers

D3
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Make design blocks on top of middle blockwork wall
0,7m2 design blockwork
1 hours
2 workers
Leveller, trowel and hammer

F2
Quantity:
Duration:
Labour:
Equipment:

Produce sand-cement blocks
543 blocks
29 hours
3 workers
Concrete mixer, steel mould
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Time schedule of a single Safi Sana compartment
ID

Task Name

Duration

Start

Finish

1
2

OVERALL CONSTRUCTION TIME

90 days

Mon 5-7-10

Fri 5-11-10

3

Start up

2 days

Mon 5-7-10

Tue 6-7-10

4

A1 Remove and excavate soil

4 days

Wed 7-7-10

Mon 12-7-10

5

A2 Realise concrete foundation

3 days

Tue 13-7-10

Thu 15-7-10

6

A3 Realise concrete columns substructure

1 day

Fri 16-7-10

Fri 16-7-10

7

A4 Make blockwork wall substructure

1 day

Mon 19-7-10

Mon 19-7-10

8

A5 Place sewerage pipes

1 day

Mon 19-7-10

Mon 19-7-10

9

A6 Backfill and ram soil

1 day

Tue 20-7-10

Tue 20-7-10

10

B1 Realise concrete slab 1st bed

3 days

Wed 21-7-10

Fri 23-7-10

11

B2 Realise concrete columns substructure

4 days

Mon 26-7-10

Thu 29-7-10

12

C1 Prefabricate steel construction elements

4 days

Fri 23-7-10

Wed 28-7-10

13

C2 Paint steel surfaces of elements

2 days

Thu 29-7-10

Fri 30-7-10

14

C3 Place steel roof trusses

1 day

Mon 2-8-10

Mon 2-8-10

15

C4 Place steel roof purlins

9 days

Tue 3-8-10

Fri 13-8-10

16

C5 Place steel roof wind bracings

2 days

Mon 16-8-10

Tue 17-8-10

17

C6 Place steel window frames

1 day

Wed 18-8-10

Wed 18-8-10

18

C7 Fix corrugated roofing sheets

2 days

Thu 19-8-10

Fri 20-8-10

19

C8 Fix corrugated ridge capping

1 day

Mon 23-8-10

Mon 23-8-10

20

C9 Fix gutter

3 days

Tue 24-8-10

Thu 26-8-10

21

D1 Make external blockwork walls

1 day

Fri 27-8-10

Fri 27-8-10

22

D2 Make middle blockwork wall

1 day

Fri 27-8-10

Fri 27-8-10

23

D3 Make design blocks on wall

1 day

Fri 27-8-10

Fri 27-8-10

24

D4 Make internal blockwork walls

4 days

Fri 27-8-10

Wed 1-9-10

25

D5 Fix services in walls

2 days

Thu 2-9-10

Fri 3-9-10

26

D6 Make smooth plaster finish

12 days

Mon 6-9-10

Tue 21-9-10

27

D6 Curing time of smooth plaster finish

19 days

Wed 22-9-10

Mon 18-10-10

28

E1 Fix squat toilets in slab

2 days

Wed 22-9-10

Thu 23-9-10

29

E2 Realise concrete slab 2nd bed

2 days

Fri 24-9-10

Mon 27-9-10

30

E3 Paint vertical masonry

5 days Mon 18-10-10

Fri 22-10-10

31

E4 Paint horizontal masonry

32

E5 Fix remaining services

33

1 day Mon 25-10-10 Mon 25-10-10
4 days

Tue 26-10-10

Fri 29-10-10

E6 Produce concrete mixture

49 days

Tue 13-7-10

Fri 17-9-10

34

E7 Produce sand-cement blocks

24 days

Mon 5-7-10

Thu 5-8-10

35

Closing

5 days

Mon 1-11-10

Fri 5-11-10

Jul '10
28

5

12

19

26

Aug '10
2

9

16

23

Sep '10
30

Oct '10
6

13

20

27

4

11

18

25

Nov '10
1

8
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Bills of quantities for main works of a single Safi Sana compartment
Unit rates *
(GH¢ / unity)

Construction
costs (GH¢)

No.

Element

Unity

Length Width

Height No.

Quantity Unity

1
1.1.1
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3
1.4.4
1.5.1

EARTHWORKS
Remove vegetable soil average 150mm deep
Excavate external trenches to -0.70m
Excavate middle trench to -0.70m
Excavate column bases to -0.70m
Backfill excavated soil to -0.63m and well rammed in trenches
Backfill excavated soil to -0.63m and well rammed in column bases
Backfill and ram excavated soil around foundation in external trenches to 0.00m
Backfill and ram excavated soil around foundation in middle trench to 0.00m
Backfill and ram excavated soil around foundation in column bases to 0.00m
Backfill and ram excavated soil under ground floor slab to +0.05m
Spread and level remaining soil outside the construction

m2
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

3,90
2,10
3,14
1,04
7,20
0,90
2,10
3,14
0,74
3,00
-

6,60
0,64
0,64
1,04
0,50
0,90
0,49
0,49
0,74
5,55
-

0,70
0,70
0,70
0,07
0,07
0,43
0,43
0,43
0,05
-

1
2
1
4
1
4
2
1
4
1
1

25,74
1,88
1,41
3,03
0,25
0,23
0,88
0,66
0,94
0,83
2,52

m2
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

1,05
6,88
6,88
10,32
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
Subtotal to summary

27,03
12,95
9,68
31,25
1,08
0,98
3,81
2,84
4,05
3,58
10,82
108,07

2
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3
2.5.4
2.6.1

CONCRETE WORKS
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for strip foundation
Mild steel reinforcement bars for strip foundation (100kg/m3 concrete)
Laying plastic sheets under strip foundation
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for column bases
Mild steel reinforcement bars for column bases (100kg/m3 concrete)
Laying plastic sheets under column bases
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for substructure columns
Mild steel reinforcement bars for column bases (100kg/m3 concrete)
Formwork to vertical sides of substructure columns
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for superstructure columns
Mild steel reinforcement bars for column bases (100kg/m3 concrete)
Formwork to vertical sides of superstructure columns
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for 1st bed ground floor slab
Steel mesh reinforcement (150 x 150mm) for 1st bed ground floor slab
Formwork to vertical sides, edges of 1st bed ground floor slab
Laying plastic sheets under ground floor slab
Cast in-situ concrete (1:2:4-10mm) for 50mm thick 2nd bed ground floor slab

m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
m2
m2
m2
m2

7,20
8,20
0,90
2,90
0,30
1,20
0,30
1,20
3,00
3,00
17,70
4,00
3,00

0,50
2,50
0,90
2,90
0,30
0,30
5,85
5,85
6,85
5,85

0,20
0,20
0,73
0,73
2,40
2,40
0,10
0,10
-

1
1
1
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
1
1
1
1
1

0,72
72,00
20,50
0,65
64,80
33,64
0,26
26,28
3,50
0,86
86,40
11,52
1,76
17,55
1,77
27,40
17,55

m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
m2
m2
m2
m2

230,00
2,10
1,50 **
230,00
2,10
1,50 **
230,00
2,10
7,50
230,00
2,10
7,50
230,00
9,59
7,50
1,50 **
14,33
Subtotal to summary

165,60
151,20
30,75
149,04
136,08
50,46
60,44
55,19
26,28
198,72
181,44
86,40
403,65
168,30
13,28
41,10
251,49
2169,42

3
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.4.1
3.5.1
3.5.2

BLOCKWORK WALLS AND SMOOTH PLASTER FINISH WORKS
Solid 150mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for substructure wall
Smooth 20mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on outside substructure wall
Hollow 150mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for external wall
Smooth 12mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on external wall
Hollow 150mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for middle wall
Smooth 12mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on middle wall
Design blocks in mortar (1:4) on top coarse of middle wall
Hollow 100mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for internal wall
Smooth 12mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on internal wall

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

8,40
5,40
2,70
2,70
3,00
3,00
3,00
1,63
1,63

0,48
0,48
1,68
1,68
2,16
2,16
0,24
1,92
1,92

-

1
1
2
4
1
2
1
10
20

4,03
2,59
9,07
18,14
6,48
12,96
0,72
31,30
62,59

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

20,00
7,42
18,80
5,37
18,80
5,37
20,00
15,29
5,37
Subtotal to summary

80,64
19,23
170,55
97,43
121,82
69,60
14,40
478,52
336,12
1388,31

4
4.1.1
4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3

STEELWORK
Steel framework with burglar proofing for wall opening
Steel trusses for roof construction
Steel purlins for roof construction
Steel wind bracings for roof construction

No
No
No
No

-

-

-

2
2
1
1

2,00
2,00
1,00
1,00

No
No
No
No

51,62
128,31
456,69
123,73
Subtotal to summary

103,24
256,62
456,69
123,73
940,28

5
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.2.1

ROOF FINISHING WORKS
Cellulose bitumen corrugated sheets fixed on steel roof construction
Cellulose bitumen corrugated ridge capping fixed on steel roof construction
Gutter fixed on steel roof construction

m2
m1
m1

5,00
5,00
5,00

4,22
-

-

2
1
2

42,20
5,00
10,00

m2
m1
m1

717,40
85,00
308,80
1111,20

6
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4

PAINT FINISHING WORKS ***
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on concrete columns
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on plaster finish of external wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on plaster finish of middle wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 3 topcoats on design blocks of middle wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on plaster finish of internal wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on concrete ground floor slab
Steel paint on framework with burglar proofing for wall opening
Steel paint on trusses for roof construction
Steel paint on 20 purlins for roof construction
Steel paint on 6 wind bracings for roof construction

17,00
17,00
30,88
Subtotal to summary

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
No
No
No
No

2,70
2,70
3,00
3,00
1,63
3,00
-

1,20
1,88
2,16
0,24
1,92
5,40
-

-

4
4
2
4
20
1
2
2
1
1

12,96
20,30
12,96
2,88
62,59
16,20
2,00
2,00
1,00
1,00

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
No
No
No
No

2,22
2,22
2,22
3,02
2,22
5,84
3,91
10,38
20,22
9,13
Subtotal to summary

86,31
135,22
86,31
26,09
416,86
283,82
23,46
62,28
60,66
27,39
1208,42

7
7.1.1
7.1.2
7.2.1
7.2.2
7.2.3
7.2.4

PLUMBING & ELECTRICITY BUILDING SERVICES AND SANITARY
Include a provisional sum for all works in connection with electrical installation
Include a provisional sum for all works in connection with plumbing installation
Low level white glazed wc/suite
Squat mix toilet placed in ground floor slab
Cistern with flush pipe plugged into walls for a squat mix toilet
White glazed wash hand basin 550 x 400mm

No
No
No
No
No
No

-

-

-

1
1
2
4
4
2

1,00
1,00
2,00
4,00
4,00
2,00

No
No
No
No
No
No

1000,00
1250,00
185,00
90,00
30,00
135,00
Subtotal to summary

1000,00
1250,00
370,00
360,00
120,00
270,00
3370,00

8
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.2.1

FINISHING
44mm (finished) skeleton framed flush door 650 x 1450mm
50mm x 150mm frames plugged to blockwork
Pair of 100mm double swing 100mm brass butt hinges
Barrel bolt 150mm
Mirror 600mm x 600mm fixed into blockwork

No
m1
No
No
No

3,00
-

-

-

8
8
8
8
2

8,00
24,00
8,00
8,00
2,00

No
m1
No
No
No

67,32
6,19
22,00
5,50
85,00
Subtotal to summary

538,56
148,56
176,00
44,00
170,00
1077,12

*
**
***
x

Total construction costs
11372,82
EXPLANATION
To define construction costs are the current unit rates used, which are including all costs for labour, materials, engineering, overhead, profit and risk. When not available are self made
rates used, increased with 15% for engineering, overhead, profit and risk. Current rates are mentioned in general rate analyses and different bills of quantities of Safi Sana
service blocks from July 2009 and February 2010.
Estimation
All construction costs are for 3 times painting a complete coat, thus including twice repaintings.
Unknown
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Bills of quantities for main works of two chained Safi Sana compartments with 12 cubicles
Unit rates *
(GH¢ / unity)

Construction
costs (GH¢)

No.

Element

Unity

Length Width

Height No.

Quantity Unity

1
1.1.1
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3
1.4.4
1.5.1

EARTHWORKS
Remove vegetable soil average 150mm deep
Excavate external trenches to -0.70m
Excavate middle trench to -0.70m
Excavate column bases to -0.70m
Backfill excavated soil to -0.63m and well rammed in trenches
Backfill excavated soil to -0.63m and well rammed in column bases
Backfill and ram excavated soil around foundation in external trenches to 0.00m
Backfill and ram excavated soil around foundation in middle trench to 0.00m
Backfill and ram excavated soil around foundation in column bases to 0.00m
Backfill and ram excavated soil under ground floor slab to +0.05m
Spread and level remaining soil outside the construction

m2
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

6,90
2,10
6,14
1,04
14,40
0,90
2,10
6,14
0,74
6,00
-

6,60
0,64
0,64
1,04
0,50
0,90
0,49
0,49
0,74
5,55
-

0,70
0,70
0,70
0,07
0,07
0,43
0,43
0,43
0,05
-

1
4
1
6
1
6
4
1
8
1
1

45,54
3,76
2,75
4,54
0,50
0,34
1,77
1,29
1,88
1,67
3,60

m2
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

1,05
6,88
6,88
10,32
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
4,30
Subtotal to summary

47,82
25,89
18,92
46,88
2,17
1,46
7,61
5,56
8,10
7,16
15,48
187,06

2
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3
2.5.4
2.6.1

CONCRETE WORKS
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for strip foundation
Mild steel reinforcement bars for strip foundation (100kg/m3 concrete)
Laying plastic sheets under strip foundation
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for column bases
Mild steel reinforcement bars for column bases (100kg/m3 concrete)
Laying plastic sheets under column bases
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for substructure columns
Mild steel reinforcement bars for column bases (100kg/m3 concrete)
Formwork to vertical sides of substructure columns
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for superstructure columns
Mild steel reinforcement bars for column bases (100kg/m3 concrete)
Formwork to vertical sides of superstructure columns
Cast reinforced in-situ concrete (1:2:4-20mm) for 1st bed ground floor slab
Steel mesh reinforcement (150 x 150mm) for 1st bed ground floor slab
Formwork to vertical sides, edges of 1st bed ground floor slab
Laying plastic sheets under ground floor slab
Cast in-situ concrete (1:2:4-10mm) for 50mm thick 2nd bed ground floor slab

m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
m2
m2
m2
m2

14,40
8,20
0,90
2,90
0,30
1,20
0,30
1,20
6,00
6,00
23,70
4,00
6,00

0,50
2,50
0,90
2,90
0,30
0,30
5,85
5,85
6,85
5,85

0,20
0,20
0,73
0,73
2,40
2,40
0,10
0,10
-

1
1
2
6
1
6
6
1
6
6
1
6
1
1
1
2
1

1,44
144,00
41,00
0,97
97,20
50,46
0,39
39,42
5,26
1,30
129,60
17,28
3,51
35,10
2,37
54,80
35,10

m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
kg
m2
m3
m2
m2
m2
m2

230,00
2,10
1,50 **
230,00
2,10
1,50 **
230,00
2,10
7,50
230,00
2,10
7,50
230,00
9,59
7,50
1,50 **
14,33
Subtotal to summary

331,20
302,40
61,50
223,56
204,12
75,69
90,67
82,78
39,42
298,08
272,16
129,60
807,30
336,61
17,78
82,20
502,98
3858,05

3
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.4.1
3.5.1
3.5.2

BLOCKWORK WALLS AND SMOOTH PLASTER FINISH WORKS
Solid 150mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for substructure wall
Smooth 20mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on outside substructure wall
Hollow 150mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for external wall
Smooth 12mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on external wall
Hollow 150mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for middle wall
Smooth 12mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on middle wall
Design blocks in mortar (1:4) on top coarse of middle wall
Hollow 100mm sand-cement blockwork in mortar (1:4) for internal wall
Smooth 12mm cement-sand (1:4) plaster finish on internal wall

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

8,40
5,40
2,70
2,70
3,00
3,00
3,00
1,63
1,63

0,48
0,48
1,68
1,68
2,16
2,16
0,24
1,92
1,92

-

2
2
4
8
2
4
2
18
36

8,06
5,18
18,14
36,29
12,96
25,92
1,44
56,33
112,67

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

20,00
7,42
18,80
5,37
18,80
5,37
20,00
15,29
5,37
Subtotal to summary

161,28
38,47
341,11
194,87
243,65
139,19
28,80
861,33
605,01
2613,70

4
4.1.1
4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3

STEELWORK
Steel framework with burglar proofing for wall opening
Steel trusses for roof construction
Steel purlins for roof construction
Steel wind bracings for roof construction

No
No
No
No

-

-

-

4
3
2
1

4,00
3,00
2,00
1,00

No
No
No
No

51,62
128,31
365,32
123,73
Subtotal to summary

206,48
384,93
730,64
123,73
1445,78

5
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.2.1

ROOF FINISHING WORKS
Cellulose bitumen corrugated sheets fixed on steel roof construction
Cellulose bitumen corrugated ridge capping fixed on steel roof construction
Gutter fixed on steel roof construction

m2
m1
m1

4,00
4,00
4,00

4,22
-

-

4
2
4

67,52
8,00
16,00

m2
m1
m1

1147,84
136,00
494,08
1777,92

6
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4

PAINT FINISHING WORKS ***
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on concrete columns
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on plaster finish of external wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on plaster finish of middle wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 3 topcoats on design blocks of middle wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on plaster finish of internal wall
Masonry paint 1 under- and 2 topcoats on concrete ground floor slab
Steel paint on framework with burglar proofing for wall opening
Steel paint on trusses for roof construction
Steel paint on 20 purlins for roof construction
Steel paint on 6 wind bracings for roof construction

17,00
17,00
30,88
Subtotal to summary

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
No
No
No
No

2,70
2,70
3,00
3,00
1,63
3,00
-

1,20
1,88
2,16
0,24
1,92
5,40
-

-

6
8
4
8
36
2
4
3
2
1

19,44
40,61
25,92
5,76
112,67
32,40
4,00
3,00
2,00
1,00

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
No
No
No
No

2,22
2,22
2,22
3,02
2,22
5,84
3,91
10,38
20,22
9,13
Subtotal to summary

129,47
270,45
172,63
52,19
750,35
567,65
46,92
93,42
121,32
27,39
2231,78

7
7.1.1
7.1.2
7.2.1
7.2.2
7.2.3
7.2.4

PLUMBING & ELECTRICITY BUILDING SERVICES AND SANITARY
Include a provisional sum for all works in connection with electrical installation
Include a provisional sum for all works in connection with plumbing installation
Low level white glazed wc/suite
Squat mix toilet placed in ground floor slab
Cistern with flush pipe plugged into walls for a squat mix toilet
White glazed wash hand basin 550 x 400mm

No
No
No
No
No
No

-

-

-

1
1
2
10
10
4

1,00
1,00
2,00
6,00
6,00
4,00

No
No
No
No
No
No

2000,00
2500,00
185,00
90,00
30,00
135,00
Subtotal to summary

2000,00
2500,00
370,00
540,00
180,00
540,00
6130,00

8
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.2.1

FINISHING
44mm (finished) skeleton framed flush door 650 x 1450mm
50mm x 150mm frames plugged to blockwork
Pair of 100mm double swing 100mm brass butt hinges
Barrel bolt 150mm
Mirror 600mm x 600mm fixed into blockwork

No
m1
No
No
No

3,00
-

-

-

12
12
12
12
4

12,00
36,00
12,00
12,00
2,00

No
m1
No
No
No

67,32
6,19
22,00
5,50
85,00
Subtotal to summary

807,84
222,84
264,00
66,00
170,00
1530,68

*
**
***
x

Total construction costs
19774,97
EXPLANATION
To define construction costs are the current unit rates used, which are including all costs for labour, materials, engineering, overhead, profit and risk. When not available are self made
rates used, increased with 15% for engineering, overhead, profit and risk. Current rates are mentioned in general rate analyses and different bills of quantities of Safi Sana
service blocks from July 2009 and February 2010.
Estimation
All construction costs are for 3 times painting a complete coat, thus including twice repaintings.
Unknown
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Appendix 9

Bills of quantities for main works of a Safi Sana
service block in Ashaiman with 12 cubicles

Substructure
Item

Description

A

Excavation and Earthwork
Excavate oversite to remove vegetable soil average
150mm deep. Load, deposit, spread and level on site

* Costs for comparison of the bills of quantities
Qty

Rate

Costs

Costs *

69 SM

1,05

72,45

72,45

27 CM

6,88

185,76

185,76

3 CM

8,22

24,66

X

Unit

B

Excavate foundation trench average depth not
exceeding 1.5 metres

C

Diito, curved areas

D

Excavate pit for column bases average depth not
exceeding 1.5 metres

21 CM

10,32

216,72

216,72

Backfill around foundation with selected excavated
material well rammed into layers

21 CM

4,3

90,30

90,30

F

Remove surplus excavated material from site

23 CM

4,3

98,90

98,90

G

Hardcore Filling
Approve hardcore filling, well rammed and
consolidated in making up levels under bed

48 CM

30,11

1445,28

1445,28

H

Concrete Works
Plain insitu concrete (1:4:8-38mm aggregate)
50mm blinding

22 SM

7,21

158,62

158,62

J

Plain insitu concrete (1:3:6-38mm aggregate)
Foundations

6 CM

200

1200,00

1200,00

K

Ditto, in curved areas

1 CM

205

205,00

X

L

Concrete floor bed

7,7 CM

200

1540,00

1540,00

M

Ditto, in curved areas

1 CM

205

205,00

X

N

Reinforced insitu concrete (1:2:4-18mm aggregate)
Column bases

6 CM

230

1380,00

1380,00

P

Columns

0,5 CM

230

115,00

115,00

A

Reinforced insitu concrete (1:2:4-18mm aggregate)
Ground Beam

2,62 CM

230

602,60

602,60

B

Ditto, curved areas

0,3 CM

235

70,50

X

C

Reinforcement
Mild steel round bars reinforcement to BS4449 cut, bent and fixed into position
12mm diameter bars in columns
132 KG

2,1

277,20

277,20

D

12mm diameter bars in column bases

355 KG

2,1

745,50

745,50

E

12mm diameter bars in ground beam

257 KG

2,1

539,70

539,70

F

6mm diameter in columns as links

28 KG

2,35

65,80

65,80

G

6mm diameter in Ground beam as links

95 KG

2,35

223,25

223,25

E

Item

Description

H

Formwork
Sawn Formwork to
Vertical sides of columns

J

Rate

Costs

Costs *

14 SM

7,5

105,00

105,00

Edges of 150mm thick concrete bed

42 LM

1,13

47,46

47,46

K

Sides of Ground beam 300mm thick

16 LM

1,13

18,08

18,08

L

Ditto, curved areas, 3oomm thick

13 LM

1,13

14,69

X

M

Blockwork
Solid sandcrete blockwork in cement:sand mortar (1:4) in
150mm thick wall

67 SM

20

1340,00

1340,00

N

Finishings
19mm thick cement and sand (1:4) render on plinth

21 SM

7,42

155,82

155,82

Painting
Prepare and apply three coats of approved emulsion
paint on plastered surface

21 SM

2,22

46,62

46,62

11189,91

10670,06

P

Substructure to summary

Qty

Unit

Superstructure

* Costs for comparison of the bills of quantities
Rate

Costs

Costs *

2 CM

230

460,00

460,00

0,5 CM

235

117,50

X

2 CM

230

460,00

460,00

1,5 CM

230

345,00

345,00

2 CM

235

470,00

X

Reinforcement
Mild steel round bars reinforcement to BS4449 cut, bent and fixed into position
12mm diameter bars in columns
350 KG

2,1

735,00

735,00

F

12mm diameter bars in beams

230 KG

2,1

483,00

483,00

G

Ditto, curved areas

25 KG

2,35

58,75

X

H

12mm diameter bars in roof slab

267 KG

2,1

560,70

560,70

J

6mm diameter in columns as links

42 KG

2,35

98,70

98,70

K

Ditto as links in beams

40 KG

2,35

94,00

94,00

L

Formwork
Sawn Formwork to
Sides of columns

43 SM

7,5

322,50

322,50

M

Soffit and sides of beams

40 SM

7,5

300,00

300,00

N

Soffit of floor slab

22 SM

7,5

165,00

165,00

P

Sides of floor slab

18 SM

7,6

136,80

136,80

4806,95

4160,70

Item

Description

Qty

A

Concrete Works
Reinforced insitu vibrated concrete (1:2:4-18mm aggregate) in
Beams

B

Ditto, in curved areas

C

Columns

D

Roof Slab 150mm thick

E

Ditto, Curved area

Unit

Concrete works to summary

A

Blockwork
Solid sandcrete blockwork in cement:sand mortar (1:4) in
125mm thick wall

70 SM

18,5

1295,00

1295,00

B

Ditto, curved area

11 SM

19

209,00

X

C

125mm Gable

20 SM

18,5

370,00

370,00

D

100mm solid wall

50 SM

17

850,00

850,00

E

Ditto, decorative blocks

5 SM

20

100,00

100,00

2824,00

2615,00

1347,84

1347,84

1347,84

1347,84

Blockwork to summary

F

Roofing
0.6mm Corrugated Aluminuim roof sheeting laid with 150mm end laps and 2 corrugations
side laps; fixed to purlins at 1050mm centres with galvanised drive screws, aluminium
cover caps and bituminous felt washers
72 SM
18,72

Roofing to summary

Item

Description

G

Carpentary
50mm x 150mm rafters

H

50mm x 150mm wall plate

J

Qty

Unit

Rate

Costs

Costs *

102 LM

4,39

447,78

447,78

23 LM

4,5

103,50

103,50

50mm x 100mm purlins

148 LM

3,5

518,00

518,00

K

50mm x 50mm ceiling noggins

180 LM

2

360,00

360,00

L

Include the provisional sum of GHC600 for carpenters
metal work (amount to be expended at the discretion
the Supervising Architect

600,00

600,00

2029,28

2029,28

Carpentry to summary

A

Joinery
Wrot treated Hardwood
25mm x 225mm fascia Board

24 LM

6,59

158,16

158,16

B

25mm x 225mm verge board

36 LM

6,59

237,24

237,24

Doors
44mm thick single leaf panel door size 650mm x 2100mm
comprising of stiles and rails and filled in with 25mm
moulded hardwood panel

2 No

92

184,00

184,00

44mm thick single leaf panel door size 800mm x 2100mm
comprising of stiles and rails and filled in with 25mm
moulded hardwood panel

1 No

120

120,00

120,00

E

Ditto, for tool booth overall size 900mm x 1050mm

1 No

90

90,00

X

F

44mm (finished) skeleton framed flush door overall
size 650mm x 1450mm covered on both sides with
6mm plywood and lipped all round with hardwood
strips

11 No

67,32

740,52

740,52

130 LM

6,19

804,70

804,70

C

D

G

Frames
50mm x150mm frames plugged to blockwork

H

50mm x 150mm mullion

12 LM

5,2

62,40

62,40

J

12mm x 50mm batterns

40 LM

1

40,00

40,00

K

Ironmongery
Supply and fix the following ironmongery to hardwood with screws to match
Pair: 100mm double swing 100mm brass butt hinges
12 No

22

264,00

264,00

L

Pair, 100mm brass butt hinge

3 No

6,25

18,75

18,75

M

Mortise lock with set of lever handle furniture

3 No

35

105,00

105,00

N

150mm barrel bolt

11 No

5,5

60,50

60,50

2885,27

2795,27

Joinery to summary

Item

Description

A

Metal work
Sundries
Fibre Mesh mosquito proof netting cut to size and
fixed to hardwood frames with batterns
(measured separately)
Welded Mesh 50mm x 50mm fixed to hardwood with
batterns (measure separately)

B

Qty

Unit

Rate

Costs

Costs *

25 SM

5,52

138,00

138,00

25 SM

7,65

191,25

191,25

800,00

X

1129,25

329,25

2000,00

2.000,00

2000,00

2.000,00

2500,00

2.500,00

Burglar Proof
Allow a Provisional sum of GHC800.00 for the supply
and fixing of burglar proof to tool booth amount to be
expended at the discretion of Supervising architect

Metal work to summary

C

Electrical installation
Include a provisional sum of GHC 2,000.00 for works
in connection with electrical installation

Electrical installation to summary

D

E

F

Plumbing installation
Internal Pipeworks
Include a provisional sum of GHC 2,500.00 for all
necessary pipeworks in connection with plumbing
installation
Sanitary Appliances
Supply and fix the following sanitary appliances
Approved squat type white glaze w/c suite comprising
squating pan, ceramic flushing cistern, pair of enamel
brackets, flush pipe and including jointing flush
pipe to cistern brackets and to pan and plugging into
walls

9 NO

120

1080,00

1080,00

Low level white glaze w/c suite (twyford) comprising
pan with plastic seat and cover, ceramic flushing
cistern, pair of enamel brackets, flush pipe and
including jointing flush pipe to cistern brackets and
to pan and plugging into walls

2 NO

185

370,00

370,00

550mm x 400mm white glazed wash hand basin
(twyford) complete with 31mm diameter chrome
plated waste fitting, plug, chain and stay and one
12mm chronuim plated valve and glazed stopper and
appliance mounted on pair of barckets plugged and
screwed.

4 No

135

540,00

540,00

6000litre capacity double layer plastic water tank
(Polytank)

3 No

1800

5400,00

X (external)

600mm x 600mm mirror polished mirror fixed into
blockwork

4 No

85

340,00

340,00

Allow a Provisional sum of GHC800.00 for supplying
galvanised steel overhead tank overall size 2780mm
x2350 x 4850 as per drawing No. 11

1tem

800,00

X (external)

Allow a Provisional sum of GHC300.00 for supplying
concrete platform for rainwater tank

Item

300,00

X (external)

11330,00

4830,00

Plumbing installation to summary

Item

Description

Qty

Unit

Rate

Costs

Costs *

Plasterwork and other wall, floor and ceiling finished
In situ finishing 19mm thick cement: sand (1:4) render on
Walls (internally)

190 SM

7,42

1409,80

1409,80

Walls (externally)

101 SM

7,42

749,42

749,42

Ditto, curved areas

13 SM

7,52

97,76

X

Sides and soffit of slab

32 SM

7,65

244,80

244,80

Bed and backing
Cement:sand (1:3) mortar as described in
38mm thick screeded bed to receive floor tiles

51 SM

10,89

555,39

555,39

12mm floated backing to receive wall tiles

114 SM

4,54

517,56

517,56

Ceramic wall tiles
150mm x 150mm x 6mm thick ceramic wall tiles of
approved colour, fixed with an approve cemebtious
tile adhesive on floated backing (measured separately)

114 SM

15,35

1749,90

1749,90

300mm x 300mm porcelain floor tiles of approved
colour, fixed with an approve cemebtious tile
adhesive on floated backing (measured separately)
in the following:
W/C Area (Rustic Non Slip : dim gray)

34 SM

25

850,00

850,00

Lobby (Non-Slip: dim gray)

12 SM

25

300,00

300,00

Waiting area (Non Slip; dim gray)

10 SM

25

250,00

250,00

Tool point (Non Slip; dim gray)

10 SM

25

250,00

X

500,00

500,00

486,75

486,75

7961,38

7613,62

Allow a provisional sum of GHC500 for all skirting
works
Horizontal ceiling lining
Plastic T&G ceiling screwed to hardwood including all
accessories

33 SM

14,75

Plasterwork etc. to summary

Painting and decorating
(Costs in the last column is including twice a repainting, thus original costs times 3)
Prepare and apply two undercoats and one finishng coat of an approved emulsion paint on the following
Rendered walls
165 SM
2,22
366,30
1098,90
Sides and soffit of slabs

20 SM

2,35

47,00

141,00

182 LM

1,62

294,84

884,52

Knot, prime, stop,and apply two undercoats and one finishing coat of an approved gloss oil paint on
General surfaces of hardwood
59 LM
2,2
129,80

389,40

On narrow surfaces

182,00

546,00

1019,94

3059,82

Prepare and apply one coat of aluminium primer on
back on joinery before fixing

Painting and decoration to summary

40 SM

4,55

Item

Description

Qty

Unit

Rate

Costs

External works
Circular precast concrete tanks in 2 No, ; P25 size
2500mm diameter x 4metre high.

Costs *

X (external)

Excavate pit for circular cesspit not exceeding 1,5m deep

33 CM

10,32

340,56

X (external)

Excavate pit for circular cesspit exceeding 1,5m deep
but not exceeding 3m deep

33 CM

17,25

569,25

X (external)

Excavate pit for circular cesspit exceeding 3m deep
but not exceeding 4.5metre deep

22 CM

24

528,00

X (external)

Backfill selected excavated material around cesspool

46 CM

4,3

197,80

X (external)

Remove surplus excavated material from site

40 CM

4,3

172,00

X (external)

4000

4000,00

X (external)

2500,00

X (external)

8307,61

0,00

Costs

Costs

11189,91
4806,95
2824,00
1347,84
2029,28
2885,27
1129,25
2000,00
11330,00
7961,38
1019,94
8307,61
56831,43
2841,57
5683,14
65356,14

10670,06
4160,70
2615,00
1347,84
2029,28
2795,27
329,25
2000,00
4830,00
7613,62
3059,82
0,00
41450,84
2072,54
4145,08
47668,47

Supply and fix 2 No P25 circular ring tank including all
accessories as per the specification of CP Concrete
Product Limited

Item

Pavement
Allow a provisional sum of GHC2,500 for paving the
surrounding area (sum to be expended at the discretion
the Supervising Architect)

Item

External works to summary

Summary
Substructure
Concrete Works
Blockwork
Roofing
Carpentary
Joinery
Metalwork
Electrical Works
Plumbing Installation
Plasterwork
Painting
External Works
Sub Total
Allow (5% Preliminaries)
Allow (10% Contingencies)
Grand Total

Costs for external works seperately

14807,61
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Substructure: REMOVE VEGETABLE SOIL AND EXCAVATE TRENCHES AND COLUMN BASES (A1)
Remove and
excavate soil

Realise concrete
foundation

Realise concrete
columns substructure

Make blockwork
walls substructure

Place sewerage
pipes

Work plan for the construction of a Safi Sana service block

Backfill and
ram soil

1. Detail both ends of a pvc garden hose.

2. & 3. Excavate trenches and column bases.

1. & 2. Set out measurements for excavation works.

3. Checking the level
of excavation works.

1. Set out all grids (red coloured), in the length of a service block and perpendicular on it with a tape measure and building square. Place in the length
of grids profile boards (brown coloured) all at the same level. This set out and levelling must be done very accurate and will count for all measurements
of the complete construction. For the level of profile boards is a garden hose (yellow coloured) used. When completely filled with water, without any
air bubbles in it, shows the garden hose on both ends the same level by a water line, see detail.
2. Remove vegetable top soil of the whole proposed ground floor slab with a rake and clear the site. With grids and profile boards are dimensions for
excavation works set out (green coloured), these must be at every side 14cm wider to make space for a slope 5:1. Excavate around 70cm deep by
labourers with a spade and use a pick-axe when the soil is too hard. Sides of excavated trenches and column bases must be kept unimpaired to use
them as formwork for casting the foundation. Avoid round edges due to excavation works. Transport soil with a wheel barrow and store it on the
construction site.
3. Level measurements of excavation works can be taken with a leveller and tape measure from the spanned ropes (purple coloured) between profile
boards. Make a boning rod or stick with a length equal to the difference between rope and intended ground level. Keep this stick with a leveller vertical
to the horizontal rope and check the level of excavation works.
4. After excavations fill trenches and column bases with 7cm soil to 0.63m below ground level and ram this well to a hardcore filling. Final level of earth
work must be checked p
preciselyy as described above and may
profile boards when excavation works are finished.
y deviate maximal 1cm. Don´t remove the p

Equipment:
Rake 2x
Spade 2x
Pick-axe 1x
Wheel barrow 1x
Manual compactor 1x
3-4-5 Triangle building square 1x

Leveller 1x
Profile boards 10x
PVC garden hose 1x
Tape measure 1x
Rope 1x

Materials:
Vegetable soil 25.7m2
Laterite soil 6.3m3
Labour:
2 Workers (31 Hrs.)
Information:
Drawing of substructure with all grids

Substructure: REALISE REINFORCED CONCRETE STRIP FOUNDATION AND COLUMN BASES (A2)
Remove and
excavate soil

Realise concrete
foundation

Realise concrete
columns substructure

Make blockwork
walls substructure

Place sewerage
pipes

Work plan for the construction of a Safi Sana service block

Backfill and
ram soil

1. Detail of
an oil bowl.

3. Cast on-site produced concrete mixture and check its level.
1. Set out measurements and place formwork boards.
The trench is already half covered with grey
coloured plastic sheets.

2. Place reinforcement cages, which includes bars for substructure columns and starter bars for
superstructure columns, on concrete spacers. These bars must be measured very accurately!

1. Place grids, sides and ends of the foundation on profile boards and set out these measurements in the trench. Measurements can be transferred vertically
with a leveller or an oil bowl, in which the horizontal mirroring surface shows the rope perpendicular, see detail. Use the sides of excavations as formwork
and cover it with plastic sheets, lay them till 30cm over the edges. When excavations are done too wide, must 20cm high timber boards with pigs be
placed. Fill the backside of these boards with soil and cover them with plastic sheets too.
2. Produce 3cm thick concrete spacer blocks on-site and lay them on the plastic sheet around every second bar. Place on-site prefabricated reinforcement
cages on these spacer blocks, none of the reinforcement bars might lay within 3cm of the plastic sheet. These cages must also including the bars for
substructure columns and starter bars for columns. Be sure that bars are cleaned from dust, laterite and loose rust with a steel brush. Be careful that no
gaps originates into the plastic sheets and occur that sheets are polluted before casting. Check if all required reinforcement according to the drawings is
present in the construction and that (starter) bars for columns are on their correct position!
3. Cast concrete of strip foundation and column bases to -0.43m below ground level without interruptions. Trenches must be casted one by one and harden,
cold joints should be avoided. Consolidate the concrete for short periods with a poker vibrator directly after casting. Don't re-vibrate casted concrete.
Top level must be realised accurately and directly after casting checked with a boning rod or stick from a spanned rope, the maximum deviation is 1cm.
4. When concrete surface is little hardened, sprinkle it with water, scour it smooth and cover it with a plastic sheet. It's also possible to use wet soil. This to
occur new concrete for bleeding and evaporation of its moisture. Wash all equipment directly after casting. Don't walk on and cover the casted concrete
for minimal two days after casting. By page over and roll up the plastic sheet can timber formwork be struck and reused.

Equipment:
Timber panels 200mm
Steel brush 1x
Poker vibrator 1x
Spade 2x
Plastic sheet 3x
Wooden float 1x

Hand tools
Electricity
Leveller 1x
Tape measure 1x
Rope 1x
Oil bowl 1x

Materials:
Plastic sheet 25.5m2
Mild steel reinforcement 137kg
Concrete (1:2:4-20mm) 1.4 m3
Labour:
2 Workers (27 Hrs.) & 9 Workers (2 Hrs.)
Information:
Drawing of substructure
Structural drawing with reinforcement

Substructure: REALISE REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS OF SUBSTRUCTURE (A3)
Remove and
excavate soil

Realise concrete
foundation

1. Set out
measurements.

Realise concrete
columns substructure

Make blockwork
walls substructure

2. Place the formwork box and panel.

Place sewerage
pipes

Work plan for the construction of a Safi Sana service block
Backfill and
ram soil

3. Place formwork on its correct position and vertical.

1. Detail of a concrete spacer block with soft iron wire.
1. Measure both sides of columns on profile boards and set these measurements out on the columns bases. Check the distance between columns accurately,
this must be 2.70m, and set out all other sides of columns. Hit in every corner of the column a steel nail. Reinforcement bars with binders for substructure
columns are already casted in the column bases. Check if all prescribed reinforcement is present in the construction and that bars are situated 3cm within
the steel nails. Clean the joint between column base and column well with a steel brush and be sure that all reinforcement is cleaned from loose rust, soil
and dust. Produce 3cm thick concrete spacer blocks on-site with a short length of soft iron wire in it, see detail. Fix them at the outside of reinforcement
bars to create a concrete spacing.
2. Prefabricate 3-sided formwork boxes and 1 side panels from soft plywood 20mm and braces 4" x 2" which are straighten. Every panel must exist of 3
vertical bracings with on it horizontal braces around every 40cm. Formwork shouldn't have any gaps through which cement paste can leak. To make the
formwork watertight and more durable should the inside be moisten with oil. To guarantee it's lifetime must formwork be handled with care.
Place firstly the formwork box around the steel nails, be careful that the nails don't move. Then close the box with the 1 side panel and nail them together.
Check the down side position of the formwork accurately and be sure that none of the reinforcement bars or binders is within 3cm of the formwork.
3. With use of the rope and a leveller should the formwork be placed vertical and on its correct position. When measurements are correct, fix the column
box with 4 timber braces. Nail the lowest horizontal brace on the column base and close openings at the downside, this can be done with some clay soil.
These measurements must be well checked, after fixing and before casting. Don't handle the formwork rough anymore when it's placed and fixed vertically.
Mention with a nail till what level concrete must be casted.
4. Moisten the timber formwork with a bucket of water before casting. Cast concrete to 0.30m above ground level, in layers of 20cm which should be
compacted with a poker vibrator for a short period. Columns should be casted one by one and in a reasonable speed to avoid cold joints, don't re-vibrate
casted concrete. Concrete should not be dropped from a higher level than 1m. Directly after casting must the position and verticality of columns be checked
accurately and when necessary adjust with help of wind bracings. Maximum height deviation is 0.5cm, and top side may deviate maximal 1cm from its
verticality. When the concrete is little hardened, sprinkle it with water and cover it with a plastic sheet. Wash all equipment directly after casting.
5. Formwork must be stand for at least 2 days after casting, before it might be removed. Removing must happen carefully and may not damage the formwork
and realised columns. Take first the 1 side panel and finally the 3-sided formwork box. Clean old concrete rests directly from the column boxes and store
them on-site, covered with a plastic sheet for protection against rain.

4. Cast concrete into the formwork.

Equipment:
Steel brush 1x
Oil 1x
Bucket 1x
Poker vibrator 1x
Plastic sheet 5x
Column box with timber brace 4x

Hand tools
Leveller 1x
Tape measure 1x
Rope 1x
Building square 1x
*

* Number of formwork depends on the available
construction time.
Materials:
Steel nails
Mild steel reinforcement 27kg
Concrete (1:2:4-20mm) 0,3 m3
Water
Labour:
2 Workers (9 Hrs.) & 9 Workers (1 Hrs.)
Information:
Drawing of substructure
Structural drawing with reinforcement

Substructure: MAKE SAND-CEMENT BLOCKWORK WALLS OF SUBSTRUCTURE (A4)
Remove and
excavate soil

Realise concrete
foundation

Realise concrete
columns substructure

Make blockwork
walls substructure

Place sewerage
pipes

Work plan for the construction of a Safi Sana service block
Backfill and
ram soil

2. Set out measurements.
5. Setting block for smooth plaster finish.

3. Lay blockwork wall.

1. Two courses of 150mm solid sand-cement blocks are enough for realising a substructure wall to 0.05m above ground level. The outside of the outerst
walls must be finished with a 20mm thick smooth sand-cement plastering. For laying blocks and adding plaster finish must on-side produced cement-sand
blocks and mortar (1:4) be used according to final work plan sheet F2. Transport and store mortar only in clean equipment like a wheel barrow or head
pan, not on a dirty slab. Workers may carry maximum 15kg of mortar and blocks. Before laying the sand-cement blocks must the strip foundation and
blocks be moisten with water.
2. Measure the outer side of blockwork wall on the profile board and set with a rope and leveller this measurement on the top- and downside of the column.
Place on columns the height of the block courses plus joints at 24, 25.5 and 48cm. A thickness of 1.5cm is sufficient for all horizontal and vertical mortar
joints and beds. In the middle trenche must a vertical timber framework be placed instead of concrete columns to set out measurements.
3. Lay at both course ends one complete block in a 1,5cm mortar bed and place this block exactly at its correct position, vertical and horizontal with a leveller.
Span a rope at the outside top edge between these blocks, use when necessary a supporting block. Place between these outer blocks, whole blocks to
complete the course. Place these remaining blocks one by one, to the rope and exactly horizontal and vertical. Lay constant the mortar bed for only one
block and not for a complete course at once. Measure and make finally the closer block and completely fill and finish all mortar bed and joints of the first
course. Check measurements of the first course well before realising the second course. Be sure that blocks are laid vertical and exactly in one straight line
to the rope. The maximum deviation is 0.5cm/m and 1cm for a complete wall in length and height. Check also if all joints are completely filled with mortar.
4. Repeat step 3 to realise the second course whereby smaller blocks must be used between the sewerage pipes and to create a stretcher bond. Be aware
that blocks of the second course are laid in exactly the same vertical straight line as the first course, this can be checked with a leveller. During realisation
of this second course must sewerage pipes be placed as described on final work plan sheet A5.
5. Only when blockwork walls and placing of sewerage pipes are completely finished may the smooth plaster finished be add. Place around 4 setting blocks on
each wall at 20mm thickness of the wall. Lay a 30cm wide timber panel on the strip foundation to collect fallen mortar, when it's not harden it can be easily
reused. Add mortar by throwing, spread it out to mentioned thickness with a screed board and scour it smooth with a wooden float or trowel. Plaster finish
must be a few times moisten and scoured smooth to occur cracks in just finished surfaces. When it's finished cover the plaster finish with a plastic sheet.
Realise the plaster finish for a complete wall in one time, don't remain only plaster work to that wall for the following day.

5. Realised substructure wall with plaster finish
sewerage pipes aren't shown.
Equipment:
Head pan 2x
Wheel barrow 1x
Spade 1x
Trowel 1x
Wooden float 1x
Screed board 1x
Plastic sheet 3x

Hand tools
Water tank 1x
Bucket 10 Ltr. 1x
Leveller 1x
Rope 1x
Tape measure 1x
Setting blocks 8x

Materials:
Solid 150mm sand-cement blocks 43x
Sand-cement mortar (1:4) 0.12m3
Water
Labour:
2 Workers (7 Hrs.)
Information:
Drawing of substructure

Substructure: PLACE SEWERAGE PIPES (A5)
Remove and
excavate soil

Realise concrete
foundation

Realise concrete
columns substructure

Work plan for the construction of a Safi Sana service block
Make blockwork
walls substructure

Place sewerage
pipes

Backfill and
ram soil

4. Make excavations
wider for pipe ends.
2. Set out measurements with setting blocks.
4. Place the marked pipes on the setting blocks
at the centre of the blockwork wall.

3. Mark centre of the blockwork wall
on the prepared sewerage pipe.

5. Fix sewerage pipes in the 2nd
blockwork course with sandcement mortar.

1. Place sewerage pipes from the proposed inlets, through the 150mm thick external substructure wall into the outside placed inspection chambers. Used
PVC pipes and accessoires should be of an excellent, life time quality. Sewerage pipes must be at the same time as realising the second course of the
substructure blockwork wall and before the smooth plaster finish is added. Pipes shall later be covered with backfilled laterite.
2. Define with help of the drawing(s) the length of the sewerage pipes and the location and level of the pipes as regard to the substructure blockwork wall and
columns. A foreman should set out this position and level on the blockwork wall with setting blocks made of broken blocks in sand-cement mortar.
3. Prepare for every cubicle a pipe length with necessary bends and joints, which is long enough to reach the inlet and inspection chamber, around 2m each.
The trap outlets can be placed later on during realisation of the ground floor slab. Mark on the PVC pipe the centre of the blockwork wall with help of the
drawings. The centre of the wall is equal to the grid.
4. Place the marked position of the pipe on the fixed setting block and exactly in the middle of the blockwork wall. When necessary remove some soil with a
spade to make space for both pipe ends but still support both ends with some laterite soil. Measure with a leveller the pipes in the correct fall 1:40
with the highest point inside the service block. This fall is equal to 2,5cm per 1 metre and has a maximum deviation of 0.5cm per 1 metre.
5. Check before fixing the sewerage pipes if all pipes are present and if their position and fall are according to the requirements. Besides this must be tested
with water if all pipes are completely watertight. After this can all sewerage pipes be fixed with mortar in the second course of the substructure
sand-cement blockwork wall. Be careful that the sewerage pipes aren't become damaged by making that blockwork wall and later on during the backfilling.
Don't handle the pipes rough anymore when they are placed and fixed at its correct measurements. Close both pipe ends with some plastic and adhesive
tape to occur that laterite falls in the pipes during the backfilling.

Equipment:
Hand saw 1x
Trowel 1x
Spade 1x
Hand tools

Water tank 1x
Bucket 10 Ltr. 1x
Tape measure 1x
Leveller 1x

Materials:
Setting blocks of broken sand-cement blocks 8x
PVC pipes 100mm diameter, 20m1
Necessary bends and joinst 8x
Sand-cement mortar (1:4)
Adhesive tape 16x
Plastic sheet 16x
Water
Labour:
2 Workers (8 Hrs.)
Information:
Drawing of substructure with building services

Substructure: BACKFILL AND RAM EXCAVATED SOIL IN TRENCES AND BELOW GROUND FLOOR SLAB (A6)
Remove and
excavate soil

Realise concrete
foundation

Realise concrete
columns substructure

Make blockwork
walls substructure

1. Be careful for sewerage pipes during
the backfilling and ramming of trenches.

Place sewerage
pipes

Work plan for the construction of a Safi Sana service block

Backfill and
ram soil

2. Level the backfilled soil with a screed board to the top side of blockwork walls.

1. Trenches are backfilled to ground level.
3. Spread remaining laterite soil outside the construction.

1. Backfill the excavated laterite soil in trenches to around ground level. This may start only when all substructure blockwork walls are completed with a
plaster finish and all sewerage pipes are fixed. Use for backfilling the earlier excavated soil which is stored on the construction site. Remove by hand the
largest pollution like grass, roots and large stones. Transport it with a wheel barrow and be aware that workers don't carry heavier weights than 15kg.
Page over the plastic sheet against the plastered blockwork wall and between the sewerage pipes. The soil must be well rammed with only a manual
compactor in layers of maximum 20cm to a hardcore feeling. Ramming of the backfilling should be done very carefully to occur that sewerage pipes and
blockwork walls are damaged. The foreman should check regularly if pipes aren't damaged and are still fixed in mortar, at their correct position and fall.
2. When trenches are completely backfilled should the levelled bed for the ground floor slab be made. Use for this also the earlier excavated soil which is
stored on site and transport it with a wheel barrow. Be still aware that workers don't carry too much weight. The complete surface of backfilled soil must
be well rammed with a manual compacter to a hardcore filling, be careful for the blockwork walls during this compacting. Back fill and ram till 0.05m
above ground level, this is the same level as top side of the substructure blockwork walls. This mean that the average thickness of the soil bed is around
5cm. Level the top side of the backfilling between the two substructure blockwork walls with a long screed board. The maximum measurement deviation
hereby is 1cm, check the final height of the backfilling accurately.
3. The remaining soil should be spread and levelled on the construction site but outside the construction. It can be used to raise surrounding land with a
slope from the service block down to the pad or drain and to level up soil level at the entrance of the service block for a pavement.

Equipment:
Wheel barrow 1x
Manual compactor 1x
Screed board length 3m. 1x
Materials:
Laterite soil for backfilling 3.8m3
Laterite soil for spreading 2.5m3
Labour:
2 Workers (9 Hrs.)
Information:
Drawing of superstructure

Spade 2x
Leveller 1x
Tape measure 1x

Construction materials: PRODUCE CONCRETE ON-SITE (F1)
Produce concrete
mixture on-site

Work plan for the construction of a Safi Sana service block

Produce sand-cement
blocks

1. Possible lay out for a construction site with a small
concrete production plant, located in a slum area with
surrounding constructions. Store stones, quarry dust,
sand and water directly near the concrete mixer. The
concrete mixer is removable to occur theft, take along
the every day required number of cement bags.

1. Produce concrete mixture carefully on-site and transport it to the work place for processing into the formwork. Concreting operations should be planned
during the early morning, so they are finished before direct sunshine arise. Take concrete mixer and required cement bags every day along to avoid theft.
2. Cause as few as possible dust by adding cement in the concrete mixer. Clean sand from its biggest pollution like grass and roots by sieving it, occur the
content of clay in it. A good grain size distribution of coarse aggregate is necessary in order to leave no voids. Mix therefore on-site stones 20mm with
quarry dust 0-7mm in proportion 1:1. Used water must be clean and free from impurities, with a quality that is almost similar to drink water.
3. The correct proportions of materials must almost exactly be added to the mixture, this should be checked regularly! Portland cement content of a concrete
mix should be the minimum quantity according to the functional requirements. Water-cement ratio of mixture must be between 0.4 and 0.7, and be as
low as possible but with a satisfactory workability. Mix aggregates and cement in the dry state first and add water as latest, just before the concrete is
used. After adding water should the mix be turned over for at least two minutes. For example when the concrete mixer with a capacity of 140 litre is filled
to 100 litre, must be added 30 litre of stones, 30 litre of quarry dust, 30 litre of sand, 2/5 bag of Portland cement and 8 litre water. When the workability
is too low may amount of water be increased slightly per litre to maximal 14 litre.
4. Minimize the delay between mixing and casting of concrete, don't use harden concrete any more. Workers shouldn't carry more weight than 15kg.
Concrete must go from the mixer into a wheel barrow and/or head pan and from there directly be casted into the formwork, don't store it on other, dirty
places like slabs or soil. Wash all equipment directly after casting. Samples of concrete can be tested on its pressure strength with a crunch test, it's
nominal compressive strength should be 20N/mm2.

Equipment:
Sieve 8-10mm 1x
Concrete mixer 140 Ltr. 1x
Barrow 2x
Wheel barrow 1x
Head pan 2x

Spade 1x
Electricity
Water tank 1x
Bucket 10 Ltr. 1x

Materials:
Portland cement class 32.5R 22 bags á 50kg
Sand 1,5m3
Stones 20mm 1,5m3
Quarry dust 0-7mm 1,5m3
Water
Labour:
9 Workers (5 Hrs.) shared over 5 times
Information:
Mixture proportion in volume ratios (1:2:4 - 20mm)

Construction materials: PRODUCE SAND-CEMENT BLOCKS (F2)
Produce concrete
mixture on-site

Work plan for the construction of a Safi Sana service block

Produce sand-cement
blocks

1. Possible lay out to produce sand-cement mortar, store sand
and water directly near the concrete mixer.

3. Remove mortar rests in edges of the steel mould regularly.
4. Sprinkle blocks wet and store them below a plastic sheet on a
levelled softwood plywood panel

1. Produce the sand-cement blocks under own supervision whereby the proportion and quality of added materials can be determined and checked to
guarantee strenght and durability of the blocks. It's advisable to do this at a private work place and take along the every day required number of blocks
to the construction site.
2. Cause as few as possible dust by adding cement in the concrete mixer. Clean sand from its biggest pollution like grass and roots by sieving it, occur the
content of clay in it. When broken blocks are added to the mixture must these be completely crunched in particles smaller than 3mm. Used water should be
clean and free from impurities, with a quality that is almost similar to drink water. The correct proportions of materials must almost exactly be added to the
mixture, this should be checked regularly! Firstly mix cement and aggregates in the dry state and add water as latest. Used water must be kept as low as
possible but the mix need a satisfactory workability to mould the blocks, advisable is an 'earth moisture' mixture. Add water in small amounts to the
sand-cement mixture, too few is better than too much. Produce mixture in small amounts to occur drying out, don't use harden mortar any more.
3. Fill the steel moulds with the mixed sand-cement mortar to produce blocks. Use only solid steel moulds which doesn't deform during the production of
sand-cement blocks. Remove regularly mortar rests in the straight edges of the steel mould. Compact the mortar well with a spade and finish the top side
smooth and all at the same level. Workers shouldn't carry more weight than 15kg. Store mortar only in the mixer or a wheel barrow, not on a dirty slab.
4. When blocks are produced store them on a levelled softwood panel, beside each other. Sprinkle it with some water and cover the blocks with a plastic
sheet. Keep the blocks covered and watered for 14 days before stocking and applying them in a construction. Stacking, handling and transporting of
sand-cement blocks should take place carefully by the workers to avoid broken blocks. Produced blocks can be tested with a crunch test, it's minimum
compressive strength should be 2.75N/mm2 of the gross horizontal area. Wash all equipment directly after production of the blocks.
5. Produce sand-cement mortar on-site for laying the blocks and applying the plaster finish exactly as the way described above. The amount of water in the
mixture should be adapted to achieve a satisfactory workability but still kept as low as possible. Proportion of aggregates can be changed to fulfill the
requirements.

Equipment:
Sieve 8-10mm 1x
Concrete mixer 140 Ltr. 1x
Spade 1x
Barrow 2x
Wheel barrow 1x
Steel hand mould 3x

Plastic sheet 1x
Softwood plywood 1x
Hand tools
Electricity
Water tank 1x
Bucket 10 Ltr. 1x

Materials:
Portland cement class 32.5R 28 bags á 50kg
Sand 3,8m3
Water
Labour:
3 Workers (29 Hrs.)
Information:
Mixture proportion cement-sand in volume ratios (1:4)
Solid 150mm sand-cement blocks 43x
Hollow 150mm sand-cement blocks 165x
Hollow 100mm sand-cement blocks 335x

Appropriate design and work plan for Safi Sana service blocks in Accra, Ghana

Appendix 11 Compact disc
A compact disc with all digital files from graduation project Safi Sana is added to this thesis.

J.J.J. Hulsen
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